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Case has chosen 
the Copperhead 

pattern for 
its 2021 Vault 
Release. Get 
yours while 

they're available!

Sawcut Jigged 
Caribbean Blue Bone 

CA25588CA25588 $58.99 ea.

Smooth Abalone
No shield •Nickel 
silver pins and liners 
•Embellished bolster 
•Velvet box. 
CA12023CA12023 

$223.99 ea.

Patriotic Kirinite® 

CA11219CA11219 $64.99 ea.

CASE® COPPERHEADS
Features (except where noted): Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Brass pins and liners 

•Nickel silver bolsters and shields •3-7/8" closed.

Yellow Synthetic CV
Chrome Vanadium blades. 

CA30119CA30119 $48.99 ea.

Blue Pearl Kirinite® 

CA23441CA23441 $65.99 ea.

LOOK FOR LOOK FOR 
MORE SMKW MORE SMKW 
EXCLUSIVES EXCLUSIVES 

COMING SOON!COMING SOON!
6.5 BoneStag
CA65323CA65323 

$66.99 ea.

Lilac Synthetic Ichthus

CA39161CA39161 $49.99 ea.

Rustic Red Richlite®

CA13625CA13625 $59.99 ea.

Black & White Fiber Weave

CA38930CA38930 $65.99 ea.

Green & Black Fiber Weave

CA50713CA50713 $67.99 ea.

Amber Bone CV
Chrome Vanadium blades.

CA30091CA30091 $58.99 ea.

Pocket Worn® 
Bermuda 

Green Bone
CA9788CA9788 

$59.99 ea. 

Black Sycamore Wood

CA25572CA25572 $68.99 ea.

Dark Red Bone CV
Chrome Vanadium blades. 

CA31953CA31953 $58.99 ea.
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Sowbelly- 3-7/8" closed. 

CA26937CA26937 $74.99 ea.

Muskrat- 3-7/8" closed. 

CA26938CA26938 $64.99 ea.

Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed. 

CA26939CA26939 $64.99 ea.

3

CopperLock®
Lockback •4-1/4" closed. 

CA26941CA26941 $71.99 ea.

Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

CA26934CA26934 $64.99 ea.

Canoe- 3-5/8" closed. 

CA26935CA26935 $69.99 ea.

 Tribal Lock- Lockback 
•4-1/8" closed •Designed 

by Tony Bose. 

CA26940CA26940 $74.99 ea.

Cheetah®- Lockback •Nickel silver 
swing guard •4-3/8" closed. 

CA26936CA26936 $84.99 ea.

CA25338CA25338 $64.99 ea.

20192019 20202020

Zippo® Lighter
Black Ice®.

ZPCA25338ZPCA25338
$24.99 ea.

CASE® DECADE TRANSITION COLLECTIBLES
W.R. Case & Sons has been making history in the knife business for more 
than 130 years. A significant element of all Case knives is the unique 
decade-based dating system. This unique Trapper is marked with both 
the 2019 and 2020 tang stamps. Historically, "Transition" knives are highly 
sought after by collectors and often valued at more than twice the dollar 
amount of similar patterns from the same year with single tang stamps.
Case® Trapper- Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel 
blades with master blade etch •Clip point blade has the 2020 tang 
stamp while the spey blade has the 2019 tang stamp •Red jigged 
bone handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver Case Bowtie 
shield and bolsters etched with ten dots •4-1/8" closed.

LAST LAST 
CHANCE!CHANCE!

CASE® BLACK & BLUE FIBER WEAVE
Features: Satin-Finish Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Black and 

Blue Carbon Fiber/G-10 Weave handles •Brass pins and liners 
•Nickel silver bolsters and Case Arrowhead shields.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA26937
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CASE® CHEVROLET® TRAPPERS
Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades 
•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters •4-1/8" closed.

CASE® CHEVROLET® RED SYNTHETIC 
Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades with master 
embellishments •Embellished smooth red synthetic handles •Brass pins 

and liners •Nickel silver bolsters.

Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

CA33704CA33704 $68.99 ea.

Stockman
3-7/8" closed. 

CA33705CA33705 $71.99 ea.

Mini CopperLock®
Lockback •3-5/8" closed. 

CA33706CA33706 $75.99 ea.

General Motors Trademarks 
used under license to 
Zippo Manufacturing Company. Embellished 

Smooth Natural Bone 

CA33700CA33700 $87.99 ea.

Embellished 
Smooth Antique Bone 
Embellished clip point blade. 

CA33701CA33701 $89.99 ea.

Dark Red 
Jigged Bone 
Embellished clip 
point blade and bolsters 
•Case Oval Script shield. 

CA33702CA33702 $89.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! CHEVROLET®  LIGHTERS

Bowtie Waving Flag
Street Chrome™.

ZP410009ZP410009 $15.99 ea.

Bursting Flag
Navy Matte.

ZP408957ZP408957 $19.99 ea.

Old Truck Tailgate
Street Chrome™.

ZP407773ZP407773 $15.99 ea.

American Flag Bowtie
Black Matte.

ZP407821ZP407821 $19.99 ea.

General Motors Trademarks used under license to 
Zippo Manufacturing Company.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA33704
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA33705
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA33706
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Old Truck
ZP409998ZP409998
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Mustang/American Flag
ZP407761ZP407761

NEW!NEW! FORD ZIPPO® LIGHTERS
Street Chrome™.

YOUR CHOICE $15.99 ea.

Medium Stockman
3-1/4" closed. 

CA14305CA14305 $72.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
CA14301CA14301 

$71.99 ea.

Ford 
Built Tough
Blue color wash 
handles with 
black definition.
CA14323CA14323

CASE® FORD 
TRAPPER 
GIFT SETS
Features: Mirror-Polished 
Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel 
blades •Embellished 
natural bone handles 
•Brass pins and liners 
•Nickel silver bolsters 
•4-1/8" closed •Limited 
edition with Case Long 
Tail C serialization 
•Certificate of authenticity 
•Jewel box with Case 
Collectible medallion. 

CASE® FORD SAWCUT 
JIGGED BLUE BONE
Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ 
surgical steel blades •Sawcut jigged blue 
bone handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel 
silver bolsters •Ford Oval shields.

Peanut
2-7/8" closed. 
CA14306CA14306 

$64.99 ea.

Medium Jack
3-3/8" closed. 
CA14303CA14303 

$66.99 ea.

CASE® FORD 
SHEATH

Genuine leather with 
snap closure.

CA14329CA14329 $11.99 ea.

FoMoCo
Gray color 

wash handles.
CA14326CA14326

CASE® FORD TRAPPER
Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical 
steel blades •Embellished natural bone 
handles •Brass pins 
and liners •Nickel silver 
bolsters •4-1/8" closed.

CA14328CA14328 $82.99 ea.

YOUR CHOICE 

$179.99 ea.

Ford Motor Company 
Trademarks and Trade Dress 

used under license to W.R. Case 
& Sons Cutlery Company.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP409998
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Case's 2021 
Vault Release.

Secondary 6.5 blade 

tang stampings remind 

you these knives are 
XXTRA SPECIAL

Sowbelly
3-7/8" closed.

CA65313CA65313 $77.99 ea.

Tribal Lock
4-1/8" closed.
CA65312CA65312 

$75.99 ea.

CASE® 6.5 BONESTAG
Made to look beautifully worn, this genuine bone handle's honey and amber tones are accented with special jigging, and then hand-flamed, 

resulting in the look and feel of authentic stag antler. Features (except where noted): Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades 
•6.5 BoneStag handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and Case Oval Script shields.  

Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed. 
CA3578CA3578 

$65.99 ea.

Folding Hunter
5-1/4" closed

•Leather belt sheath. 

CA3574CA3574 $99.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

CA3573CA3573 $64.99 ea.

Tear Drop
3-5/8" closed. 
CA65308CA65308 

$64.99 ea.

Mini 
Trapper

3-1/2" closed. 
CA65305CA65305 

$59.99 ea.

RussLock®
Stainless steel 
linerlock •Nickel silver 
pins and liners 
•4-1/8" closed.

CA65303CA65303 $72.99 ea.

The look of stag The look of stag 
in an attractive in an attractive 

bone handle!bone handle!

Sod 
Buster Jr.®
No bolsters 

•3-5/8" closed. 
CA65310CA65310 

$59.99 ea.

Kickstart® 
Mid-Folding Hunter

Thumb stud •Assisted opening 
mechanism •Stainless steel 

linerlock •Nickel silver pins and 
liners •Pocket clip •4" closed.

CA65314CA65314 $113.99 ea.

Pocket 
clip.

Cheetah®
Lockback 
•Nickel silver swing 
guard •4-3/8" closed. 

CA65319CA65319 $84.99 ea.

Half Whittler
3-1/4" closed. 
CA65320CA65320 

$58.99 ea.

Kickstart® 
TrapperLock

Thumb stud •Assisted 
opening mechanism 

•Stainless steel 
linerlock •Pocket clip 

•4-1/8" closed.

CA65315CA65315 $124.99 ea.

Pocket 
clip.

Gunstock
3-3/4" closed. 

CA65322CA65322 $69.99 ea.

Copperhead
3-7/8" closed. 

CA65323CA65323 $66.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65313
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65312
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CASE® YELLOW DELRIN® CHROME VANADIUM (CARBON STEEL)
Many Case knife users and collectors prefer chrome vanadium blades. Chrome vanadium is often referred to as carbon 

steel and is widely known for its ease of sharpening. Features (except where noted): Chrome vanadium blades 
•Yellow Delrin® handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and Case Oval shields.  

Pocket clip.

Large Stockman
4-1/4" closed. 

CA203CA203 $57.99 ea. 

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 709029709029

(also available) Tru-Sharp™ 
Surgical Steel CA80029CA80029

YOUR CHOICE $42.99 ea.

Tip: Extra care is 
needed with chrome 

vanadium. Keep a 
thin film of oil on the 

blade to maintain 
the finish of the steel.

TrapperLocks- Thumb 
studs •Stainless steel 

linerlocks •4-1/8" closed.
Pocket Clip CA30111CA30111 

$95.99 ea.
(also available) 
No Pocket Clip 

CA111CA111 $84.99 ea.

Peanut- 2-7/8" closed. CA30CA30
(also available) Tru-Sharp™ 

Surgical Steel CA80030CA80030
YOUR CHOICE $39.99 ea.

Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 
CA3254CA3254

(also available) 
Tru-Sharp™ Surgical Steel 

CA80161CA80161 

YOUR CHOICE $45.99 ea.

Pen Knife- 3-3/8" closed. 

CA0324CA0324  $44.99 ea.

Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed. CA3318CA3318 

(also available) Tru-Sharp™ 
Surgical Steel CA80035CA80035 

YOUR CHOICE $48.99 ea.

Small Texas 
Toothpick

3" closed. CA091CA091
(also available) 

Tru-Sharp™ 
Surgical Steel 
CA81095CA81095

YOUR CHOICE 

$38.99 ea.

Barehead Slimline Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. CA31CA31
(also available) Tru-Sharp™ Surgical Steel CA80031CA80031

YOUR CHOICE $38.99 ea. 

Fishing Knife
Tru-Sharp™ surgical 
steel blades 
•4-1/4" closed 
•Shield is embedded hook 
sharpener •Scaler blade 
with hook disgorger 
•Clip blade.
CA120CA120 

$58.99 ea.

Trappers with Pocket Clips
4-1/8" closed. CA30114 CA30114 

(also available) 
Tru-Sharp™ Surgical Steel 

CA81091CA81091
YOUR CHOICE $56.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

Mini CopperLock®
Lockback •3-5/8" closed. 

CA30116CA30116 $52.99 ea.

Kickstart® TrapperLock
Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel 

blade •Thumb stud •Assisted 
opening mechanism 

•Stainless steel linerlock 
•Pocket clip •4-1/8" closed.

CA81094CA81094 $108.99 ea.

Equestrian's Knife- Tru-Sharp™ 
surgical steel blade and hoof 

pick •4-1/8" closed. 

CA80163CA80163 $59.99 ea.

Sowbelly- 3-7/8" closed. 
CA30118CA30118 

$58.99 ea.

Kickstart® Mid-Folding 
Hunter- Thumb stud 

•Assisted opening 
mechanism •Stainless steel 

linerlock •Nickel silver pins and 
liners •Pocket clip •4" closed. 

CA30117CA30117 $96.99 ea.

Copperhead
3-7/8" closed. 
CA30119CA30119 

$48.99 ea.

Case's 2021 
Vault Release.
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Natural Curly Oak 
Sowbelly

Embellished handle 
front •3-7/8" closed. 

CA52225CA52225 

$109.99 ea.

Mini Blackhorn® 
Lockback •Smooth black 

synthetic handles with H-D® 
insert •Nickel silver pins •No 

liners or bolsters •3-1/8" closed.  

CA52177CA52177 $21.99 ea. 

HARLEY, HARLEY-DAVIDSON and the Bar & Shield Design are among 
the trademarks of H-D U.S.A., LLC. ©2021 H-D and its Affiliates. All 

Rights Reserved. W.R. Case & Sons Cutlery Company is a licensee of 
Harley-Davidson Motor Company.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON® from TEC X®  
Tec X is a brand of high-quality knives engineered from high grade materials for lasting durability; but they won't break your wallet. 

Features: High Grade 440 stainless steel blades •Harley-Davidson® artwork on the handle or blade •Imported.
TF-1 Orange Flames Linerlock

Thumb stud •Glass reinforced nylon/
TPE handles •4-1/2" closed.

CA52119CA52119 $29.99 ea.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON® from CASE®
Features (except where noted): Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades 

•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters. 

TL-C Framelock- Partially black coated 
blade •Thumb hole •Black hard coat 
stainless steel handle frame •Bottle opener 
•Lanyard hole •Pocket clip •4-1/8" closed. 

CA52222CA52222 $22.99 ea. 

NEW!NEW! Gray Bone CopperLock®
Lockback •4-1/4" closed. 

CA52227CA52227 $89.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! Caribbean Blue Bone Trapper
Skull embellishment on 
right bolster •4-1/8" closed. 

CA52228CA52228 $74.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! Freedom of Choice
Street Chrome™.

ZP405354ZP405354 $15.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! Skull & Flag 
Doo-Rag

Black Matte.
ZP404658ZP404658 

$19.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! Blue Tribal
Street Chrome™.

ZP405311ZP405311 $15.99 ea.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON® ZIPPO® COLLECTION

Logo- Mercury Glass. Laser 
Engrave.

ZPHD49467ZPHD49467 $25.46 ea.

Logo
Black Matte. 

Texture Print.
ZPHD49196ZPHD49196 

$35.66 ea.
©2021 H-D or its affiliates. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, HARLEY, H-D, and the Bar and Shield Logo are 
among the trademarks of H-D U.S.A., LLC. Zippo is a licensee of Harley-Davidson Motor Company.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52225
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EXCLUSIVE!EXCLUSIVE!  
CASE® DOT 
DATING SYSTEM 
50th ANNIVERSARY 
ZIPPO® LIGHTER
Gold Dust with chromed 
out highlights. 

ZPCA50FYZPCA50FY $26.99 ea.Black Oxford
Mesh back •Grey front. 

CA52504CA52504 $24.99 ea.

CASE® CAPS  
Features: Embroidered 
Case logo 
•Adjustable straps.  

Camo- Velcro strap.  
CA52453CA52453 

$27.99 ea. 

NEW!NEW! 

CASE® 
BLACK 
LEATHER 
SHEATHS 
Features: 
Genuine leather 
construction.

Side Draw- Fits most medium to 
large patterns, including '18 and 

'54 •3-5/8" overall. 

CA52238CA52238 $7.99 ea.

Medium
Fits knife to 
4" closed 
•Snap closure. 
CA52236CA52236 

$11.99 ea.

Large
Fits knife to 
5-1/2" closed 
•Snap closure. 
CA52235CA52235 

$11.99 ea. Find more 
Case® 

sheaths @

CASE® DARK RED BONE CV
Features: Mirror-Polished Chrome Vanadium blades •Peach Seed jigged dark red bone 

handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and Case Traditions shields.

Trapper 
with 
Pocket Clip
4-1/8" closed. 

CA31957CA31957 $62.99 ea.

Hawkbill Pruner
4-1/8" closed. 
CA31956CA31956 

$73.99 ea. Medium Jack
3-3/8" closed. 
CA31955CA31955 

$53.99 ea.

Mini 
CopperLock®

Lockback 
•3-5/8" closed. 
CA31954CA31954 

$59.99 ea.

Copperhead
3-7/8" closed. 

CA31953CA31953 $58.99 ea.

Mini 
Trapper

3-1/2" closed. 
CA31952CA31952 

$52.99 ea.

Medium 
Stockman

3-5/8" closed. 
CA31951CA31951 

$58.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
CA31950CA31950 

$55.99 ea.

Case's 
2021 
Vault 

Release.

Pocket 
clip.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZPCA50FY
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52504
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52453
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Black Leather Replacement Sheath for 110 BU383BU383 $11.99 ea.

Black Leather Replacement Sheath for 112 BU396BU396 $11.99 ea.

BUCK® LOCKBACKS
Features: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Crelicam™ Ebony handles 
•Brass pins, liners and bolsters.
MODEL 112 RANGER 
4-1/4" closed •Black leather belt sheaths.

A.  Traditional BU394BU394 $54.99 ea.
(also available) 
Finger Grooved BU450BU450 $64.99 ea.

MODEL 110 FOLDING HUNTER® 
4-7/8" closed •Leather belt sheaths.

B.  Finger Grooved BU388BU388 $69.99 ea.

(also available) Traditional BU381BU381 $49.99 ea.

C. POCKET SIZE MODEL 55®- 3-1/2" closed.

BU5684BU5684 $49.99 ea.

A

B

Proudly Made 
in the USA

LT- Features: 420 HC stainless steel blade •Glass filled nylon 
handles •Lanyard hole •4-7/8" closed •Black heavy duty 
polyester belt sheath.

BU11553BU11553 $26.99 ea.

Pro- Features: S30V stainless steel blade •G-10 handles •Brushed 
nickel silver bolsters and liners •Nickel silver pins 
•4-7/8" closed •Black leather belt sheath.

BU11689BU11689 $99.99 ea.
(also available) Model 112 Ranger BU11968BU11968 $89.99 ea.

BUCK® 110 FOLDING HUNTER® LOCKBACKS

Proudly Made 
in the USA

BUCK® HUNTING KNIVES
Features: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Black 
Phenolic handles •Aluminum guards and 
pommels •Leather sheaths.

C

USA MADEUSA MADE BUCK® TRADITIONAL BLACK SERIES 
Features: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Black sawcut Valox® handles •Nickel silver pins, 

liners, bolsters and 
hammer-and-
knife shields.

Stockman®- 3-7/8" closed. 

BU651BU651  $42.99 ea.

BUCK® SLIMLINE™ 500 SERIES
Features: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Dymalux® red wood handles 
•Nickel silver pins, liners and bolsters.

Duke- 4-1/4" closed •Leather belt sheath. BU2597BU2597  $54.99 ea.

Proudly Made 
in the USA

Squire™- 3-3/4" closed •Leather belt sheath. BU238BU238  $49.99 ea. Prince®- 3-3/8" closed. BU244BU244  $47.99 ea.

120 General- 12" overall.

BU2542BU2542 $89.99 ea.

105 Pathfinder®- 9-1/8" overall.

BU363BU363 $64.99 ea.

102 Buck Woodsman®- 7-3/4" overall.

BU498BU498 $59.99 ea.

Proudly 
Made in 
the USA

Buck Cadet® 
3-1/4" closed. 

BU480BU480  $39.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU383
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU396
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU394
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU450
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU388
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU381
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU5684
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU11553
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU11689
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU11968
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU651
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU2597
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU238
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU244
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU2542
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU363
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU498
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU480
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BUCK® DOCTOR'S KNIVES HOUSECALL SPECIAL!HOUSECALL SPECIAL!
Features: Stainless steel blades •Nickel silver pins, bolsters and 

shields •Stainless steel liners •3-5/8" closed.

Green Smooth 
Bone/One Blade 

BU12617BU12617 

$24.99 
NOW 

$20.99 ea.

Imitation Stag 
Bone/Two Blade 

BU12620BU12620 

$29.99 
NOW 

$24.99 ea.

The doctor is in and ready The doctor is in and ready 
to give you a deal!to give you a deal!

Imitation Stag Bone/One Blade 

BU12616BU12616 $26.99 NOW $22.99 ea.

Black Smooth Bone/One Blade 

BU12619BU12619 $24.99 

NOW $20.99 ea.

Brown Smooth Bone/Two Blade 

BU12622BU12622 $26.99 

NOW $22.99 ea.

Brown Smooth Bone/One Blade 

BU12618BU12618 $24.99 

NOW $20.99 ea.

11

Solo- 3" closed. 
BU5717BU5717 

$14.99 ea.

Canoe
3-5/8" 
closed. 
BU3139BU3139  

$24.99 ea.

Stockman- 3-7/8" closed. 

BU5718BU5718 $25.99 ea.

 Trio
3-1/4" closed. 

  BU5720BU5720 

$21.99 ea.

BUCK® EVERYDAY CARRY POCKETKNIVES
Features: 420J2 stainless steel blades 
•Woodgrain handles 
•Stainless steel liners 
•Nickel silver pins, 
bolsters and shields. 

Deuce- 2-5/8" closed. 

BU5722BU5722 $17.99 ea.
Toothpick
3" closed. 

BU3137BU3137 $14.99 ea. 

Medium 
Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
BU5840BU5840 

$24.99 ea.CLASSIC CLASSIC 
DESIGN!DESIGN!

GREAT GREAT 
PRICE!PRICE!

CLOSEOUTS! CLOSEOUTS! BUCK® BANTAM® LOCKBACKS
Features: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Textured glass reinforced 
nylon handles •Lanyard holes.

BUCK® HUNTING KNIVES
Features: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Black Phenolic handles •Aluminum guards and pommels •Leather sheaths.

(also available) Black Leather 
Replacement Sheath for 119 Special®

BU172BU172 $14.99 ea.

119 Special
Blood groove •10-1/2" overall.

BU170BU170 $59.99 ea.

103 Skinner
8-1/4" overall. 

BU356BU356  

$59.99 ea.

Proudly Made in 
the USA

Proudly 
Made in 
the USA

Muddy Water Nano- 3" closed. BU10672BU10672 $15.99 NOW $9.99 ea.

Viper BLW- Thumb stud •Pocket clip •4-3/8" closed. 

BU7410BU7410 $19.99 NOW $14.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU12617
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU12620
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU12616
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU12619
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU12622
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU12618
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU5717
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU3139
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU5718
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU5720
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU5722
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU3137
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU5840
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU172
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU170
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU356
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU10672
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU7410
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8-3/8" CLOSED!8-3/8" CLOSED!

GERBER® FASTBALL LINERLOCKS
An EDC knife that lives where precision and polish meet. Features: CPM-S30V stainless steel blades with flippers •B.O.S.S. Tech™ opening system 
with stainless steel ball bearings for quick, smooth deployment every time •Aircraft grade aluminum handles •Removable, reversible three-
position pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4" closed.

Stonewash Finish Blade/Black Handles G1612G1612 $104.99 ea.
Satin Finish Blade/Urban Grey Handles G1611G1611 $99.99 ea.

GERBER® 
SUSPENSION-NXT® 
MULTI-TOOL
Features: 100% stainless 
steel construction 
•Locking, outboard tools 
•Partially serrated blade •Spring 
loaded needlenose/regular pliers 
•#2 cross driver •Wire stripper •Wire 
cutter •Scissors •Small, medium, and 
large flathead screwdrivers •Can opener 
•Bottle opener •Awl •File •Ruler •Pocket 
clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/4" closed. G1364G1364 $29.99 ea.

Pocket 
clip.

GERBER® 
PACK HATCHET

Features: Black coated 
stainless steel blade with 

tall grind •Full tang 
•Rubber overmold handle 

with ergonomic 
choke-up •Lanyard hole 
•9-1/2" overall •Belt carry 

sheath included.  
G3484G3484 

$29.99 ea.

Nylon sheath 
can be 
mounted on 
belt or pack.

Each includes 
pocket clip.

(also available) Aluminum Scale 

G1494G1494 $33.99 ea.

GERBER® FLATIRON FRAMELOCKS
Features: Satin finish 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blades •Reverse 
curvature of the blade spine keeps knuckles away from cutting surface 
•Stainless steel handle frames •Thumb holes 
•Pocket clips •4-3/4" closed. 

G-10 Scale G1495G1495 $38.99 ea.

GERBER® ARMBAR DRIVE TOOLS
Features: One hand opening stainless steel blade with framelock 
•Awl •2-1/2" driver with double-sided bit •Pry bar •Bottle opener 
•Scissors •Hammer •3-5/8" closed.

Urban Blue G1589G1589

GERBER® ULTIMATE SURVIVAL KNIFE
Features: Satin finish 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blade •OD green and black rubber overmold 
handle •Lashing holes •Steel hammer pommel •Black nylon lanyard with survival whistle 
•10" overall •Black polymer belt sheath with ferrocerium rod and integrated sharpener.

G1829G1829 $39.99 ea.

GERBER® DOUBLEDOWN™ FOLDING MACHETE
This innovative tool delivers the multiple benefits of knife, machete and hatchet. Folding to half its size, the DoubleDown easily stows in a pack, 
on a belt, or by MOLLE attachment. Features: Distinct functions in one compact package-- chopping, splitting, and core knife work •Geared 
butterfly opening •Built-in stop guard for closing •Patent pending QuadLock system engages in three positions for safe operation under varying 
levels of stress •Stonewash finish 420 HC stainless steel blade •Jimping on spine aids splitting •Black FRN handles 
•Stability bar •Overstrike guard •8-3/8" closed, 15" overall 
•MOLLE compatible nylon belt sheath.

Ferrocerium rod.

Shown in sheath.

Shown 
closing.

(also available)
Orange G1587G1587
Onyx G1585G1585

YOUR 
CHOICE 

$34.99 ea.

G1536NG1536N 

$129.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1612
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1611
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1364
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G3484
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1494
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1495
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1589
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1829
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1587
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1585
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1536N
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Bead Blast G3368G3368 Black G3285G3285

CLOSEOUTS!CLOSEOUTS! GERBER® GUTSY COMPACT 
FISH PROCESSING TOOLS
Features: One piece 5Cr13MoV stainless steel 
construction •Fish scaler •Guthook •Vein scooper 
•Bottle opener •4" overall. 

YOUR CHOICE $19.99 NOW $6.99$6.99 ea.

Paraframe I™ Framelock features: Stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •Stainless steel handle frame 
•Tip-down carry pocket clip •4-1/8" closed. Mullet Tool features: Stonewash finish stainless steel 
construction •Pry bar •Wire stripper •Nail puller •Scraper •Small and large flathead screwdrivers •Cross 
driver •1/4" hex driver •Bottle opener •Belt loop 
hanger •Keyring •3" overall. 

G3999G3999 $14.99 ea. 

SPECIAL PURCHASE!SPECIAL PURCHASE! GERBER® PARAFRAME I™/MULLET TOOL COMBO

PRYBRID X™- Uses #11 stainless steel replaceable hobby blade (one 
included) •Medium and small flathead screwdrivers •6061 anodized 
aluminum handles •550 paracord wrap 
•4" overall. 

YOUR CHOICE $19.99 ea.

GERBER® PRYBRID TOOLS
As the name suggests, the Prybrid is a hybrid tool, blending the best of a replaceable blade knife and a compact multi-tool. Eliminating the 
need for a sheath, it is meant to be carried in a pocket or on a keychain to offer immediate access. Features: Convenient dual-ended design 
•Slide locks •Stainless steel pry bars •Wire strippers •Nail pullers •Bottle openers •Lanyard holes. 

Tactical Grey 
G3745G3745

OD Green 
G3743G3743

PRYBRID UTILITY™- Uses standard replaceable utility blade 
(one included) •Large and small flathead screwdrivers •G-10 
handle scales •Cord cutter notch •4-1/4" overall. 

YOUR CHOICE $21.99 ea.

Urban Blue G3741G3741
OD Green G3739G3739

GERBER® JUKEBOX LINERLOCK
Features: 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blade with flipper •Imitation 
Tortoiseshell acrylic handles •Pocket clip 
•3-7/8" closed.

G1696G1696 $34.99 ea.

SPECIAL! SPECIAL! GERBER® 
SUSPENSION-NXT®/PARAFRAME I™ COMBO
Suspension Multitool features: 100% stainless steel construction 
•Locking, outboard tools •Partially serrated blade •Spring loaded needlenose/
regular pliers •#2 cross driver •Wire stripper •Wire cutter •Scissors •Small, 
medium, and large flathead screwdrivers •Can opener •Bottle opener •Awl 
•File •Ruler •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/4" closed. Paraframe I™ Framelock 
features: Stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •Stainless steel handle frame 
•Tip-down carry pocket clip •4-1/8" closed. 

G3851G3851 $29.99$29.99 per combo    

 MSRP $64

SAVE $34 ON THE COMBO!
SAVE $34 ON THE COMBO!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G3368
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G3285
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G3999
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G3745
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G3743
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G3741
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G3739
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1696
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G3851
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B. Freighter- Stonewashed blade. 11225671122567 $15.99 ea. MSRP $24.99

A. Cleft- Spring Assist opening. 11225721122572 $23.99 ea. MSRP $36.99

BUBBA BLADE™ INTERCHANGEABLE BLADE 
SYSTEM FILLET KNIFE SET
The Bubba Interchangeable Blade System is a 
first of its kind product. It is designed to deliver 
the strength and durability of a full tang 
traditional fillet knife while seamlessly 
providing the ability to swap different 
blade styles to tackle any size fish in 
any salt or freshwater enviroment. 
Features: (4) titanium nitride coated 
high carbon stainless steel blades-- 
8" Ultra Flex, 7" Tapered Flex, 9" Stiff 
and 9" Serrated Flex •Each 
blade's full tang inserts into the 
6" iconic red non-slip handle 
and is secured by the full tang 
locking system •Lanyard hole 
•Molded EVA carrying case.
11991724991724 

$119.95 per set MSRP $129.99

SCHRADE® ULTRA GLIDE®
Features: Black oxide coated 3Cr13 stainless steel blade with 
flipper •Double thumb studs •Carbon fiber and G-10 handles 
•Black oxide coated pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/4" closed.

OLD TIMER® 
MIDDLEMAN 
STOCKMAN
Features: 7Cr17MoV high carbon 
stainless steel blades •Sawcut 
OT handles •Brass pins and liners 
•Nickel silver bolsters and shield 
•3-1/4" closed.

SCT34SCT34 $19.99 ea.

Original Size- 7" overall.

SCT152SCT152  $19.99 ea.
(also available) Large- 8-5/8" overall. 

SCT152OTLSCT152OTL $24.99 ea.

OLD TIMER® 
SHARPFINGER SKINNERS

Features: Stainless steel blades •Sawcut OT handles 
•Nickel silver rivets and shields •Lanyard holes 

•Leather belt sheaths.

UNCLE HENRY® 
LARGE FOLDING HUNTER
Features: 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel 
blades •Staglon® handles •Brass liners 
•Nickel silver pins, bolsters and 
shield •5-1/4" closed 
•Leather belt sheath.

SCT227UHSCT227UH $27.99 ea.

Leather sheath 
& BONUS 

sharpening stone.

UNCLE HENRY® GOLDEN SPIKE
Features: 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel 
blade •Full tang •Staglon® handle •Brass guard 
and end cap •Spacers •9-3/8" overall •Leather belt 
sheath •Sharpening stone. SCT153SCT153 $32.99 ea.

Carrying case.

SMITH & WESSON® LINERLOCKS
Features: 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •Stainless 
steel and G-10 handles •Pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-1/2" closed.

A

B

11210821121082 

$18.99 ea. 
MSRP $29.99

M&P® by SMITH & WESSON® SEAR LINERLOCK
Features: 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade with flipper •Spring Assist opening 
•Stainless steel and G-10 handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4" closed.

11225801122580 $22.99 ea. MSRP $35.99 ®

®

by

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1122567
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1122572
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1991724
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT34
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT152
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT152OTL
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT227UH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT153
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1121082
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1122580
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NEW!NEW! OLD TIMER® TRAIL BOSS HUNTING KNIVES
Features: 8Cr high carbon steel blades •Non-slip grip black and sage grey Kraton® handles •Fitted Kydex® sheaths. 

NEW!NEW! OLD TIMER® REPLACEABLE BLADE GUTHOOK
Features: Uses standard razor blades •(4) replacement blades included •Simple quick 
change system •Non-slip TPE rubber handle •5-3/8" overall •Black sheath. 

11231191123119 $14.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! OLD TIMER® LIGHTWEIGHT FIELD DRESSING KIT
Features: 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blades •6" boning knife •5" guthook •4" caping knife •Handheld sharpener 
•Black and green comfort grip rubber handles •(3) pairs of rubber gloves •Carrying case. 

11231281123128 $37.99 per kit

FIXED BLADES- Double screw rivets.

Caper- 6-7/8" overall. 11371401137140 $15.99 ea.

Guthook- 8" overall. 11371381137138 $23.99 ea.

Drop Point- 8-1/8" overall. 11371351137135 $19.99 ea.

LINERLOCKS- Thumb studs •Lanyard holes. 

Guthook- 4-5/8" closed. 11371481137148 $27.99 ea.

Drop Point- 4-1/2" closed. 11371471137147 $23.99 ea.

FIND MORE @

SMITH & WESSON® EXECUTIVE BARLOW LINERLOCK
Features: 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade with flipper •SPRING ASSIST opening 
•Black G-10 handles •Tip-down carry pocket clip •3-13/16" closed.

11470941147094 $19.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1123119
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1123128
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1137140
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1137138
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1137135
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1137148
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1137147
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1147094
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CLOSEOUT! CLOSEOUT! OLD TIMER® 
HOOF PICK 
Features: 7Cr17MoV stainless steel 
blade and hoof pick •Sawcut OT 
handles •Nickel silver bolsters and 
shield •3-7/8" closed •BONUS 
custom deck of cards featuring 
favorite Old 
Timer patterns.
11056001105600 

$9.99 per set BONUS BONUS 
PLAYING PLAYING 
CARDS!CARDS!

CLOSEOUT! CLOSEOUT! 
OLD TIMER® CANOE

Features: Stainless steel blades •Sawcut 
OT handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel 
silver bolsters and shield •3-5/8" closed. 

SCT11SCT11 $19.99 ea.

CLOSEOUT!CLOSEOUT! OLD TIMER® LINERLOCK
Features: Satin finish 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blade •Thumb stud 
•Assisted opening •Desert ironwood handles •Tip-down carry 
stainless steel pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/8" closed. 

10842761084276 $13.99 ea. 

CLOSEOUT!CLOSEOUT! 
BUBBA BLADE® LUCKY LEW LOCKBACK

Features: Titanium nitride coated high carbon stainless steel 
blade •Red non-slip synthetic handles •Lanyard hole 

•6" closed •Black nylon belt sheath. 

11081041108104 $21.99 ea. 

Caping Knife
 Brass rivets •Lanyard hole 
•6-1/2" overall. 

SCT301UHCPSCT301UHCP $12.99 ea. 

SPECIAL PURCHASES! SPECIAL PURCHASES! 
UNCLE HENRY® FIXED BLADES 

Features: 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel blades •Full tangs 
•Staglon® handles •Leather belt sheaths.

Golden Spike
Brass guard and end cap •Spacers 
•9-3/8" overall •Sharpening stone. 

SCT153UHCPWSCT153UHCPW $19.99 ea.

Leather sheath & BONUS 
sharpening stone.

SPECIAL PURCHASE!SPECIAL PURCHASE! UNCLE HENRY® HUNTER'S COMBO
Both feature: Stainless steel blades •Staglon® handles. Linerlock features: 
Thumb stud •Pocket clip •3-7/8" closed. Fixed Blade features: Full tang 
•Double screw rivets •8" overall •Black nylon belt sheath.

11300091130009 $8.99 per combo

CLOSEOUT!CLOSEOUT! SCHRADE® LARGE KUKRI MACHETE
Features: Black powder coated 3Cr13MoV stainless steel blade; cutouts reduce weight •Black Safe-T-Grip handle 
•Lanyard hole •19-1/2" overall •Black nylon belt sheath with 
adjustable straps, fire starter and diamond 
coated sharpener. 

SCHKM1CPSCHKM1CP $18.99 ea. 

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional
shipping may apply.

Folds for 
easy storage.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1105600
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT11
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1084276
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1108104
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SC301UH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT153
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1130009
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCHKM1CP
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NEWNEW! BOKER® TREE BRAND 
RED SHIELD POCKETKNIVES

These SMKW Exclusives were made in 
Solingen, Germany; Boker has suspended 
manufacture of many of its pocketknives 

at the German factory. Features: High 
carbon stainless steel blades with master 
embellishments •Dark green jigged bone 

handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, 
bolsters and red filled "Tree Brand" shields 

•Limited production. 

Razor Jack
3" closed. 
BK110762BK110762 

$26.99 ea.

Mini Trapper- 3-1/2" closed. 

BK110763BK110763 $29.99 ea.

Congress- 3-1/2" closed. 

BK110764BK110764 $32.99 ea.

Stockman- 3-3/8" closed. 

BK110765BK110765 $31.99 ea.

Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

BK110766BK110766 $31.99 ea.

NEWNEW! CJRB LINERLOCKS by ARTISAN CUTLERY®
Features: Black PVD coated flat ground AR-RPM9 steel blades •Ceramic 
ballbearing pivots •G-10 handles •Reversible black coated steel pocket clips. 

YOUR CHOICE $39.99 ea. 

MAILEAH
Thumb studs and ridges •3-1/8" closed.

GOBI
Blade flippers •Lanyard 
holes •4-3/4" closed. Grey CJRB1906BGYCJRB1906BGY 

Natural Green 
CJRB1906BNTGCJRB1906BNTG 

Natural Green 
CJRB1918BNTGCJRB1918BNTG 

Red 
CJRB1918BREFCJRB1918BREF 

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BK110762
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BK110763
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BK110764
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CJRB1918BREF
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White Oak- 9" overall. WKC024WKC024 $269.99 ea. 

Buckeye Burl- Fileworked spine •6" overall. 

WKC013WKC013 $159.99 ea. 

Dark Curly Maple- Mirror polished AEB-L stainless 
steel blade •7-1/2" overall. 

WKC002WKC002 $184.99 ea. 

NEW!NEW! WEATHERFORD KNIFE CO. SIGNATURE SERIES FIXED BLADES
Weatherford Knife Co. was founded by award-winning outdoorsman and custom knifemaker Chad Weatherford with the desire to make 

dependable and quality knives for anyone who loves the outdoors. These are some of his favorite designs. Features (except where noted): 
Mirror polished 1095 carbon steel blades •Full tangs •Wood handles •Nickel silver rivets •Lanyard tubes •Leather belt sheaths.

Green and Black G-10- Satin finish blade •Hollow rivets •7-1/2" overall. 

WKC113WKC113 $160.00 ea. 

NEW!NEW! WEATHERFORD KNIFE CO. SHARPENING STROP
Features: Excellent for the final stages of sharpening, polishing the blade edge and removing burrs left behind by sharpening stones 
•Leather with wood handle •Lanyard/hanging hole •11-1/2" overall. 

WKCSTROPWKCSTROP $24.99 ea. 

NEW!NEW! CIVIVI® ELEMENTUM BUTTON LOCK FOLDERS 
The CIVIVI brand specifically focuses on offering functional, utilitarian knives at affordable prices. Merging innovative design and modern 

manufacturing with quality materials, CIVIVI knives provide their users with value and performance without compromise. Like their WE Knife 
brethren, they are "MADE BETTER." Features: Flat ground blades •Caged ball bearing pivots •Stainless steel liners •Reversible stainless steel 

pocket clips •4-1/2" closed.

YOUR CHOICE $109.50 ea.

DAMASCUS STEEL BLADES 
Shredded carbon fiber handles.

Blue & Black WKCC2103DS1WKCC2103DS1

Red & Black WKCC2103DS2WKCC2103DS2
Each includes pocket clip.

SANDVIK 14C28N STAINLESS STEEL BLADES

Black G-10/Black Coated Blade WKCC2103AWKCC2103A $64.50 ea.

Olive Green Micarta®/Black Coated Blade 

WKCC2103BWKCC2103B $66.30 ea.

Dark Green Micarta®/Stonewash Finish Blade 

WKCC2103CWKCC2103C $66.30 ea.

Brown Micarta®/Stonewash Finish Blade 

WKCC2103DWKCC2103D $66.30 ea.
Each includes pocket clip.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WKC024
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WKC013
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WKC002
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WKC113
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WKCSTROP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WKCC2103DS1
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WKCC2103DS2
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WKCC2103A
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WKCC2103B
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WKCC2103C
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WKCC2103D
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OPINEL FOLDING KNIVES
Returning to our catalog! Joseph Opinel designed his first pocketknife in 1890, creating a tool that is as robust and functional as it is simple 

and beautiful. From his workshop at the foot of the French Alps, Opinel forged a cult classic. Generations of artists, explorers, and farmers have 
carried the instantly recognizable, imminently useful Opinel knife in their pockets. 

Every Opinel knife is still crafted today in the French Alps.

 Features: 12C27 stainless steel blades (except where noted) •Manual opening with nail nicks •Virobloc locking mechanism rings keep blades 
safely closed for transport or securely open while in use •Wood handles.

MY FIRST OPINEL NO. 07
Rounded blade tips for safety •Hornbeam 
handles •Please note that blades are sharp, 
so young users should be 
supervised at all times 
•3-3/4" closed. 
YOUR CHOICE $15.00 ea.

Natural OP001221OP001221

Red OP001970OP001970

NO. 07- 3-7/8" closed. 

NO. 09- 4-5/8" closed. 
Sky Blue Hornbeam- Leather lanyard. 

OP002206OP002206 $17.00 ea.

Beech OP000654CPOP000654CP $15.00 ea.

Beech- Carbon steel blade. 

OP000623CPOP000623CP $18.00 ea.

NO. 08- 4-1/4" closed. 

Beech OP000405BPOP000405BP $14.99 ea.
Beech- Carbon steel blade. OP000402CPOP000402CP $17.00 ea.

NO. 06- 3-3/4" closed. 

Olive OP002023OP002023 $20.00 ea.Walnut OP002025OP002025 $20.00 ea.

Beech- Carbon steel blade. 

OP000415CPOP000415CP $14.00 ea.Oak OP000404CPOP000404CP $14.00 ea.

OPINEL PARING KNIFE SET
Features: Set of two •Stainless steel blades •Beechwood handles 
•Double brass rivets •7-1/2" overall. 

OP1223OP1223 $18.00 per set

LC8 BILLHOOK PRUNING KNIFE- 4-1/2" closed. 

Beech OP113140OP113140 $23.00 ea. 

8VRN- 4-1/4" closed. OP113080OP113080 $17.00 ea.
(also available)

6VRN- 3-3/4" closed. OP113060OP113060 $14.00 ea.

7VRN- 4" closed. OP113070OP113070 $15.00 ea.
(also available)

9VRN- 4-3/4" closed. OP113090OP113090 $18.00 ea.

BEECH CLASSICS- Carbon steel blades. 

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OP001221
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OP001970
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OP002206
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OP000654CP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OP000623CP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OP000405BP
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L.T. WRIGHT KNIVES
The first knife made by L.T. Wright was a kit knife that he put together for his father as a Christmas present. After L.T.'s father took the knife to 

work, he came home with orders for more knives. L.T. used the money he made to buy his first grinder, which he still uses today.  
He eventually decided to quit his full-time job to make knives for a living. All knife designs and materials are extensively tested; 

only those that excel are put into production. These knives are meant to be used for generations and L.T. Wright plans to continue 
making high quality, hand-crafted knives in the USA for years to come.

CHURCH KEY
Strike a flint or fire steel and make fuzz sticks! •Anything you can 
do with one of the sharpened spines, you can accomplish with the 
Church Key •One piece O1 tool steel construction •3-7/8" overall. 

LTCHURCHKEYLTCHURCHKEY $35.00 ea.

GNS (GO NO SHOW)- Satin finish O1 tool steel blade with saber grind •Fire rod 
striking spine (fire rod not included, but the sheath has a place 
to keep the one you add) •Natural canvas Micarta® 
handles •Fish eye hardware •9-1/2" overall. 

LTG0SNMLTG0SNM $189.00 ea.

GENESIS- High polished A2 tool steel blade with Scandi grind •Fire rod 
striking spine (fire rod not included, but the sheath has a place to 
keep the one you add) •Green canvas Micarta® handles 
•Fish eye hardware •9" overall. 

LTGASGMLTGASGM $210.00 ea.

SMKW ESMKW EXCLUSIVESXCLUSIVES!! BUSHCRAFTERS
Satin finish A2 tool steel blades •Fire 
rod striking spines (fire rods not 
included, but the sheaths have a 
place to keep the one you add) 
•Fish eye hardware •8-1/2" overall.

HUNTING KNIVES
Features: Full tangs •Lanyard tubes •Leather belt sheaths.

NEW! NEW! 
Red Linen Micarta®

Saber grind.
LTBSHA2SD2RDLTBSHA2SD2RD 

$165.00 ea.

NEW!NEW! SMKW ESMKW EXCLUSIVEXCLUSIVE!! THE BANDIT
Satin finish AEB-L stainless steel blade with flat 
grind •Blue Jean Micarta® handles •Brass rivets 
•Paracord lanyard •7-3/8" overall.

LTBANBLJEANLTBANBLJEAN $125.00 ea.

Green Jean Micarta®
Scandi grind. 
LTBSHGJSCALTBSHGJSCA 

$200.00 ea.

NEW!NEW! ONTARIO BUSHCRAFT KNIVES
Features: Satin finish 420 HC stainless steel blades •Full tangs •Laminated hardwood 
handles •Triple rivets •Lanyard holes •Black nylon belt sheaths.

Woodsman- 15" overall. 

OKC8697OKC8697 $82.50 ea.

Field Knife- 10-1/4" overall. OKC6525OKC6525 $77.20 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LTCHURCHKEY
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LTG0SNM
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LTGASGM
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LTBSHA2SD2RD
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LTBANBLJEAN
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LTBSHGJSCA
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OKC8697
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OKC6525
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SPARTAN BLADES
As an outdoor cutlery brand, Spartan Blades aims to reinvigorate the sense of patriotism and national pride that comes from owning and 

carrying a well-designed, finely crafted knife that is made in the United States of America. Their knives are crafted to last; to be an heirloom to 
hand down along with your story to the next generation. The factory is located near Fort Bragg, NC. 

Black SBSL004BKSBSL004BK  
(also available) Green SBSL004GNSBSL004GN

ALALA FIGHTERS- This name means "battle 
cry" •7-7/8" overall •Sheaths also have secondary 
retention strap.

YOUR CHOICE $159.00 ea.

Black SBSL003BKSBSL003BK 
(also available) Green SBSL003GNSBSL003GN

DAMYSUS COMBAT UTILITY KNIVES- Damysus was the fastest of the giants 
•Made in collaboration with Ka-Bar® Knives •10-3/4" overall.
YOUR CHOICE 

$195.00 ea.

Black SBSL002BKSBSL002BK 
(also available) Green SBSL002GNSBSL002GN

MACHAI CHOPPERS- The Machai were the spirits of battle •10-9/16" overall.
YOUR CHOICE 

$199.00 ea.

TACTICAL BLADES
These knives were designed by Curtis V. Iovito, co-owner of Spartan Blades, with names derived from Greek mythology. Features: Flat ground 
black powder coated 1095 Cro-Van blades •Full tangs •CE Canvas Micarta® handles provide a confident grip when wet or dry •Double rivets 
•Lanyard holes •Injection molded sheaths with active retention thumb lever.

FORMIDO 
Specifically designed for self-defense and bushcrafting by Curtis V. Iovito, co-owner of Spartan Blades. The Formido’s blade is slim, 
comfortable to carry, and easy to deploy in a hurry. Features: One-piece CPM-S35VN stainless steel skeletonized construction with coyote 
brown Sparta Coat PVD ZrN finish •Lanyard hole with cord •8-3/4" overall •Coyote brown Kydex® sheath with IWB loop and lashing holes can 
be worn vertically or horizontally. 

SB39DEKYTNSB39DEKYTN $235.00 ea. 

RONIN SHINTO 
Designed by Tu Lam and Curtis Iovito. Shinto means "the practice of establishing a connection between the ways of the old and the ways of 
the new." This knife is a great balance of old and new design and form, making for a highly functional combat knife. Tu Lam is a retired Special 
Forces soldier, "Green Beret" and was a teammate of the Spartan Blades founders during their time in Okinawa . He has quickly become the "go 
to" authority for military and law enforcement training and is the power house behind RONIN Tactics, Inc. Features: Black DLC finish CPM-S35VN 
stainless steel blade •Full tang •Textured black CE Canvas Micarta® handles •Lanyard hole with cord •10-1/2" overall •MOLLE compatible black 
nylon belt sheath with Kydex® insert. 

SB47BKBKNLBSB47BKBKNLB $350.00 ea. 

HARSEY TT (TACTICAL TROUT) 
Designed by William W. Harsey to be a comfortable and robust mid-sized knife for most field tasks and defensive use. Its size makes it easy 
to carry and wield. A great all around fixed blade, the TT is well balanced in its size, function and feel. Features: Black DLC finish CPM-S35VN 
stainless steel blade; flat ground main bevel with tapered top grind •Full tang •Contoured black linen Micarta® handles for comfortable confident 
grip wet or dry •Lanyard hole with cord •9" overall •Black Kydex® belt sheath. 

SB43BKBKKYBSB43BKBKKYB $380.00 ea. 

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SBSL004BK
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SBSL004GN
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Black- Satin finish blade. KA4062KA4062

NEW!NEW! KA-BAR® SHORT TANTO FIGHTING KNIFE
Based on the most famous knife in the world! Features: Black epoxy powder coated 1095 Cro-Van steel blade 
with combo edge •Black Kraton G® handle in the traditional Ka-Bar® oval shape 
•Black coated 12GA commercial grade carbon steel guard 
and end cap •9-3/8" overall •Black leather belt sheath. 

KA1255KA1255 $59.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! Foliage Green KA4062FGKA4062FG

NEW!NEW! Coyote Brown KA4062CBKA4062CB

NEW!NEW! Orange KA4062BOKA4062BO 

YOUR CHOICE 

$24.99 ea.

KA-BAR® FIGHTING/UTILITY KNIFE
Features: Black epoxy powder coated 1095 Cro-Van steel blade 
•Black Kraton G® handle •Black coated 12GA 
commercial grade carbon steel guard 
and end cap •12-7/8" overall 
•Leather/Cordura® belt sheath.

KA-BAR® DOZIER FOLDING HUNTER LOCKBACKS
Designed by Bob Dozier. Features: Hollow ground, black coated AUS-8A stainless 
steel blades (except where noted) •Thumb studs and ridges •Zytel® handles 
•Reversible tip-up pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-1/4" closed.

Each features 
a pocket clip.

Kelly Green KA4062KGKA4062KG

Pocket clip.

Leather 
sheath.

USMC- USMC tang stamp •11-7/8" overall. 

KAUSMCKAUSMC $69.99 ea.
(also available) 

US ARMY

KA1220KA1220 $79.99 ea.

KA-BAR® FIGHTING KNIVES
The knife designed for 
our troops and 
carried by the U.S. 
Armed Forces in 
World War II. 
Features: Epoxy powder coated 
1095 Cro-Van steel blades •Blood grooves 
•Stacked leather handles •Black coated 
carbon steel guards and end caps 
•Leather sheaths.

Dog's Head
Oversized 

pommel 
•12" overall.
KA1317KA1317 

$69.99 ea.Reverse 
tang stamp.

Note the 
oversized pommel.

KA-BAR® SINGLE MARK UTILITY KNIFE
No markings on the pile side of the knife. Features: Flat ground, black coated 1095 Cro-Van 
steel blade •Blood groove •Stacked leather handle •12GA commercial 
grade carbon steel guard and end cap 
•11-7/8" overall •Brown leather belt sheath.

KA1320KA1320 $82.99 ea. MSRP $110.14

KA-BAR® JAROSZ BEARTOOTH LINERLOCK 
Designed by custom knifemaker Jesse Jarosz. Features: 5Cr15 
stainless steel blade •Thumb stud and ridges •Black G-10 
and stainless steel handles •Reversible pocket clip 
•4-3/4" closed. KA3086KA3086 $19.99 ea.

KA1271KA1271 $79.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KA4062
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BK&T (BECKER KNIFE & TOOL) COLLECTION  
Ethan Becker founded Becker Knife and Tool Corporation in the early 1980s and set about manufacturing and selling industrial strength 
tactical and survival knives. Mr. Becker trusted several of his designs to 
Ka-Bar® resulting in a partnership not for the faint of heart! 
Features (except where noted): Flat ground, 
1095 Cro-Van steel blades •Thumb ridges 
•Full tangs •Triple screw rivets 
•Lanyard holes •MOLLE 
compatible sheaths.

KA-BAR® EK COMMANDO MODEL 4
One of the lesser known military knife suppliers of the World War II era was John Ek. Along with other innovations, he pioneered utilizing 
full tang construction, producing knives of dependable functionality. Ka-Bar® continues his legacy. Features: Parkerized 1095 
Cro-Van steel blade •Full tang •Black GFN handles •Black coated guard •Traditional X-head 
grip fasteners •12-1/2" overall •Celcon® molded polymer sheath with retaining 
strap, self-locking function and multiple tie-down points. 

KAEK44KAEK44 $99.99 ea.  
MSRP $152

Kephart- Walnut handles •No thumb ridges or 
lanyard hole •9-5/8" overall •Leather sheath.

KABK62KABK62 $119.99 ea.

Combat Utility
Ultramid® handles •12-3/4" overall 

•Heavy duty polyester sheath.

KABK7KABK7 $99.99 ea.

Harpoon- Zytel® handles 
•9-3/8" overall •Celcon® polymer 
sheath with lashing holes and 
ballistic nylon straps. 

KABK18KABK18 $86.95 ea.

More BK&T @

DESSERT DESTROYER ICE CREAM SCOOP 
Use for ice cream, watermelon or cantaloupe! 
•7-5/8" overall.  
KA9928KA9928 

$12.99 ea.

Military Trio- (1) each 
black, OD green and FDE. 

KA9909MILKA9909MIL $19.99 per set

Black- Single piece. 

KA9909KA9909 $6.93 ea.

SPORKS
The essential tool for hikers, soldiers, campers, OTR drivers, and anyone who might need to eat on the go •The 
spoon/fork combo pulls apart to access the serrated knife in the handle •6-7/8" overall.

KA-BAR® SURVIVAL KITCHEN 
KaBar’s line of survival tools are handy for a rucksack, a hiking pack or Friday night sushi! All feature: Food and water safe Creamid® 
construction •Dishwasher safe •Reusable •Non-reflective •Made in USA.

HOLLOW HANDLE IS A STRAW!
HOLLOW HANDLE IS A STRAW!

EMERGENCY WHISTLES
Set of (2) •Delivers approximately 100 decibels 
•3-3/4" overall •Includes two keyrings.  

KA9925KA9925 $6.99 per set

CHOPSTICKS
Set of (4) •9-1/2" overall •User friendly 
weight of only .04 lbs. per chopstick.   

KA9919KA9919 $6.99 per set

KRUNCH SPOON/STRAW- The ultimate utensil for 
soup and cereal •The generous-sized spoon 
features a handle that doubles as a straw, 
allowing you to drink any liquid •7-1/4" overall.  

KA9924KA9924 $6.99 ea.
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PARA™ 3 FOLDERS
The smaller size is comfortable to carry without being too small for everyday tasks, with the brawn to withstand whatever comes its way. 

Features: CPM-S30V stainless steel blades •Trademark thumb holes •Compression Lock® •Black G-10 handles •Stainless steel liners 
•Four-position pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-1/4" closed •Made in USA.

Black Coated

SPC223GPBKSPC223GPBK $155.40 ea.

Satin Finish

SPC223GPSPC223GP $147.00 ea.

SMOCK 
Based on a design by Kevin 

Smock as a premium-quality folder with 
innovative style. Features: Hollow ground CPM-S30V 

stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb hole •Compression Lock® •Ball 
bearing pivot washers •Dedicated secondary detent mechanism in addition 

to the primary lock •Open backed skeletonized handles with textured 
carbon fiber and G-10 laminate scales •Stainless steel liners •Reversible 

tip-up pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed •Made in Taiwan.

SPC240CFPSPC240CFP $175.00 ea.

PARA™ 3 
LIGHTWEIGHT FOLDER

All the key qualities of the Para Military 2 
in an ultra-compact format. Features: Satin finish 

CTS BD1N steel blade •Thumb hole •Compression Lock® 
mechanism allows the knife to close safely and easily •Linerless, 

open-backed injection molded fiberglass reinforced nylon 
handles with high traction Bi-Directional texture •Stainless steel 

lock bar •Reversible deep carry wire pocket clip •Lanyard hole 
•4-1/4" closed •Made in USA.

SPC223PBKSPC223PBK $105.00 ea.

DELICA® 4 LOCKBACK
Features: VG-10 stainless steel blade 

•Thumb hole •Black FRN (fiberglass reinforced nylon) handles 
•Four-position pocket clip •4-1/4" closed •Made in Japan.

SP11PBSP11PB $84.00 ea.

ENDELA LOCKBACK 
Features: Satin finish VG-10 stainless 

steel blade with trademark thumb hole •Black FRN 
handles •Stainless steel liners •Four-position pocket clip 

•4-5/8" closed •Made in Japan.  

SPC243PBKSPC243PBK $87.50 ea. 

POLICE 4 LIGHTWEIGHT LOCKBACK 
Features: Satin finish K390 Microclean tool steel blade with 
trademark thumb hole •Blue FRN handles •Four-position stainless 
steel pocket clip •5-5/8" closed •Made in Japan. 

SPC07FP4K390SPC07FP4K390 $164.50 ea. 

TRI-ANGLE SHARPMAKER® 
The key to sharpening is removing the 

steel at an edge while maintaining a 
consistent angle between blade and stone. 

The Tri-Angle takes the mystery out of the 
process and enables anyone to sharpen a 

knife effectively with just a few minutes' 
practice. Features: High alumina ceramic 

sharpening stones (two each fine and 
medium) •Protective brass rods •Plastic base 

with cover doubles as stand •Instructional 
DVD included •Made in USA.

SP204MFSP204MF $75.60 ea. 

SAGE 5 LIGHTWEIGHT FOLDER
Features: Satin finish CPM-S30V stainless steel blade •Thumb 

hole •Compression Lock® •Black FRN (fiberglass reinforced 
nylon) handles •Reversible tip-up pocket clip •Lanyard hole 

•4-1/8" closed •Made in Taiwan. 

SPC123PBKSPC123PBK $122.50 ea.
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NEW! NEW! PARA 3 CPM-SPY27 LIGHTWEIGHT COMPRESSION LOCK FOLDER
Features: Satin finish, CPM-SPY27 particle metallurgy alloy mix stainless steel 
blade, developed exclusively by Spyderco in cooperation with Crucible® 
Industries; full flat ground; trademark finger hole •Blue FRN handles 
•4-3/8" closed •Reversible, tip-up carry wire pocket clip •Made in USA. 

SPC223PCBLSPC223PCBL $140.00 ea. 

NEW! NEW! ROADIE™ SLIP JOINT FOLDERS
Features: Böhler-Uddenholm N690Co steel blades with "Double Dent™-- a pair of symmetrical dimples in each blade for 
fingernail-free, two-handed opening-- and trademark finger holes •FRN handles •Lanyard holes •3" closed •Made in Italy. 

YOUR CHOICE 

$56.00 ea. 
Olive Green SPC189PGRSPC189PGRBrown SPC189PBNSPC189PBN

NEW! NEW! SAGE 1 LINERLOCK
Features: Satin finish Micro-Melt Maxamet tool steel blade with trademark 
finger hole •Grey G-10 handles •Reversible wire pocket clip 
•4-1/8" closed •Made in USA. 

SPC123GPGYSPC123GPGY $206.50 ea. 

SPYDIECHEF™ TITANIUM FRAMELOCK
A member of Spyderco's Salt Series of ultra-corrosion-resistant knives, the SpydieChef takes the user-friendly ergonomics of a good chef's knife 
and translates that into a do-all folder optimized for everyday carry. Designed by Marcin Slysz. Features: Gracefully curved, full flat ground, 
satin finish LC200N steel blade; this is an extremely corrosion-resistant nitrogen-based steel used by 
NASA •Thumb hole •Reeve Integral Lock mechanism •Easily cleaned, open-backed handle 
consists of solid titanium scales •Reversible, tip-up, deep-pocket carry wire 
pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-5/8" closed •Made in Taiwan. 

SPC211TIPSPC211TIP $234.50 ea.

NEW!NEW! DELICA® 4 LOCKBACK
Features: Titanium carbonitride coated CPM-S30V stainless steel blade with 
trademark finger hole •Bright pink FRN handles with black accents •Black 
coated four-position pocket clip •4-1/4" closed •Made in Japan. 

SPC11FPPNS30SPC11FPPNS30 $122.50 ea. 
A portion of the sales from this knife will be donated to the Pink Heals organization.

TENACIOUS™ LIGHTWEIGHT LINERLOCKS
Features: 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blades with trademark thumb holes •Compression Locks® •Phosphor bronze washers •Skeletonized 
stainless steel liners •Four-position pocket clips •4-3/8" closed •Made in China. 

Black G-10 Handles- Satin finish blade. 

SPC122GPSPC122GP $52.50 ea.

Black FRN Handles- Black coated blade. 

SPC122PBBKSPC122PBBK $49.00 ea.

BUG™
Features: Black finish 3Cr13 stainless steel blade with trademark 
thumb hole •Black oxide coated stainless steel handles •Lanyard hole 
•1-3/4" closed •Made in China.

SPC133BKPSPC133BKP $21.00 ea. Shown actual size.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SPC223PCBL
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SPC1189PGR
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SPC1189PBN
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SPC123GPGY
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SPC211TIP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SPC11FPPNS30
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SPC122GP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SPC122PBBK
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SPC133BKP
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NEW!NEW! QSP® KNIVES
The QSP team has been involved in Original Equipment and Original Design Manufacturing (OEM/ODM) of knives for more than 10 years. 

In 2017 the company decided to create its own QSP brand. QSP stands for Quality, Service, Price. The QSP team is committed to the design and 
manufacture of practical knives. All feature D2 tool steel blades.

BISON FIXED BLADE 
Satin finish blade •Full tang •Denim Jean Micarta® handles 
•Triple screw rivets •Lanyard hole •8-7/8" overall •Black 
Kydex® sheath with tech lock can be worn 
vertically or horizontally.

QS134BQS134B $79.88 ea. 

KNIFE POUCH 
Features: 1680 nylon construction •Embroiderd logo 
•Zipper closure •Wrist strap •For knives 4" to 5-1/4" closed.

QSP001QSP001 $7.95 ea. 

YOUR CHOICE $46.55 ea.

PARROTS- Satin finish blades •Copper washers •4" closed.

SNIPES- Ceramic ball bearings •Blade flippers 
•G-10 handles •4-3/4" closed.

RAVEN- Blade flippers •Ceramic ball bearings •G-10 handles 
•4-1/2" closed.

LINERLOCKS 
Thumb studs •Reversible pocket clips. 

PENGUINS- Satin finish blades with flippers •Copper washers •4" closed.

Denim Jean Micarta® QS102FQS102F $28.85 ea.

Red Micarta® QS102EQS102E $28.85 ea.

Black G-10 QS102AQS102A $26.50 ea.

Black- Satin finish blade. 
QS121CQS121C

OD Green- Combination 
black and satin finish blade. 

QS121BQS121B

Brown- Combination black and 
satin finish blade. QS122AQS122A

YOUR CHOICE $32.66 ea.

Black Carbon Fiber Overlay G-10 QS130EQS130E

Black Micarta® QS130CQS130C

Brown & Red Micarta® QS130AQS130A

Each includes pocket clip.

Each includes 
pocket clip.

YOUR CHOICE $48.85 ea.

Each includes 
pocket clip.

Each includes pocket clip.

Green- Satin finish blade. QS122BQS122B

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=QS134B
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=QSP001
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=QS102F
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=QS102E
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=QS102A
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=QS121C
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=QS121B
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=QS122A
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=QS130E
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=QS130C
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=QS130A
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NEW!NEW! KIZER KNIVES
Kizer is known as one of the premier knife manufacturers in the competitive international cutlery market. As one of the first knife 

companies to challenge the quality of mainstream knifemakers, Kizer takes pride in the materials they use and the designs they produce. 
The fit and finish on each Kizer is outstanding. 

VANGUARD SHARD LINERLOCK
Designed by Dirk Pinkerton. Features: Flat ground Bohler N690 stainless steel blade with black 
stonewash finish •Thumb stud and ridges •Yellow G-10 handles •Stainless steel 
liners •Tip-up carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole •3-1/4" closed. 

V2531N1V2531N1 $59.00 ea. 

OD Green V2540C2V2540C2

Denim Blue V2540C3V2540C3

YOUR CHOICE $59.00 ea. 

Black V3488C1V3488C1

OD Green V3488C2V3488C2

YOUR CHOICE $69.00 ea. 

Black V2540C1V2540C1

CONTRAIL LINERLOCKS
Features: Satin finish 154-CM stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •G-10 handles 
•Tip-up carry pocket clips •Lanyard holes •3-1/4" closed. 

MINI SHEEPDOG LINERLOCKS
Features: Satin finish 154-CM stainless steel blades with flippers •Ball bearing pivots 
•G-10 handles •Tip-up carry pocket clips •Lanyard holes •3-1/8" closed. 

VANGUARD MINI SHEEPDOG LINERLOCK
Designed by Chris Conaway. Features: Flat ground black coated 154-CM stainless 
steel blade •Thumb hole •Black Micarta® handles •Tip-up carry 
pocket clip •3-1/8" closed. 

V3488C5V3488C5 $69.00 ea. 

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.
Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V2531N1
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V2540C2
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V2540C3
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V3488C1
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V3488C2
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V2540C1
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V3488C5
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CANADIAN SPECIAL
Black handles •Multiple rivets •8-3/4" overall.

BA03123MBCBA03123MBC $202.99 ea.

AURORA II
Natural handles •10-1/2" overall.
BA06225MNCBA06225MNC 

$269.96 ea.

BARK RIVER KNIVES
Bark River Knives is a family-owned business whose goal is to produce the finest cutting tools available on the market. 

These knives are aimed for use by outdoorsmen and others who need real performance in the field. The emphasis is on maximum 
performance using a blend of traditional and contemporary designs and styles and manufacturing methods while maintaining the subtle 

features that have produced exemplary cutting implements for many years. Features (except where noted): Satin finish CPM-3V carbon 
steel blades •Full tangs •Micarta® handles •Double rivets •Lanyard holes •Leather belt sheaths.

BLACKJACK MODEL 14 HALO ATTACK
Features: A-2 tool steel blade •Natural Micarta® handles •Nickel silver guard and 
double rivets •Lanyard hole •Leather lanyard can also be used for the sheath's 
lashing holes •12-3/8" overall •Leather sheath.
BJCB14NMBJCB14NM 

$199.99 ea.

CAPER NECKER
Satin finish CPM-20CV carbon steel blade •Black handles •6" overall.

BA07072MBCBA07072MBC $179.99 ea.

KEPHARTS- 10" overall.

Green Handles BA08124MGCBA08124MGC $224.96 ea.

Burgundy Handles 

BA08124MBUBA08124MBU $232.46 ea.

SKELTON OCCIPITALS- Satin finish magnetized CPM-154 stainless steel blades •6-1/2" overall.

Green Handles 

BA10051MGCBA10051MGC $217.46 ea.

Black Handles 

BA10051MBCBA10051MBC $209.96 ea.

JBA LT
Satin finish A2 tool steel blade •Natural handles •11-1/2" overall.

BA10211MNCBA10211MNC $269.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BA03123MBC
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BA06225MNC
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BJCB14NM
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BA07072MBC
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BA08124MGC
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BA08124MBU
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BA10051MGC
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BA10051MBC
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BA10211MNC
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Black/Dark Green FS12215FS12215 

$19.99 ea.  

COMPANION SERIES
Features: Stainless steel blades (except where noted) •Non-slip TPE rubber 
handles •7-1/2" overall •Molded polymer belt clip sheaths. 

NEW! NEW! Black/Orange- Carbon steel 

blade. FS11867FS11867 $22.99 ea.

NEW! NEW! Black/Desert Tan

FS13166FS13166 $18.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! 2000 (S) ANNIVERSARY EDITION
The Morakniv 130 year anniversary also marks the 30 year jubilee of the legendary Mora 2000 (S). Features: High polished stainless steel blade 
with rounded spine and Scandi ground profile •Black polymer handle with molded guard 
and pommel •8-7/8" overall •Built-in click lock secures knife in the black polymer sheath; 
drain holes in the end. 

FS13949FS13949 $44.99 ea. 

FLOATING BOAT KNIFE
Originally developed for the fishing industry, but indispensable anywhere that a floating knife would be beneficial. 
Features: Stainless steel blade, serrated for easily cutting rope, fibers and nylon, 
with rounded tip for safety •Cork handle gives the knife its buoyancy; high 
visibility orange polymer core aids in location if dropped •9-1/4" overall 
•Polymer Edge-Protect sheath.

FS13131FS13131 $23.99 ea.

NEW! NEW! ALLROUND FIXED BLADES
Features (except where noted): Stainless steel blades •Black and blue TPE rubber handles 
with textured high friction grip •Black molded polymer belt sheaths. 

746- 9" overall. 

FS11482FS11482 $11.99 ea. 
711- Carbon steel blade 

•Black and red handle •9" overall. 

FS11481FS11481 $11.99 ea.

749 Utility Slicer- 13" overall. 

FS10749FS10749 $25.99 ea.

MORAKNIV® KNIVES BY MORA OF SWEDEN
300 years of superior sharpness and outstanding toughness using one of the world's best steels! 

NEW! NEW! ELDRIS 
Features: Stainless steel blade •Black TPE handle •Lanyard hole •Paracord 
•5-5/8" overall •Black polymer belt sheath •Fire starter with lanyard. 

FS12629FS12629 $39.99 ea.

Basic 511
Carbon steel blade •Red and black handle •Red sheath. 

FS12772FS12772  $9.99 ea.

NEW! NEW! Basic 546 
Yellow and black handle •Yellow sheath. 

FS13711FS13711 $11.99 ea.

CRAFT SERIES 
The Mora Craft knives were designed for hard-working people who need dependable blades for a variety of tasks. Features: Stainless steel 
blades •Ergonomic impact resistant rubber handles are slightly oversized to fit better in your hand •Molded finger guards for optimum safety 
•8-1/8" overall •Polymer belt sheaths. 

Pro C 
Carbon steel blade •Black and burgundy handle •Black sheath. 

FS12243FS12243 $11.99 ea.

NEW! NEW! Rope Knife 
Black and desert tan handle •Black sheath. 

FS12245FS12245 $14.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS11827
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS11867
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS13166
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS13949
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS13131
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS11482
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS11481
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS10749
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS12629
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS12772
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS13711
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS12243
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS12245
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LEEK FRAMELOCK 
Features: Sandvik 14C28N stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •Speed-Safe® assisted opening 
•410 stainless steel handles •Lanyard hole •Removable pocket clip •4" closed.

KS1660KS1660 $53.99$53.99 ea.    MSRP $79.99

SAVE $26SAVE $26

LUCHA BUTTERFLY KNIFE
Designed with feedback from real flippers, the Lucha will jump, fly, and spin in your 
hands. Features: Stonewash finish Sandvik 14C28N stainless steel blade •Dual KVT ball 
bearing pivots •All-steel handles with rounded bevel 
•Rounded locking lever with positive stop 
•5-7/8" closed.

KS5150KS5150 $118.99 ea.

BELIEVER FRAMELOCK 
Features: Flat ground, grey PVD finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade with flipper and large, 
angular top swedge •Bronze anodized custom pivot ring with upraised triangular design 
•SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Bead blast finish stainless steel handle frame 
•Reversible deep carry tip-up pocket clip •4-1/4" closed.

KS2070KS2070 $41.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! DUOJET FRAMELOCK
Features: Titanium carbo-nitride finish •8Cr13MoV stainless steel 
blade with flipper •Thumb stud •Stainless steel handle frame with 
carbon fiber front inserts •SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Tip-down, 
deep carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed. 

KS8300KS8300 $32.99 ea. 

NEW!NEW! OUTRIGHT FRAMELOCK
Features: Scratch resistant pitch black PVD finish •8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade 
with flipper •Thumb stud and ridges •SpeedSafe® assisted opening 
•Stainless steel handle frame with G-10 front onlay •4-3/8" closed 
•Tip-down, deep carry pocket clip. 

KS8320BLKKS8320BLK $29.99 ea. 

NEW!NEW! RANDOM LEEK FRAMELOCKS
Features: Sandvik 14C28N stainless steel blades with flippers •Thumb studs •SpeedSafe® assisted opening •410 stainless handle frames 
•Reversible pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4" closed. 

Blackwash Finish 

KS1660RBWKS1660RBW $68.99 ea.

Bead Blast Finish 

KS1660RKS1660R $56.99 ea.

HIGHBALL FRAMELOCK
Features: Satin and grey PVD combo finish D2 tool steel blade •KVT ball bearing opening mechanism 
•Black oxide pivot with light blue anodized ring •Steel handle frame •Black oxide 
steel screws •Glass filled nylon backspacer •Grey PVD coated single 
position pocket clip •3-7/8" closed.

KS7010KS7010 $43.99 ea. 

CRYO FRAMELOCK
Features: Titanium carbo-nitride finish •8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade with flipper 
•Thumb stud •SpeedSafe® assisted opening •410 stainless steel handle 
handles •Lockbar stabilizer •Four way (left or right, tip-up or -down) 
carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole •3-3/4" closed.

KS1555TIKS1555TI $39.99$39.99 ea.    MSRP $61.99

SAVE $22SAVE $22

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS1660
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS5150
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS2070
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS3800
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS8320BLK
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS1660RBW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS1660R
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS7010
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS1555TIX
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COLD STEEL® SERRATED KOBUN
Features: Satin finish AUS-8A stainless steel blade •Full tang 
•Black Kray-Ex™ handle •Lanyard hole •9-7/8" overall •Black 
Secure-Ex® polymer sheath.

CS17TSCS17TS $56.94 ea. Boot clip.

NEW!NEW! COLD STEEL® SK-5 FIXED BLADES
Features: Flat ground SK-5 high carbon steel blades with Tuff-Ex powder coat •Full tangs •Black Kray-Ex™ handles •Lanyard holes •Black 
Secure-Ex® sheaths with removable belt loop and lashing holes. 

Recon Tanto 
11-3/4" overall. 
CS49LRTCS49LRT SRK Clip Point 

The standard issue 
knife of Navy Seals 

BUDS •10-3/4" overall. 
CS49LCKCS49LCK

YOUR CHOICE $46.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! COLD STEEL® C-CLIP KITS
Invented by Mike Sastre of River City Sheaths. Features: Black Secure-Ex® 

construction •(2) C-clips •(4) bolts •(4) T-nuts •(4) washers •(12) spacers 
•Mounting slots facilitate vertical, upside down, or forward/backward slant 
carry of your sheath •Fits belts, straps, etc. up to 1-3/4" wide and 1/4" thick. 

For Most Small 
Cold Steel Sheaths 

CSSACLBCSSACLB

For Most Large 
Cold Steel Sheaths 
CSSACLACSSACLA

YOUR CHOICE $4.99 ea.

URBAN PAL™ PUSH DAGGER
Features: 420 stainless steel blade •Black Kraton® 
handles •3-1/8" overall •Black Secure-Ex® 
sheath with keyring.
CS43LSCS43LS  

$19.99 ea.

ALWAYS POPULAR!ALWAYS POPULAR!

BEST PAL PUSH DAGGER
Features: Japanese AUS-8 stainless steel blade •Kray-Ex™ 
handles •4-3/16" overall •Secure-Ex® sheath with beaded 
neck chain.

CS43XLCS43XL $25.99 ea.

Shown in sheath.

NEW!NEW! COLD STEEL® COUNTER TAC™ II
Features: Stonewash finish AUS-8A stainless steel blade •Blood groove •Full 
tang •Black Kray-Ex™ handle •Lanyard hole •6-3/4" overall •Black Secure-Ex® 
molded polymer sheath with belt clip, lashing holes and neck chain. 

CS10BCTMCS10BCTM $36.99 ea. 

NEW!NEW! COLD STEEL® SUPER THIN 
1911 PISTOL GRIPS
Features: Set of (2) replacement grips for 1911 Pistol •Super 
thin Griv-Ex™ construction will never rot, crack, break or 
warp like wood grips •Heavily stippled •Screws not included. 

CSSAG1CSSAG1 $5.99 per set 

Shown in use. 
Gun not included.

COLD STEEL® BUSH RANGER LITE LOCKBACK
Designed by Mike Wallace for those intrigued by the Bush Ranger but seeking a 
budget-friendly alternative. Features: 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade •Thumb 
stud •Contoured glass filled nylon handles •State-of-the-art rocker lock with 
secondary safety •Reversaible pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-7/8" closed. 

CS21ACS21A $36.99 ea. Pocket clip.WEIGHS JUST 5.2 ONCES!WEIGHS JUST 5.2 ONCES!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS17TS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS49LRT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS49LCK
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CSSACLB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CSSACLA
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS43LS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS43XL
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS10BCTM
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CSSAG1
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS21A
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MARBLE'S® BLACK STAG 
BONE POCKETKNIVES

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Black stag bone 
handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, shields, and 

ringed, pinched bolsters.

Sowbelly
3-3/4" closed. 

MR479MR479 $14.99 ea.

Canoe 
    3-5/8" closed. 
   MR478   MR478    

          $14.99 ea.

Congress
3-3/4" closed. 

MR472MR472 

$14.99 ea.

Safety Folder- Nickel silver swing guard •Safety protects blade when closed and 
folds into handle to lock blade in open position •6-1/4" closed. 

MR477MR477 $21.99 ea. 
Safety folds out to cover 

blade when closed.

MARBLE'S® ORANGE G-10 POCKETKNIVES
Easy to hold on to, but if you do drop one it's easy to find! Features: 440A stainless steel blades with master embellishments 

•Orange G-10 handles •Nickel silver pins •Black G-10 bolsters, liners, and inlaid shields.

Cotton Sampler 
Lanyard hole •4-1/8" closed. 

MR597MR597 $14.99 ea. 

Tiny Toothpick
3" closed. 

MR596MR596 $9.99 ea.

Doctor's Knife 
3-5/8" closed. 

MR594MR594 $12.99 ea.

Small Leg Knife 
3-1/4" closed. 

MR593MR593 $9.99 ea. Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

MR591MR591 $14.99 ea.

SUPER SUPER 
LIGHTWEIGHT!LIGHTWEIGHT!

Cleaver Hawk- 4" closed. 

MR595MR595 $14.99 ea. 

Cattleman's 
Jack Knife 

4-1/4" closed. 
MR475MR475 

$16.99 ea. 

Congress 
Whittler 

3-3/4" closed. 
MR480MR480 

$14.99 ea.

Serpentine 
3-7/8" closed.

MR481MR481 $14.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! 
Jumbo Trapper 

Lockback 
5-3/8" closed. 

MR474MR474 $14.99 ea. 

NEW!NEW! Reaper- Lanyard hole •4-1/4" closed. 

MR590MR590 $14.99 ea. 

NEW!NEW! Scout Knife- Can opener 
•Screwdriver/cap lifter •Reamer with sewing 

eye •Lanyard bail •4-1/4" closed. 

MR592MR592 $14.99 ea. 

Cattleman's 
Whittler

3-5/8" closed. 
MR473MR473 

$14.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR479
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR478
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR472
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR477
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR597
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR596
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR594
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR593
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR591
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR595
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR475
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR480
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR481
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR474
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YOUR CHOICE $14.99 ea.

MARBLE'S® RAM 
HORN POCKETKNIVES
Features: 440A stainless steel blades 
with reverse frosted master etches 
•Genuine ram horn handles •Brass 
liners •Nickel silver pins, shields 
and ringed, pinched bolsters.

Canoe 
3-5/8" closed.
MR360MR360 

Large Stockman 
4" closed. MR363MR363

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
MR358MR358

MARBLE'S® STAG BONE POCKETKNIVES
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Jigged stag bone handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver shields and ringed bolsters. 

Green Congress- 4-1/8" closed. 

MR186MR186 $19.99 ea.

Green 
Small Trapper
3-3/4" closed. 
MR189MR189  

$14.99 ea.

Green 
Folding Hunter

5-1/4" closed. 

MR188MR188  $19.99 ea.  

Red 
Folding Hunter
5-1/4" closed.
MR129MR129 

$19.99 ea. 

Brown Cattleman's 
Whittler

3-5/8" closed.

MR298MR298 $14.99 ea.

QUALITY KNIVES AT QUALITY KNIVES AT 
AFFORDABLE PRICES!AFFORDABLE PRICES!

Bone is a natural handle material prone 
to cracking. Therefore, some knives may 

have cracks near the pins or bolsters.

YOUR CHOICE 

$7.99 ea.

MARBLE'S® FIXED BLADE RAZORS
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Half tangs •Smooth bone 

handles •Nickel silver double rivets •6" overall. 

Black MR467MR467

White MR466MR466

MARBLE'S® RAZOR
Features: Embellished blade 
and handle front •440A 
stainless steel blade 
•Fileworked spine •Orange smooth 
bone handles •Brass pins •Nickel 
silver pivot pin •6-5/8" closed.

MR319MR319 $14.99 ea.

MARBLE'S® GAME GETTER POCKETKNIVES
Features: 440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted master etches •Imitation stag handles •Brass liners 

•Nickel silver pins and ringed bolsters •Copper "Game Getter" shields.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
MR414MR414

Copper Game Getter shield.

Large Stockman
4-1/4" closed.
MR415MR415

YOUR CHOICE 

$12.99 ea.

Safety Folder
Stainless steel safety component shields the blade edge when 

the knife is closed; with the blade open, the safety folds into the 
handle and locks the blade open •6-3/8" closed.

MR416MR416 $17.99 ea.

Limited Production!  Order Fast!Limited Production!  Order Fast!

Shown 
closed.
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MARBLE'S® SKINNER
Features: 440A stainless steel blade with etch •Thumb ridges •Full tang •Wood 
handles with checkered grips •Double stainless steel rivets 
•Lanyard hole •10-1/4" overall •Black nylon belt sheath. 

MR561MR561 $14.99 ea.

MARBLE'S® SCRIMSHAW SERIES
Old-time whalers often found themselves at sea for years at a time. To pass the time, some spent hours etching intricate designs into 
whale teeth and bones, a hobby that became the art of scrimshaw. This series of knives celebrates that art. Features: 440A stainless steel 
blades •Stag and natural bone handles with stamped "scrimshaw" designs •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters 
•Black and nickel silver spacers.

Dogleg Trapper/
Moose

4-1/2" closed. 

MR259MR259  $17.99 ea.

SHOP MORE MARBLE'S® @

Pocket Chopper/Wolf
5" closed.

MR250MR250  $24.99 ea.

MARBLE'S® WILDLIFE COLLECTOR'S SERIES CLASP KNIVES 
This series honors Webster L. Marble's love of the outdoors and his ability to design axes, sporting knives, guns and other products that made 
it easier for all of us to be ready "every hour in the open." Features: 440A stainless steel blades with golden and black color filled etches •Black 

smooth bone handles •Brass liners •Embossed, ringed nickel silver bolsters •Embossed nickel silver shields •5-1/2" closed •Cigar box packaging.

Eagle/Feather 
Shield MR368MR368

Deer/Deer 
Track Shield 
MR366MR366

Bass/Lure Shield 
MR367MR367

Open cigar 
box.

Cigar box lid.

MARBLE’S® DUCK HUNTER 
COLLECTIBLE KNIVES 
Features: Stainless steel blades •Acrylic handles with 
full color artwork and smooth bone accents •Brass 
liners •Black and nickel silver spacers •Nickel silver 
pins, ringed bolsters, and duck shields •5-1/2" closed.

Red/Wood Ducks MR584MR584 Green/Mallards MR583MR583

Collector 
packaging.

YOUR CHOICE 

$24.99 ea.

YOUR CHOICE 

$24.99 ea.

MARBLE'S® BIRD/TROUT NECK KNIFE
Features: One piece 420 J2 stainless steel construction •5-9/16" overall 
•Composition sheath with beaded chain lanyard.

MR80910MR80910 $PECIAL!$PECIAL!  $7.99 ea.

Each knife packaged in 
Marble's® collectible box!
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MARBLE'S® STACKED LEATHER FIXED BLADES
Features: Stainless steel blades •Stacked leather handles •Leather belt sheaths (except where noted). Skinners Piggy Back Set 

Includes (1) each small and 
large •Sheath holds both. 

MR398MR398 $34.99 per set

Large- 9-7/8" overall. 

MR397MR397 $24.99 ea.

Small- 6-1/4" overall.

MR396MR396 $16.99 ea.

KRIS BLADE SKINNER
Stainless steel guard •Stag pommel •Spacers •7-1/2" overall. 

MR822MR822 $14.99 ea.

SKINNERS- Both feature: Thumb ridges •Brass guards •Aluminum pommels.

Stag Damascus
Damasus steel blade with fileworked spine •Stag 
handle accented with horn and natural smooth bone 
•Damascus steel guard and end cap •Brass end screw 
•Brass and red spacers •14-1/4" overall.

MR571MR571 $69.99 ea.

Close-up of filework.

Stag- Blood groove •Stag handle •Brass 
guard and pommel •Black, green, brown 
and brass spacers •17" overall.

MR574MR574 $39.99 ea.

MARBLE'S® BOWIES
Features: Stainless steel blades (except where noted) •Leather belt sheaths.

Stag- Fileworked spine •Stag handle accented with horn and natural 
smooth bone •Stainless steel guard and end cap •Brass 

end screw •Brass and red spacers •14-1/4" overall. 

MR572MR572 $34.99 ea.

Close-up of 
filework.

MARBLE'S® BUFFALO HORN SKINNER COMBO
Features: Set of (2) •Damascus steel blades •Grooved horn handles 
•Aluminum guards and pommels •Spacers •Thumb ridges •Overall 
lengths-- 6-1/4", 10-3/8" •Leather belt sheath holds both.

MR455MR455 $44.99 per set

MARBLE'S® COWBOY SKINNERS
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Full tangs •Brass guards •8-3/8" overall 
•Black nylon belt sheaths with liners and leather accents.

Black Stag Bone 
Nickel silver rivets 
and shield. 
MR476MR476

Brown Appaloosa Bone
Multiple brass rivets. 

MR318MR318YOUR CHOICE $19.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! MARBLE'S® SKINNER
Features: Stainless steel blade •Full tang •Wood and genuine stag handles  
•Stainless steel guard •Brown and stainless steel spacers •Brass rivets 
•Lanyard hole with leather cord •10-1/2" overall •Leather belt sheath. 

MR608MR608 $19.99 ea. 
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Notch opens fire 
hydrants and 
oxygen tanks.

Survival Axe/Machete
15-1/8" overall. MA5215MA5215  

MARBLE'S® FIREFIGHTER SURVIVAL TOOLS
Features: Fire hardened carbon steel blades with red coating •Full tangs •Wood 

handles with red coated ends •Multiple brass rivets
 •Lanyard holes •Nylon belt sheaths with sharpening 

stones •Made in El Salvador.

Devil's Tail Shovel
18-1/4" overall

•(2) utility pockets 
on sheath. 
MA50151MA50151  

MARBLE'S® MACHETES FIRE HARDENED/OIL QUENCHEDFIRE HARDENED/OIL QUENCHED  CARBON STEEL!CARBON STEEL!
Features: Fire hardened carbon steel blades with orange coating •Flexible temper grooves •Full tang construction •Lanyard holes (except where 

noted) •Nylon belt sheaths with utility pockets and sharpening stones •Made in El Salvador. 

Bolo Camp- No lanyard hole •20" overall. 

MA33514MA33514  $14.99 ea. 

Deep Jungle Bowie- 15" overall. 

MA310410MA310410 $14.99 ea. 

FOR YOUR FOR YOUR 
SURVIVAL SURVIVAL 

NEEDS!NEEDS!

SAWBACK- Sawback spine •Bright orange polypropylene handle 
•Molded guard •Lanyard cord •21" overall.

MR393MR393 $14.99 ea. 

Swamp Master- Orange coated handle end •24" overall.

MA3218MA3218 $14.99 ea.   
Parang- Orange coated 
handle end •20" overall.  

MAPAR20MAPAR20 $14.99 ea.

JUNGLE- Wooden handles •Brass rivets.

Heavy/Bulky Items: 
Additional
shipping may apply.

Applies to all machetes Applies to all machetes 
measuring 18" overall measuring 18" overall 

or more.or more.

MARBLE'S® BROWN STAG 
BONE CANOE
Features: 440A stainless steel acid 
etched blades •Brown stag bone 
handles •Brass pins and liners 
•Nickel silver bolsters •Acid 
etched "M" shield 
•3-1/2" closed.

MR272MR272 $14.99 ea.

Acid etched 
shield.

MARBLE'S® SAFETY AXE COMPANY 
WOOD SIGN

Features:  Full color design on wood •Measures 18" x 7-3/4" x 7/16" 
•Hanging hardware included.  

MR559MR559 $9.99 ea.

MARBLE'S® D2 CLEAVER LINERLOCK
Features: D2 steel blade •Thumb stud •Grooved wood handles 
•Lanyard hole with leather cord •4-3/8" closed.

MR563MR563 $24.99 ea.

YOUR CHOICE 

$16.99 ea.
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MARBLE'S® CAMP COMBO SET
Both feature: 100% 420A stainless steel construction. 
G.I. Utility Knife features: Spear blade •Can opener •Flat 
head screwdriver/bottle opener •Punch •Lanyard bail 
•3-5/8" closed. Camper's Best Friend features: Spork 
•Can opener •Bottle opener •Lanyard hole 
•Mini carabiner clip •4" overall.

MR390MR390 $9.99 per set 
2 PIECES2 PIECES

UNDER $10UNDER $10

(available 
separately) 

Camper's 
Best Friend

MR290CMR290C  $4.99 ea.

Reproduction of the 
popular utility knife 

issued 
to 

G.I.s in 
World War II

(available separately) 
G.I. Utility Knife

MR278MR278 $6.99 ea.

MARBLE'S® BUSHCRAFTER CAMP CLEAVER 
Features: One piece high carbon steel construction 
•Lanyard hole with cord •7" overall.
MR373MR373  

$9.99 ea. Compact size but mighty Compact size but mighty 
cutting power!cutting power!

MARBLE'S® AMERICAN HICKORY AXES
Features: Hand forged 1045 high carbon steel axe heads •AMERICAN 
HICKORY HANDLES •Lanyard holes •Made in El Salvador.

Small- Head measures 5-3/4" x 3-1/2" •12" overall. 

MR702MR702 $24.99 ea.

Hunter's- Head measures 5-3/4" x 3-1/2" •17-3/4" overall. 

MR703MR703 $22.99 ea.

QUALITY QUALITY 
YOU CAN YOU CAN 

COUNT ON!COUNT ON!

Single Bit Hatchet- Head measures 
4-5/8" x 2-1/4" •11" overall. 

MA700SBMA700SB  $17.99 ea.

Outdoor 
Head measures 6" x 3-1/2" •19-3/4" overall. 

MR704MR704 $24.99 ea. Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional

shipping may apply.

MARBLE'S® SURVIVAL SETS
Compass features: Brass construction •1-3/4" diameter. 
Match Box features: Stainless steel construction with 
swivel opening •Lanyard bail •2-3/4" overall.

Life Saver
G.I. Utility Knife 
features: 100% 
420A stainless 
steel construction 
•Can opener •Flat 
head screwdriver/
bottle opener 
•Punch •Lanyard 
bail •3-5/8" closed.
MR387MR387  

$14.99 per set 

Collector's box.

Wilderness MR388MR388 $12.99 per set

Collector's box.

Match box 
shown open.

Double Bit Hatchet- Head measures 
5-3/8" x 2-1/2" •14-1/2" overall.

MA700DBMA700DB  $19.99 ea.

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional
shipping may apply.

Full Size Double Bit 
Head measures 9-1/2" x 4-3/8" •37" overall.

MA782DBMA782DB  $34.99 ea.

Camp Axe- Head measures 6-1/4" x 4" 
•15-7/8" overall.

MA701SBMA701SB $19.99 ea.
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Replacement Wick ZPWICKZPWICK 99¢ ea.

Replacement Flint ZPFLINTZPFLINT 99¢ ea.

Butane Fuel- 5.82 oz. ZP3810ZP3810 $3.99 ea.

Lighter Fluid- 12 oz. ZPFLUIDZPFLUID $4.99 ea.

WE HAVE REPLACEMENTS!

FedEx GROUND ONLY for fuel and fluid.

Brushed 
Chrome 
ZP11033ZP11033 

$21.99 ea.

Brushed Brass 
ZP11034ZP11034  

$26.99 ea.

ZIPPO® 
1941 REPLICAS
Several distinctive features 
identify the 1941 Replica: 
Four-barrel hinge joins the lid 
and bottom •Sides of the inside 
unit are flat with squared edges 
•The chimney has fewer holes 
•A hollow rivet holds the striking 
wheel in place •Packaged in a 
silver foil gift box that is standard 
for all 1941 Replica models.

High Polish 
Chrome 
ZP10600ZP10600 

$15.99 ea.

Iron Stone 
ZP211ZP211 

$14.99 ea.

Brushed Brass 
ZP0050ZP0050 

$16.99 ea.

Satin Chrome
ZP10205ZP10205 

$12.99 ea.

ZIPPO® YEAR-ROUND 
FAVORITES!

ZIPPO® LEATHER SHEATHS 
Keep your lighter close. Features: Genuine 
leather •Snap closures •Fit belts 
up to 2" wide. 

YOUR CHOICE $10.99 ea.

Four-Four-
barrel barrel 
hinges hinges 

join the join the 
lids and lids and 

bottoms!bottoms!

CLIP
Black 
ZPLPCBKZPLPCBK
Brown 
ZPLPCBZPLPCB

LOOP
Brown 
ZPLPLBZPLPLB
Black 
ZPLPLBKZPLPLBK

LOOP WITH 
THUMB 
NOTCH
Black 
ZPLPTBKZPLPTBK

(also available) Black 

ZP28582ZP28582 $24.99 ea.

ZIPPO® SPIRIT CANDLES
Features: Five-ounce soy wax blend with extra-potent fragrance •100% cotton wick •Up to (35) 
hours of burn time •Sustainably harvested natural cork lids •Unique vessel can be repurposed. 

YOUR CHOICE $19.95 ea.

ZIPPO® LIGHTER INSERTS 
Customize your standard lighter with this insert collection. 
Fits all standard sized Zippo® lighters including 1941 Replicas. 

Bourbon & Spice
Double oaked bourbon 

fragrance with notes 
of amber, vetiver and 

ginger root. 
ZP70008ZP70008

Dark Rum & Oak
Sweet, oak barrel rum 

fragrance with notes of 
coffee, patchouli and 

orange blossom. 
ZP70007ZP70007

Whiskey & Tobacco
Kentucky whiskey 

fragrance with notes of 
leafy tobacco, ginger and 

sweet, crushed tonka bean. 
ZP70006ZP70006

Double Arc- Easily 
recharges with USB cable.

ZP65828ZP65828 $18.66 ea.

Double Torch 
ZP65827ZP65827 

$14.41 ea.

Single Torch 
ZP65826ZP65826 

$12.71 ea.

MOD 
YOUR 
FLAMEFLAME

The bright blue The bright blue 
flame deploys flame deploys 
with the push with the push 

of a button!of a button!
Butane sold 
separately.

ZIPPO® SUREFIRE MULTI-TOOL
The Surefire has everything you need to rule the fire. 
Features: Onboard 420 high carbon steel cutting tool 
and saw blade •Flint wheel ignition-- (1) flint included 
•Storage for (2) extra flints (not included) •Tinder grater 
for shavings •Black 15" fire paracord with 
red wax coated inner strand (starts up 
to 15 fires) •Can opener/cap lifter •Red 
impact-resistant 
handles •Lanyard bail 
for fire paracord clip 
•Measures 1.14" x 
3.6" x .69". 
ZP40549 

$15.95 ea.
LIFE IS BETTER 

AROUND A FIRE™
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NEW!NEW! ZIPPO® 2021 COLLECTIBLE OF THE YEAR
-100 YEARS OF ART DECO-
The Art Deco design movement blossomed during the Roaring Twenties as 
the perfect archictectural complement to the bold and lavish era. 
George G. Blaisdell, inventor of the Zippo® lighter, was heavily influenced 
by the movement, designing the earliest decorated lighters with clean, 
elegant geometric patterns. This High Polish Black Zippo® is transformed 
into an Art Deco masterpiece by 360º Laser Engraving and selective gold 
plating, enhanced with a kite-shaped Golden Shadow Swarovski® crystal 
emblem. Features: Serialized limited edition •Special Zippo® Collectible 
bottom stamp •Packaging enhanced with the Art Deco motif. 
ZP49500ZP49500 

$110.50 ea.

Adorned with a 
Swarovski® Crystal.

NEW! NEW! 

WWII Iwo Jima
Brushed Chrome.

ZP402538ZP402538 $17.99 ea.

WWII Okinawa
Black Matte.

ZP402539ZP402539 $19.99 ea.

1941-1945 Rocket 
Launcher Truck

Green Matte.
ZP412463ZP412463 

$19.99 ea.

Navy Battle of Midway
Navy Matte.

ZP14630ZP14630 $19.99 ea.

Army® 
Call to Duty
Street Chrome™.
ZP405701ZP405701 

$15.99 ea.

Army® 
Vintage Poster
Street Chrome™.

ZP405705ZP405705 

$15.99 ea.

Army® 
American Flag
Black Matte.
ZP15084ZP15084 

$19.99 ea.

Marines Sentry Officer
Street Chrome™.

ZP405737ZP405737 $15.99 ea.

Marines Flag Raising
Street Chrome™.

ZP405724ZP405724 $15.99 ea.
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Marines Devil Dogs
Black Matte.

ZP12095ZP12095 $22.99 ea.

By federal law, licensing fees paid to the U.S. Army for the use of its trademarks provide support for the Army Trademark Licensing Program, and net licensing revenue is devoted to U.S. Army Morale, Welfare and Recreation 
programs. U.S. Army name, trademarks, and logos are protected under federal law and used under license by Zippo Manufacturing Company, OFFICIAL LICENSED PRODUCT OF THE U.S. ARMY

Army® War 
Bonds Poster

Brushed 
Chrome.
ZP11936ZP11936 

$17.99 ea.

Navy Submarine
Navy Matte.

ZP18024ZP18024 $22.99 ea.

Navy Aircraft Carrier
Brushed Chrome.

ZP13646ZP13646 $17.99 ea.
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Air Force® American Flag
Street Chrome™.

ZP409995ZP409995 $15.99 ea.
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Custom packaging.
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Don't Stop Believing
16" x 12-1/2". SG2195SG2195

Mythical Bigfoot
12-1/2" x 16". 
SG2414SG2414

Bigfoot Hide & Seek 
Champion

12-1/2" x 16". SG2290SG2290

Don't Feed Sasquatch
12-1/2" x 16". 
SG2096SG2096

Custom art on front and back!Custom art on front and back!

World Champ 
Classic SD
V1024V1024 

$16.99 ea.

World Champ 
Tinker 
V1009V1009 

$24.99 ea.

BIGFOOT KNIVES by ROUGH RYDER
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Wood handles with 
artwork overlays on the fronts •Nylon sheaths. 

FROST BIGFOOT HUNTER KNIFE & TRUCK SET
Saddlehorn features: Stainless steel blades •Horn handles •Brass pins and liners 
•Nickel silver bolsters •3-3/8" closed. 1969 Ford Truck features: Diecast metal, 
plastic and rubber construction •1:24 scale.

FRPUBF20FRPUBF20 $39.99 ea.

Bowie- 12-1/2" overall •Swing style sheath has leg 
ties and can be worn vertically or horizontally.

RR2175RR2175 $24.99 ea. 

VICTORINOX® BIGFOOT KNIVES
Both feature: Stainless steel blades and tools •Toothpick •Tweezers •Keyring. Classic SD also features: Small blade 
•Nail file/screwdriver tip •Scissors •2-1/4" closed. Tinkers also feature: Large and small blades •Phillips screwdriver 
•Can opener/small screwdriver •Bottle opener/large screwdriver/wire stripper •Reamer •3-1/2" closed.

LOCKBACK
Brass pins, liners and bolsters •5" closed.

RR2167RR2167 $14.99 ea.

FIXED BLADES
Full tangs •Double 

brass rivets •Lanyard 
holes with cords.

TIN SIGNS
Features: Tin construction •Vibrant designs.

YOUR CHOICE 

$9.99 ea. 
3 OR MORE 

$7.99 ea.

Hunter
7-3/8" overall.

RR2174RR2174 $9.99 ea. 

NEW! NEW! Bigfoot Tracks
Street Chrome™.

ZP412040ZP412040 $15.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! 
Don't Stop 
Believing 

Tinker
V1052V1052 

$24.99 ea. 

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2195
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2414
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2290
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2096
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V1024
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V1009
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRPUBF20
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2175
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2167
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2174
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP412040
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V1052
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Visit our 108,000 Square Foot Retail Showroom • Sevierville, TNSummer 202142

FROST "WORLD'S BEST" KNIFE & TRUCK SETS
Mini Trappers feature: Stainless steel blades •White smooth bone handles with laser embellished fronts •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver 

bolsters •3-1/2" closed. 1937 Ford Trucks feature: Diecast metal, plastic and rubber construction •1:24 scale.

Son 
FRPUWGS20FRPUWGS20

Grandson 
FRPUWGGS20FRPUWGGS20Grandpa 

FRPUWGGP20FRPUWGGP20

Dad 
FRPUWGD20FRPUWGD20

FROST FAMILY TRADITION SERIES "WORLD'S GREATEST" TRAPPERS
Features: Stainless steel blades •Laser embellished handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters with 
embellishment on right bolsters •4-1/8" closed •Wood display boxes.

Grandson- Smooth blue bone handles. 
FRWGGS16 FRWGGS16 

Dad- Smooth natural bone handles. 
FRWGD16FRWGD16

Box 
top.

Certificate inside lid can be Certificate inside lid can be 
PERSONALIZED PERSONALIZED by you for a by you for a 

truly one-of-a-kind gift!truly one-of-a-kind gift!

Grandpa- Black smooth 
bone handles. FRWGGP16FRWGGP16

YOUR CHOICE 

$24.99 ea.

Son- Red smooth bone handles. 
FRWGS18FRWGS18

YOUR CHOICE 

$39.99 per set

Don't forget Dad this 
Father's Day!

June 20, 2021

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRPUWGS20
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRPUWGGS20
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRPUWGGP20
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRPUWGD20
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRWGGS16
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRWGD16
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRWGGP16
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRWGS18
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YOUR CHOICE $32.99 ea.YOUR CHOICE $34.99 ea.
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NEW!NEW! HEN & ROOSTER FATHER & SON 
BARLOW SET
Features: Set of (2) •Stainless steel blades •Blue jigged bone handles 
•Brass pins and liners 
•Antique brass shields 
•Nickel silver bolsters with 
embellishments •Closed 
lengths-- 2-7/8", 2-3/8" 
•Limited edition 
•Certificate of authenticity 
•Cigar box packaging.
HRFSBLPBHRFSBLPB 

$49.99 per set

NEW!NEW! HEN & ROOSTER TOOTHPICK SET
Features: Set of (3) •440 stainless steel blades •Jigged bone 
handles-- one each green, red, and blue •Brass pins and liners 
•Antique brass shields •Nickel silver bolsters •3" closed •Limited 
edition •Certificate 
of authenticity 
•Wooden gift box.
HR961SETHR961SET 

$79.99 per set

NEW!NEW! HEN & ROOSTER SMALL TOOTHPICKS
Features: 440 stainless steel blades 
•Brass pins and liners •Antique 
brass shields •Nickel silver 
bolsters •3" closed.

White Smooth Bone 
HR961WSBHR961WSB 

$29.99 ea. 

Antique Green 
Jigged Bone 
HR961AGBHR961AGB 

$29.99 ea.

Blue Jigged Bone 
HR961BLPBHR961BLPB 

$29.99 ea.

Genuine Stag 
HR961DSHR961DS 

$39.99 ea.

Green Jigged Bone 
HR961GPBHR961GPB 

$29.99 ea.

Red Jigged Bone 
HR961RPBHR961RPB 

$29.99 ea.

Red, White & Blue 
Swirl Resin 
HR961RWBHR961RWB 

$29.99 ea.

DIRT BUSTER JRS.
3-1/4" closed. 

DIRT BUSTERS- 3-5/8" closed.

NEW!NEW! HEN & ROOSTER DIRT BUSTERS
Features: 4116GS stainless steel blades •Brass pins and liners. 

White Smooth Bone 
HR5039WSBHR5039WSB

Buffalo Horn HR5039BHHR5039BH White Smooth Bone HR5038WSBHR5038WSB

Buffalo Horn 
HR5038BHHR5038BH

Father's 
Day

is 
June 20, 2021

Find more 
Hen & Rooster @

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HRFSBLPB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=/HR961SET
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HR961WSB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HR961AGB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HR961BLPB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HR961DS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HR961GPB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HR961RPB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HR961RWB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HR5039WSB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HR5039BH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HR5038WSB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HR5038BH


We AcceptSummer 202144

NEW!NEW! CHIPAWAY CUTLERY BOWIES
Features (except where noted): Stainless steel blades •Torched, carved bone handles •Handles enhanced with 

complementing spacers and color washes •Brass end caps and fileworked guards •Two-tone brown leather belt sheaths. 

Little Arrow- Sawback spine •Olive wood 
handle accent •10-1/4" overall. 

FRCW693OWTBFRCW693OWTB $19.99 ea.

Black Feather
Sawback spine •Blue 

pakkawood handle end (no 
end cap) •Lanyard hole 

•10-1/4" overall. 

FRCW695BLFRCW695BL $22.99 ea.

Day Dreamer- Fileworked spine 
•12-1/4" overall. 

FRCW696BLBFRCW696BLB $22.99 ea.

Forest Fox II
12" overall. 
FRCW880SBFRCW880SB 

$22.99 ea.

Rocky Meadow- 12-1/8" overall. 

FRCW883DGBFRCW883DGB $22.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! CHIPAWAY CUTLERY LITTLE EAGLE
Features: Stainless steel blade •Full tang •Second cut and smooth 
bone handles •Triple brass rivets •Red and brass spacers •Lanyard 
hole •7-7/8" overall •Brown leather belt sheath.

FRCW510SCSBFRCW510SCSB $12.99 ea.

POCKETKNIVES- Brass pins 
and liners •Nickel silver shields 
and sunburst bolsters.

NEW!NEW! STEEL WARRIOR KNIVES
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Mother of pearl 
handles •Nickel silver (except where noted) and 
imitation red and blue turquoise spacers. 

Barracuda 
Lockback

3-1/2" closed. 
FRSW100MPRBFRSW100MPRB 

$17.99 ea.

FIXED BLADE SKINNER- Full tang •Double brass rivets •No nickel 
silver spacers •Lanyard hole •6-7/8" overall •Black nylon belt sheath.

FRSW534MPRBFRSW534MPRB $19.99 ea.

Peanut
2-3/4" closed. 
FRSW107MPRBFRSW107MPRB 

$12.99 ea.

Small Toothpick
3" closed. 

FRSW109MPRBFRSW109MPRB 

$12.99 ea.

Wrangler Stockman
3-7/8" closed. 

FRSW112MPRBFRSW112MPRB $19.99 ea.
Barlow

3-3/8" closed. 
FRSW163MPRBFRSW163MPRB 

$17.99 ea.

Filework.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW693OWTB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW695BL
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW696BLB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW880SB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW883DGB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW510SCSB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW100MPRB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW534MPRB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW107MPRB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW109MPRB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW112MPRB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW163MPRB


To Order: CALL 1-800-251-9306 or (865) 453-5871 Summer 2021

Mini Eagle fits in handle.

Steel Eagle 107C XX
Features: Black traction coated 1095 carbon 
steel blades •Sawback spine and blood groove 
on large knife •Black linen Micarta® handles on 
13-1/2" overall large knife and 5-3/4" overall Mini Eagle 
knife hidden inside •White spacers •Large knife has lanyard 
hole with cord; Mini Eagle has keyring •MOLLE compatible 
nylon belt sheath with emergency whistle.

TPSE107CXX $199.99 ea.

45

Air Wolfe
Features: Tactical grey coated 1095 carbon steel blade •Jimping 
throughout •Full tang •Traction style black G-10 handles •Triple screw 
rivets •Lanyard hole •11" overall •MOLLE compatible black ballistic nylon 
sheath with emergency whistle.

TPAIR01 $130.00 ea.

NEW! 

Crow Hawke
Features: Black traction coated 1095 carbon steel blade 
•Thumb ridges •Full tang •Black G-10 handles •Double hollow 
rivets •Red liners •Lanyard hole •5-1/8" overall •Black Kydex® 
sheath with neck chain, carabiner (non load bearing) and 
emergency whistle.

TPCRH01 $119.99 ea.

Firestrike 45
Features: Black traction coated 1095 carbon steel blade 
•Sawback spine •Jimping throughout •Full tang •Black 
linen Micarta® handles •Triple screw rivets •White liners 
•Lanyard holes •12-3/4" overall •Black Kydex® sheath 
with rotating spring steel clip and emergency whistle.

TPFS45 $175.00 ea.

Hog 4.5
Features: Black traction coated 1095 carbon steel blade 
•Full tang •Black linen Micarta® handles •Finger/lanyard hole 
•9-3/4" overall •Black leather dangler-style sheath with 
emergency whistle.

TPHOG45 $130.00 ea.

Spirit Hunter 2
Features: Grey traction coated 
154-CM stainless steel blade •Full tang •Blue and black G-10 
handles •Triple hollow rivets •9-5/8" overall •Black leather 
dangler-style sheath with fire starter, knife sharpener and 
emergency whistle.

TPSHR02 $166.50 ea.

Tac-Tops Karambit
Designed by Colin Despins of Max Venom Product Group. Features: 
Black traction coated 1095 carbon steel blade •Full tang •Black linen 
Micarta® handles with Rocky Mountain Tread •Triple screw rivets 
•Finger/lanyard hole •11-1/4" overall •Black Kydex® sheath with 
beta loop.

TPTAC01RMT $160.00 ea.

Steel Eagle
Features: Black traction coated 1095 carbon steel blade 
•Thumb ridges •Blood groove •Black linen Micarta® 
handles •Triple screw rivets •White spacers •Lanyard 
holes •13" overall •Black ballistic nylon sheath with 
Kydex® insert and leg tie.

TP107E $159.99 ea.

TOPS® KNIVES

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=TPSE107CXX
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=TPAIR01
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=TPCRH01
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=TPFS45
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=TPHOG45
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=TPSHR02
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=TPTAC01RMT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=TP107E


Follow us for prizes, deals and more!Summer 202146

TOPS® KNIVES

APACHE DAWN ROCKIES EDITION
Features: 1/4" thick 1095 high carbon steel blade with harpoon 
style tip and tumble finish •Thumb ridges •Black G-10 handles 

with Rocky Mountain Tread •Triple rivets •Lanyard hole 
•11-7/8" overall •MOLLE compatible, OD green ballistic nylon 

sheath •Certificate of authenticity •Serialized.

TPAPAD02 $139.99 ea. MSRP $220

RANGER BOOTLEGGER 
Features: Black coated 1095 high carbon steel blade 
•G-10 handles with red inner spacers •Triple screws 

•Lanyard hole with cord •9-1/2" overall •Ballistic nylon 
sheath with paracord and adjustable Neoprene® leg strap 

•Certificate of authenticity •Serialized.

TPRBL01 $106.50 ea.

VIKING TACTICS NORSEMAN
A knife worthy of the Norseman explorer Leif Eriksson. Features: Differentially heat treated 1095 steel 
blade with Acid Rain finish •Viking vine spine detail •Blood groove •Full tang •Tan and green 
canvas Micarta® handles with red liners •Triple screw rivets •Lanyard hole 
•11-1/2" overall •Coyote tan Kydex® belt sheath with 
MOLLE-Lok short clip.

TPVTAC01 $225.00 ea.

Heavy/Bulky Items: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

BOY'S AXE
The Dayton pattern originated from the 
Dayton, Ohio area. 2.25 pound Dayton 

axe head •28" overall.

CTCSU22B28C $37.99 ea.

COUNCIL TOOL COMPANY 
In 1886, John Pickett Council founded the business that still bears his family’s name. Council Tool offers the country’s premier line 
of heavy-duty, American-made tools for forestry applications, fighting wildfires, law enforcement, landscaping-- any industry that 

requires heavy-duty hand tools. Features: Forged tool steel heads (except where noted) •American hickory handles.

#2 WOOD-CRAFT PACK AXE
5160 carbon steel axe head •19" overall •Leather sheath.

CTCWC20PA19C $129.99 ea.

Straight Handle CTCSU35J36S

Curved Handle CTCSU35J36C

NEW! JERSEY PATTERN AXES
5" cutting edges; "ears" increase surface contact area with the handles •36" overall.

YOUR CHOICE $42.99 ea. 

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=TPAPAD02
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=TPRBL01
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=TPVTAC01
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CTCSU22B28C
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CTCWC20PA19C
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CTCSU35J36S
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CTCSU35J36C
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Model 420 Small Forest Axe
Powerful enough for felling and 
limbing trees •19" overall. 

GB420GB420 $173.00 ea.

Model 450 Splitting Maul- Shaped and beveled for 
accuracy in splitting wood with a wedge •31-1/2" overall. 

GB450GB450 $213.00 ea.

Model 430 Scandinavian Forest Axe
Made strong enough for felling and 
limbing larger trees •25" overall. 

GB430GB430 $193.00 ea.

47

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

Model 415 Wildlife Axe
For when you need a small 
axe with plenty of power 
•13-1/2" overall. 

GB415GB415 $153.00 ea.

GRÄNSFORS BRUK AXES
For more than 100 years, Gränsfors Bruk has built up a business around the production of hand forged axes, with a focus on quality and 
environmental responsibility. Made in Sweden. Features: Axe heads are hand forged from Ovako recycled steel, then stamped with the 

maker's mark •Hickory handles laser engraved with the company's logo •Lanyard holes (except where noted) •Tärnsö Garveri 
vegetable-tanned leather sheaths •Each axe includes "The Axe Book," produced by Gränsfors Bruk, describing the company’s philosophy, 

different axe models, how the axes are made, and how an axe should be used and looked after.

Model 425 Outdoor Axe
Developed with the help 
of survival expert Lars Fält 
to be a multipurpose axe 
•14-1/2" overall. 

GB425GB425 $183.00 ea.

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

NEW!NEW! Model 410 
Small Hatchet
Perfect for hikers due to its 
diminuitive size and weight 
•No lanyard hole •10" overall.

GB410GB410 $159.00 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=GB420
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=GB450
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=GB430
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=GB415
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=GB425
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=GB410


SMKW.com - Fast and easy to use!Summer 202148

FENIX® FLASHLIGHTS
Features: Toughened ultra clear, anti-reflective coated glass lenses •Corrosion resistant, anodized aircraft grade aluminum construction with 
anti-roll, slip-resistant design •Rubber O-ring seals (extras included) •Reverse polarity protection •Low battery indicators •Digitally regulated 

output •User's manual or instruction sheet included.

HUSSAR FRAMELOCK- S35VN stainless steel blade •Beta Plus safety lock 
prevents accidental blade closure and lockbar overtravel •TC4 titanium handle 
frame •Finely machined high carbon chromium ball 
bearing and washer provide 
wear resistance and 
fatigue durability. 

RUPM121TZRUPM121TZ $144.95 ea.

RUIKE KNIVES
Features: Bead blast finish blades with flippers •Pocket clips •4-7/8" closed.
THUMBUP SAFETY LINERLOCKS- Sandvik 14C28N stainless steel 
blades •Thumb studs •ThumbUp safety locks •G-10 handles and 
backspacers •High carbon chromium ball bearing washer 
pivots •420 stainless steel liners.

YOUR CHOICE $49.95 ea.

E30R- LUMINUS SST-40 LED •Maximum 1600 lumens •Maximum distance of 666 feet 
•(5) output modes plus strobe •Lock-out function •3-7/8" overall •Includes rechargeable 
18650 ARB-L18-3500 battery •Magnetic suction charging port •The magnetic charging 
cable plugs into a USB adapter (not included).

FENE30RFENE30R $79.95 ea.

PD36R- LUMINUS SST-40 LED •Maximum 1600 lumens on the turbo setting •Maximum 
distance of 928 feet •Rear tactical switch with dual operation •IP68 water 
resistant rating •Two-way body clip •5-3/8" overall •Includes 
rechargeable ARB-L21-5000mAh battery •Type-C USB 
charging •Includes holster and lanyard.

FENPD36RFENPD36R $99.95 ea.

ThumbUp Safety Lock
Pushing the safety lock up can make the locking 

mechanism more reliable and secure in preventing 
accidental blade closure during use.

Black RUP155BRUP155B

Sand RUP155WRUP155W

PD40R V2.0- LUMINUS SST70 LED •Maximum 3000 lumens on turbo 
setting •Maximum distance of 1320 feet •Mechanical rotary switch 
•IP68 water resistant rating •5-3/8" overall •Includes rechargeable 
5000mAh/21700 battery •Type-C USB charging •Overheat protection on 
turbo level •Tail-standing capability •Includes lanyard and body clip.

FENPD40RFENPD40R $129.95 ea.

E20 V2.0- LUMINUS SST20 LED with a lifespan of 50,000 hours 
•Single tail switch for one-handed operation •Maximum output of 350 
lumens •IP68 water resistant rating •5" overall •Includes (2) replaceable 
(non-rechargeable) AA batteries •(4) output levels •Intelligent overheat 
protection against high surface temperatures •Body clip.

FENE20V2FENE20V2 $39.95 ea.

E35 V3.0- Ultra thin optical lens •Maximum lumens 3000 on turbo setting 
•Maximum distance of 787 feet •Strobe setting •Lockout function •Single 
switch control •IP68 water resistant rating •Cold resistant 
•4-5/8" overall •Includes ARB-L21-5000U 21700 rechargeable battery 
•Type-C USB charging •Pocket clip •Lanyard.

FENE35V3FENE35V3 $69.95 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RUPM121TZ
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FENE30R
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FENPD36R
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RUP155B
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RUP155W
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FENPD40R
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FENE20V2
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FENE35V3
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FLASHLIGHTS 
Features (except where noted): Black mil-spec hard anodized aluminum construction •Total Internal Reflection (TIR) LED lenses •Tailcap switches 
•O-ring seals •IPX7 waterproof rating •Belt clips. 

G2X Pro- Forest Green polymer construction •High-strength mil-
spec hard anodized aerospace aluminum bezel •600 lumens max 
output •High and low mode setting •5-1/4" overall •Uses (2) 123A 
batteries (included). 

G2XDFGG2XDFG $59.99 ea.

G2X Tactical- 600 lumens max output 
•5-1/4" overall •Uses (2) 123A batteries (included). 

G2XCBKG2XCBK $71.00 ea.

EDCL2-T- 1200 lumens max output •High and 
low mode settings •5-7/8" overall •Uses (2) 123A 
batteries (included). 

DC2TDC2T $161.00 ea.

EDCL1-T- 500 lumens max output •4-1/2" overall 
•Uses (1) 123A battery (included). 

DC1TDC1T $149.00 ea.

SUREFIRE® 

GUN LIGHTS 
Features: Black mil-spec hard anodized aluminum construction •Recoil-proof LEDs •Total Internal Reflection (TIR) LED lenses •O-ring seals 
•IPX7 waterproof rating. 

X300U-A- 600 lumens •SureFire's 
MaxVision Beam™ wide wall of light 
•Fits most long guns and pistols with 
rails •Ambidextrous momentary/
constant on switch •3-5/8" overall. 

X300UAX300UA $296.00 ea.

Scout Light® Pro Dual Fuel- 500 
lumens •Low-Profile Mount (LPM) is 
ideal for use with other rail-mounted 
accessories •Attaches to any MIL-
STD-1913 or M-LOK rails •Tailcap switch 
•5-5/8" overall •Generates up to 1500 
lumens with rechargeable SF18650B 
lithium-ion battery (included) or 1200 
lumens with (2) 123A batteries (not 
included-- sold separately). 

M640DFBKPROM640DFBKPRO $299.00 ea

Mini Scout Light® Pro- 500 lumens 
•Low-Profile Mount (LPM) is ideal for 
use with other rail-mounted accessories 
•Pushbutton tailcap and pressure-
activated tape switches •Attaches to any 
MIL-STD-1913 or M-LOK rails •4" overall 
•Uses (1) 123A battery (included). 

M340CBKPROM340CBKPRO $269.00 ea. 

NEW!NEW! SUREFIRE® 
RECHARGEABLE 123A 
BATTERIES
Features: High performance 3.2V 
SFLFP123 lithium iron phosphate 
batteries optimized for use with SureFire 
flashlights •10-year shelf life •Wide 
temperature tolerance with built-in heat 
and short circuit protection. 

2-Pack & Charger Set 
Two-bay smart charger fully 

charges batteries in three hours 
•Micro USB to USB-A cable. 

SFLFP123KITSFLFP123KIT 

$38.99 per set

2-Pack 
SFLFP123SFLFP123 

$14.99 
per pack of 2

NOTE: These batteries have significantly less 
run time than disposable batteries.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G2XDFG
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G2XCBK
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DC2T
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DC1T
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=X300UA
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=M640DFBKPRO
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=M340CBKPRO
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SFLFP123KIT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SFLFP123
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your choice $129.95 ea.

Black 
Oxide Finish 
LM831554LM831554

your choice 

$69.95 ea.

your choice 

$79.95 ea.

Bit kit set- Compatible with MUT®, MUT® EOD, 
Surge®, Charge®+ TTi, Charge®+ , Wave®+, 
Skeletool®, Skeletool® CX and Signal™. 
Bit kit expands your driver's capabilities 
with 21 double-ended bits-- 42 tools in all. 
See SMKW.com for a full list of bits. 

LM931014LM931014 $24.00 per kit

Features (except where noted): 100% stainless steel construction •420HC stainless steel blades •Needlenose/regular pliers •Wire strippers 
•Can openers •Bottle openers •Outside accessible components •Nylon belt sheaths •25 year warranty.

WAVE®+
Premium replaceable wire cutters 
and hard wire cutters •Spring 
action scissors •Wood/metal file 
•Diamond coated file •Medium 
screwdriver •Ruler •Large and small 
bit drivers •Bits included: Phillips/
flat tip eyeglass screwdriver, 
Phillips #1-2 screwdriver, 3/16" 
screwdriver •Lanyard ring 
•4" closed.
LM832531LM832531 

$99.95 ea.

REBAR®

Premium replaceable wire 
cutters •Saw •Awl with thread 

loop •Wood/metal file •Phillips 
screwdriver •Large and small 

screwdrivers •Electrical crimper 
•Ruler •Lanyard ring •4" closed 
•Components are not outside 
accessible with pliers closed.

RAPTOR® RESCUE
Features: Stainless steel construction •420HC stainless steel 
medical shears cut fabric efficiently and come apart for cleaning 
and maintenance •Strap cutter with locking liner deploys with 
one hand, works when shears are open or closed, and works 
with aviator-style gloves •Ruler •Oxygen tank wrench integrated 
within the strap cutter •Ring cutter works on most standard 
gold bands-- a must-have for first responders •Carbide-tip 
glass breaker •Glass filled nylon handles 
•Replaceable pocket clip •Lanyard hole
•5" closed •MOLLE compatible injection 
molded glass-filled nylon polymer 
holster with secure rotating clip 
•Holster stores shears in open or
closed position.

tan 
LM832173LM832173

Black & 
Orange 

LM832154LM832154

black LM831741LM831741
Carbide tip 

glass breakerIDEAL FOR FIRST RESPONDERS, IDEAL FOR FIRST RESPONDERS, 
FIREMEN & POLICE!FIREMEN & POLICE!

green 
LM832590LM832590

red 
LM832591LM832591

stainless  
Finish 
LM831548LM831548 

Blue 
LM832715LM832715

ACCESSORIES Bit driver extender

Extend your reach. 
Fits any Leatherman 

knife or tool that 
has a bit driver.

LM931015LM931015 

$19.99 ea.

FREE™ P4
Designed for comfort, ease of use, and durability. 
Everything, including the tool itself, can be opened 
with one hand. Break the magnetic bond, and the 
tool swings open almost like a balisong. The 
blades and tools open smoothly, locking open 
with a confident snap. Package opener •Wood/
metal file •Phillips screwdriver •Extra small, 
small, and medium screwdrivers •Pry tool 
•Ruler •Saw •Premium replaceable wire and 
hard wire cutters •Electrical crimper •Spring 
action scissors •Pocket clip •4-1/4" closed.

LM832640LM832640 $139.95 ea.

 MULTI-TOOLS

SURGE®

Blade Exchanger® 
•Premium replaceable 

wire cutters and 
hard wire cutters 

•Standard wire cutters 
•Saw •Awl with thread 
loop •Wood/metal file 

•Large and small 
screwdrivers •Electrical 

crimper •Diamond coated 
file •Spring action scissors 

•Ruler •Large bit driver 
•Bits included: Phillips 

#1-2 screwdriver, 3/16" 
screwdriver •Lanyard 

ring •4-1/2" closed.
 

stainless Finish 
LM830158LM830158

stainless 
& Black 

Oxide Finish 
LM832460LM832460

ratchet driver- Allows you to apply more 
torque without adjusting your grip. 44 gear 

teeth produce a swing arc just over 8 degrees. 
Magnetic bit holder. Compatible with MUT®, 
MUT® EOD, Surge®, Charge®+ TTi, Charge®+ , 

Wave®+, Skeletool®, Skeletool® CX, Skeletool® 
RX and Signal™. Bits not included.

LM931030LM931030 $29.95 ea. 

Oxygen tank 
wrench

Strap 
cutter

Ring 
cutter

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM831554
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM931014
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM832531
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM831741
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM832590
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM832591
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM831548
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM832715
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM931015
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM832640
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM830158
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Firestarter 
shown in use.

Shown in use.

YOUR CHOICE $119.95 ea. 

SQUIRT® PS4 
You’ll wonder how you ever managed 
without it. Everything you need at your 
fingertips in this lightweight multitool. 
Features: 6061-T6 hard anodized 
aluminum handles •Spring-action 
needlenose/regular pliers •Spring-action 
wire cutters •Knife blade •Spring-action 
scissors •Flat/Phillips screwdriver 
•Wood/metal file •Medium 
screwdriver •Keyring
•2-1/4" closed •Weighs only 
2 oz. •Sheath sold separately.  
YOUR CHOICE 

$39.95 ea.

Sharpener.Firestarter.

LEATHERMAN® MULTITOOLS
Features (except where noted): 100% stainless steel construction •420 HC stainless steel blades 

•Bottle openers •Outside accessible components •25 year warranty.

SIGNAL®

DLC (Diamond Like Coating) •All locking components 
•Needlenose/regular pliers •Wire strippers 

•Premium replaceable wire cutters and hard 
wire cutters •Knife blade •Saw •Awl with thread 

loop •Diamond coated sharpener •Hammer •Can 
opener •Ferrocerium rod firestarter •Safety whistle 

•Bit driver •1/4" hex bit drive •1/4" and 3/16" 
box wrenches •Pocket clip •Carabiner 

(non load bearing) •4-1/2" closed.

Blue & Red 
Silver 

implements.
LM832739LM832739

Grey & Yellow
Silver implements.

 LM832735LM832735

Teal & Black
Black 

implements.
 LM832731LM832731

Black & Silver 
Black implements. 

LM832623LM832623

Black 
LM831195LM831195 Blue 

LM831192LM831192

Red 
LM831189LM831189

Stainless Steel 
LM832262LM832262

COLOR COMBOS AVAILABLE!  

SIDEKICK®

Spring action pliers 
and wire cutters 

•Wire stripper •Saw 
•Wood/metal file 

•Phillips screwdriver 
•Medium and small 

screwdrivers •Can 
opener •Ruler 
•Lanyard ring 
•3-7/8" closed 

•Nylon belt 
sheath •Carabiner.

LM831429LM831429 

$59.95 ea.

BONUS carabiner!

Great for first Great for first 
time users!time users!

NEW!NEW! BOND®

Inspired by Tim Leatherman's original PST 
multitool •Rounded handles for a secure, 
comfortable grip while using the pliers 
•Needlenose/regular pliers •Wire cutters 
•Hard-wire cutters •Wire stripper •Wood/
metal file •Awl with thread loop •Phillips 
screwdriver •Large and small screwdrivers 
•Bottle opener •Can opener •Ruler (4"/10cm) 
•Lanyard ring •4" closed •Components 
are not outside accessible with pliers 
closed •Nylon belt sheath. 

LM832934LM832934 $49.95 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM832739
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM832735
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM832731
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM832623
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM831195
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM831192
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM831189
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM832262
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM831429
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM832934
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OD Green G-10- Nimbus* blade finish. 

BRAD3FE002NBRAD3FE002N $129.00 ea.

BRADFORD KNIVES GUARDIANS
After years of manufacturing experience, Brad Larkin decided to combine his entrepreneurial spirit and his love for knives to start 

Bradford Knives. Since that time, Bradford Knives has constructed thousands of knives from hand finished, high quality American materials. 
Features: N690 stainless steel blades •Thumb ridges •Full tangs •Double rivets •Lanyard holes •Leather belt sheaths.

GUARDIAN 3s- 6-3/4" overall.

*Blades with the Nimbus finish are 
DLC coated and then tumbled.

Black Micarta®- Nimbus* blade finish. 

BRAD3FE101NBRAD3FE101N $189.00 ea.

Camo Micarta®- Stonewash blade finish. 

BRAD3FE109BRAD3FE109 $129.00 ea.

G-Wood- Nimbus* blade finish •G-Wood is formed from 
G-10 and natural wood veneer in multicolor layers. 

BRAD3FE115NBRAD3FE115N $155.00 ea.

GUARDIAN 3.5s- 7-1/4" overall.

Black G-10- Stonewash blade finish. 
BRAD35S001BRAD35S001

Black and Blue G-10- Stonewash blade finish. 
BRAD35S013BRAD35S013

GUARDIAN 4- 9-1/8" overall.

Black and Blue G-10- Stonewash blade finish. 

BRAD4FE013BRAD4FE013 $159.99 ea.

GUARDIAN 4.5- 9-1/4" overall.

Black Micarta®- Nimbus* blade finish. 

BRAD45S101NBRAD45S101N $249.00 ea.

YOUR CHOICE 

$129.95 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRAD3FE002N
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRAD3FE101N
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRAD3FE109
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRAD3FE115n
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRAD35S001
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRAD35S013
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRAD4FE013
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRAD45S101N
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FÄLLKNIVEN FIXED BLADES
One of Sweden's foremost knife specialists. Fällkniven is a true family business, with their roots deep in the soil of Norrbotten, Sweden. 

Features: Satin finish, laminated VG-10 stainless steel blades •Full tangs •Lanyard holes •Black leather belt sheaths (except where noted).

Njord
10-5/8" overall. 

FNNL3FNNL3 $399.95 ea.

NORTHERN LIGHTS- Stacked leather handles •Stainless 
steel guards and end caps.

Frej
9-5/8" overall. 

FNNL4FNNL4 $339.95 ea.

Idun- 8-3/8" overall. 

FNNL5FNNL5 $349.95 ea.

SURVIVAL- Checkered black Thermorun™ polymer handles.

Pilot- 8-3/8" overall. 

FN1FN1 $164.99 ea.

Swedish Military
8-1/4" overall •Black Zytel® 
sheath with nylon loop. 

FN1KFN1K $151.99 ea.

Army
11" overall •Black Zytel® sheath with nylon loop. 

FN3KFN3K $249.95 ea.

Forest
9-3/4" overall. 

FN4LFN4L $177.95 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FNNL3
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FNNL4
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FNNL5
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FN1
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FN1K
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FN3K
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FN4L
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NEW!NEW! MKM® KNIVES
Maniago Knife Makers is a group of 46 small cutlery companies all located in the Maniago Knife District of Italy. MKM represents these companies 

whose products are produced and manufactured in the Maniago area, recognized as the center of knife production in Italy.

ZIEBA FLAME FRAMELOCK- Designed by Michale Zieba. Features: Stonewash finish Bohler M390 stainless 
steel blade with flipper •Thumb ridges •Blue anodized ball bearing pivot •Sandblasted 
blue anodized titanium handle frame •Steel lock insert •Stainless steel 
partial backspacer •Titanium pocket clip •4" closed.

MKFL01TBSWMKFL01TBSW $199.90 ea.

BURNLEY ARVENIS LINERLOCK
Features: Stonewash finish Bohler M390 stainless steel blade with 
flipper •Ball bearing pivot •Black G-10 handles with blue 
anodized aluminum inlays •Tip-down carry 
pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-5/8" closed.

MKFX01MGBLMKFX01MGBL $189.99 ea.

ISONZO HAWKBILL LINERLOCK- Designed by Jesper Voxnaes. Features: Black 
finish N690Co stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb hole •Ball bearing pivot 
•Jimping throughout •OD green FRN handles •Tip-up carry pocket clip 
•Aluminum spacer with lanyard hole •3-3/8" closed.

MKFX031PGOMKFX031PGO $84.90 ea.

MIKITA CLAP LINERLOCKS
Designed by Bob Terzuola. Features: Satin finish 

Bohler M390 stainless steel blades •Blue anodized 
ball bearing pivots •Canvas Micarta® handles 

•Tip-up carry blue anodized aluminum pocket 
clips •Lanyard holes •4-1/4" closed •Black Cordura® 

horizontal carry pouch with belt straps. 

Green MKLS01GCMKLS01GC $199.00 ea.

Natural MKLS01NCMKLS01NC $199.00 ea.

Natural- Titanium bolsters. 

MKLS01NCTMKLS01NCT $234.00 ea.

CELLINA SLIP JOINT FOLDERS
Designed by Lucas Burnley. 
Features: Satin finish 
Bohler M390 stainless 
steel blades •Thumb holes 
•Ball bearing pivots with half 
stops •Gr.5 Ti6AI4V titanium 
handles •Lanyard holes •4" closed. 

Grey MKMY02TMKMY02T 

$133.00 ea.

Bronze MKMY02TBRMKMY02TBR 

$137.00 ea.

TIMAVO LINERLOCK
Designed by Jesper Voxnaes. Features: Dark stonewash finish Bohler M390 stainless steel 
blade with flipper •Ball bearing pivot •Dark stonewash finish titanium 
handles •Tip-up carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/4" closed.

MKVP02TDSWMKVP02TDSW $224.00 ea.

Each 
includes a 
pocket clip 
and knife 

pouch.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MKFL01TBSW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MKFX01MGBL
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MKFX031PGO
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MKMY02T
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MKVP02TDSW
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NEW!NEW! VIPER® FOLDERS by TECNOCUT SNC
Tecnocut SNC was founded in 1987 in Maniago, Italy as a manufacturer of sporting knives 
under the brand Viper. Tecnocut's mission has always been to produce 
high quality products by combining technologically 
advanced materials and manufacturing processes with 
crafting tradition and skills. Features: Bohler M390 stainless 
steel blades with flippers •Thrust bearing rotation mechanisms 
•Lanyard holes. ORSO FRAMELOCK- Designed by Jens Anso •Satin finish 

blade •Satin bead blast finish titanium handle frame •Blue 
anodized pivot ring, backspacer, tip-up carry titanium 

pocket clip, and lanyard hole •4-7/8" closed.

V5966TIV5966TI $198.99 ea.

BELONE LINERLOCK- Designed by Jesper Voxnaes •Satin finish blade 
•Bronze anodized titanium handles with carbon fiber overlay •Tip-up 
carry titanium pocket clip •4-5/8" closed.

V5970BRFCV5970BRFC $176.99 ea.

KATLA LINERLOCKS- Thumb studs •Bronze pivots and 
backspacers •Tip-up carry pocket clips •4-5/8" closed. 

Green Canvas Micarta®- Stonewash finish blade.  

V5982CGV5982CG $149.99 ea.

3-D Textured Black G-10- Stonewash finish blade. 

V5982GB3DV5982GB3D $149.99 ea.

Dark Stonewashed Titanium- Dark stonewash finish blade. V5984TIV5984TI $174.99 ea.

3-D Textured Dark 
Stonewash Titanium- Dark 

stonewash finish blade. 

V5984TI3DV5984TI3D $184.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! lionSTEEL® KNIVES
Hard-working entrepreneur and creative thinker Gino Pauletta began his passion for knifemaking during a family trip to the gallery in 
Milan, Italy over 40 years ago. A pocketknife in a gift shop window caught his eye. 
That USA-made pocketknife was like nothing he had ever seen. He had to go 
in and buy it, but that initial investment inspired Gino's passion for 
making knives that grew into a family business in Maniago, Italy. 
Today lionSTEEL is internationally famous for modern and 
traditional knives created with the latest technology.

bestMAN SLIP JOINT FOLDER- Features: M390 sintered stainless steel blade with nail nick 
•Natural canvas Micarta® handles •Grey 6AI4V titanium bolsters and liners •3-3/4" closed.

LSBM1CVNLSBM1CVN $129.95 ea.

GITANO SLIP JOINT FOLDER- Features: Designed by Gudy van Poppel •Niolox 
tool steel blade •Green canvas Micarta® handles •6AI4V titanium bolsters 
and liners •Tip-up carry pocket clip •4-1/4" closed.

LSGT01CVGLSGT01CVG $119.99 ea.

MYTO FRAMELOCKS- Features: Satin finish M390 stainless steel 
blades with ReF (Removable Flipper system) •Double crown ball 
bearing pivots •Titanium SOLID® pocket clip screwed to the 
6AI4V titanium handle frame by a tungsten carbide glass 
breaker •Titanium locking bars reinforced with hardened steel 
inserts •Lanyard holes •4-5/8" closed •Cap screws, "lionSTEEL Handy" 
hex and torx tools, and maintenance instructions included. 

A. Grey Titanium Front LSMT01GYLSMT01GY $354.00 ea.

B. Natural Canvas Micarta® Front LSMT01CVNLSMT01CVN $293.00 ea.

C. Green Canvas Micarta® Front LSMT01CVGLSMT01CVG $293.00 ea.

A

B

C
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NEW!NEW! CLASSIC CARBON STEEL II by ROUGH RYDER
Features: Mirror polished carbon steel blades •Black Micarta® handles •Brass liners 

•Nickel silver pins and ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters •Pewter shields.

CLASSIC CARBON STEEL
THE PERFECT EVERYDAY CARRY THAT NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE.

Grandpa would be proud, but there's nothing old fashioned here. Favorite blade and handle materials combine to create these modern 
classics. Features: Carbon steel blades •Yellow composition handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver ringed, pinched, 

stamped bolsters (except where noted), pins, and shields with "RR" and "CC".

Shield close-up.

Though carbon steel is easily 
sharpened, it is prone to rust, so 

we advise keeping the blades 
clean and frequently oiled.

BACK IN STOCK!BACK IN STOCK!

Small 
Toothpick 
3" closed. 
RR2208RR2208 

$12.99 ea. 

Canoe 
3-5/8" closed. 
RR2209RR2209 

$14.99 ea. 

Barlow 
3-3/8" closed. 
RR2210RR2210 

$14.99 ea. 

Pen Knife- 3-1/4" closed. 

RR2211RR2211 $14.99 ea. 

Bow Trapper- 4" closed. 

RR2212RR2212 $16.99 ea. 

Half Hawk 
3-7/8" closed. 
RR2213RR2213 

$14.99 ea. 
Large 

Stockman 
4-1/4" closed. 
RR2214RR2214 

$16.99 ea. 

Scout Knife- Can opener 
•Screwdriver/cap lifter •Reamer 

•Lanyard bail •3-5/8" closed. 

RR2215RR2215 $16.99 ea. 

Small 
Moose 

3-1/2" closed. 
RR2216RR2216 

$14.99 ea. 
Swayback- 3-3/4" closed. 

RR2217RR2217 $16.99 ea. 

Collector's 
box.

Locking master blade!Locking master blade!

Mini Trapper
4" closed. 
RR1735RR1735 

$12.99 ea.

Folding Hunter
5-1/4" closed. 

RR1742RR1742 $16.99 ea.

Muskrat- 3-7/8" closed. 

RR1737RR1737 $12.99 ea.

Canoe- 3-5/8" closed. 

RR1736RR1736 $12.99 ea.

Swayback 
3-3/4" closed.

 RR1741RR1741 $14.99 ea.

Lockback
3-3/4" closed.
RR1738RR1738 

$11.99 ea.

Barlow
3-3/8" closed. 
RR2040RR2040 

$12.99 ea.

Wharncliffe 
Trapper

4-1/8" closed. 
RR2127RR2127 

$14.99 ea.

Medium 
Toothpick

4-1/8" closed. 
RR1744RR1744 

$11.99 ea.

Bow 
Trapper
4" closed. 
RR1739RR1739 

$12.99 ea.

Collector's 
box.
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Features: 440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted master etches •Embossed nickel silver handles with 

black accents •White and synthetic red and blue turquoise spacers •Brass liners •Nickel silver bolsters.

Collector packaging.

Hawkbill 
4" closed. 

RR1749RR1749 $19.99 ea.

Bow Trapper 
4-1/8" closed. 
RR1751RR1751 

$19.99 ea.

Canoe -3-5/8" closed.

RR1750RR1750 $19.99 ea.

Sowbelly 
3-3/4" closed. 

RR1753RR1753 $19.99 ea.

Small 
Toothpick 
3" closed. 
RR1748RR1748 

$14.99 ea. 

Double Lockback 
3-1/4" closed. 

RR1747RR1747 $16.99 ea.

Large Moose
4-3/8" closed. 
RR1754RR1754 

$21.99 ea.

Trapper 
4-1/8" closed. 
RR1755RR1755 

$19.99 ea. 

NEW!NEW! 
Large Trapper 

Lanyard hole •5" closed. 

RR1752RR1752 $24.99 ea. 

NEW!NEW! COPPERHEADS 
by ROUGH RYDER

Features: 440A stainless steel blades 
•Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and 
ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters 

•3-3/4" closed.

YOUR CHOICE 

$12.99 ea. 

Amber Jigged 
Bone 

Nickel silver 
acorn shield. 
RR2289RR2289 

Blue Smooth 
Bone 

Nickel silver 
bomb shield. 
RR2288RR2288 

White 
Smooth 

Bone 
RR2290RR2290 

Doctor's Knife 
3-5/8" closed. 
RR1758RR1758 

$17.99 ea. 

Congress- 3-3/4" closed. 

RR1757RR1757 $19.99 ea. 

Large Stockman 
4-1/4" closed. 

RR1756RR1756 $19.99 ea. 
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NEW!NEW! 
BAR BACK FOLDER by ROUGH RYDER RESERVE
Designed by Andy Armstrong. Features: Satin finish D2 tool steel blades-- 
a wharncliffe blade with unique cap lifter spine to open your favorite 
beverage without opening the knife; and a traditional spear point blade 
•Deep swedging, slip joints, half stops, and match strike pulls •Black canvas 
Micarta® handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and Triple-R Arrowhead 
shield •Brushed stainless steel bolsters •3-5/8" closed •Microfiber cleaning 
cloth •Collectible Rough Ryder Reserve Tube Tin. 

RRR004RRR004 $49.99 ea. 

When Kevin Pipes founded the 
Rough Ryder brand, he had one 
vision in mind-- create a line of 

quality traditional pocketknives at 
an affordable price. Over 25 years 

later, the Rough Ryder Reserve line is 
the purest form of that vision yet. The 

shield appears on every knife in the 
Reserve line and honors Kevin's love 
of Native American relics and where 
he began his career before starting 

Smoky Mountain Knife Works.

Tip: Extra care is 
needed with carbon 

steel. Keep a thin film 
of oil on the blade to 

maintain the finish of 
the steel.

Features: T-10 carbon steel blades 
•Denim Micarta® handles •Brass liners 

•Nickel silver pins and ringed, pinched, 
stamped bolsters.

Collector packaging.

Light Denim 
Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
RR2187RR2187 

$14.99 ea. 

Dark Denim Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

RR2182RR2182 $16.99 ea. 

Dark Denim 
Canoe

3-5/8" closed. 
RR2184RR2184 

$16.99 ea. 

Light Denim 
Copperhead
3-3/4" closed. 

RR2188RR2188 $16.99 ea. 

Light Denim Barlow
3-3/8" closed. 

RR2191RR2191 $14.99 ea. 

Dark Denim 
Large Moose
4-3/8" closed. 
RR2185RR2185 

$16.99 ea. 

NEW!NEW! 
Dark Denim 
Half Hawk 

3-7/8" closed. 
RR2186RR2186 

$14.99 ea. 

NEW!NEW! 
Light Denim 
Small Moose 
3-3/8" closed. 
RR2190RR2190 

$14.99 ea. 

TIGER STRIPE POCKETKNIVES by ROUGH RYDER
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Tiger Stripe jigged amber bone handles •Brass liners 

•Nickel silver pins and ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters. 

Sowbelly
3-3/4" closed. 
RR2222 RR2222 
$16.99 ea. 

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
RR2218RR2218 

$14.99 ea. 

Tiny Toothpick
3" closed. 

RR2221RR2221 $9.99 ea. 

Collector 
packaging.

NEW!NEW! Barlow 
3-3/8" closed. 
RR2219RR2219 

$14.99 ea. 

NEW!NEW! Camp Knife 
Can opener •Screwdriver/cap 

lifter •Reamer with sewing eye 
•Lanyard bail •4-1/4" closed. 

RR2220RR2220 $22.99 ea. 

UPSWEPT BOW TRAPPERS by ROUGH RYDER
Designed by Andy Armstrong. Features: Satin finish 440A stainless steel upswept blades with half 
stops and match strike pulls •Micarta® handles •Brushed stainless steel bolsters •Nickel silver pins and 
bomb shields •Brass liners and lanyard tubes •3-7/8" closed.

BACK IN BACK IN 
STOCK!STOCK!

NEW!NEW! Red 
Black G-10 inner layers.

RR2257RR2257 

Black
Red G-10 inner layers.

RR2176RR2176YOUR CHOICE

 $12.99 ea.
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FOLDING CHOPPER 
Features: Blackwashed 440A stainless steel blades 
•Sawcut amber bone handles •Copper pins, liners, 
shield and ringed, pinched, stamped 
bolsters •5" closed.

RR1841RR1841 $19.99 ea.

The Backwoods Bushcrafter Folding The Backwoods Bushcrafter Folding 
Chopper looks and feels good out of the Chopper looks and feels good out of the 

box. As you use it, the oils of your hand will box. As you use it, the oils of your hand will 
alter the patina of the copper, resulting in alter the patina of the copper, resulting in 

a knife with true character.a knife with true character.

Collector packaging.

BONE POCKETKNIVES
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Brass liners •Nickel silver bolsters 
and shields (except where noted). 

STAG BONE TRAPPER
Brass pins •4-1/8" closed.

RR154RR154 $12.99 ea. 

STAG BONE STOCKMAN
Brass pins •3-1/2" closed.

RR158RR158 $12.99 ea.

BROWN SAWCUT BONE 
SMALL LADY LEG

Nickel silver pins 
•3-1/4" closed. 

RR529RR529 $9.99 ea.

TOBACCO CHECKERED BONE 
BAREHEAD TRAPPER

•Double nail pulls (spey's pulls on back) 
•Nickel silver pins •No shield or bolsters 

•4-1/8" closed. 

RR1900RR1900 $12.99 ea.

Each Each 
blade blade 
locks locks 

independently!independently!

AMBER SMOOTH BONE 
DOUBLE LOCKBACK

Nickel silver pins •No shield 
•Pocket clip •4-1/8" closed.

RR1897RR1897 $14.99 ea.

BROWN STAG BONE CLASSIC COLLECTIBLE POCKETKNIVES
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Brown stag bone handles •Brass liners 
•Nickel silver pins, shields and ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters.

Pen Blade 
Trapper

3-3/4" closed. 
RR1848RR1848 

$12.99 ea. 

Doctor's Knife 
3-3/4" closed.
RR1802RR1802 

$12.99 ea.

Double Lockback
3-5/16" closed. 
RR1798RR1798 

$14.99 ea. 

Congress
3-3/4" closed. 

RR1796RR1796 $14.99 ea.

Barlow
3-3/8" closed. 
RR1806RR1806 

$14.99 ea.

ROUGH RYDER COAL MINER 
POCKETKNIVES
Features: 440A stainless steel blades 
•Coal black bone handles •Brass pins 
and liners •Nickel silver bolsters 
and shields.

Jigged 
Hawkbill
4" closed. 
 RR1143RR1143 

Smooth Electrician Knife
Locking wire stripper/

screwdriver blade •Lanyard 
bail •3-3/4" closed. 

RR1138RR1138

YOUR CHOICE 

$11.99 ea.

QUALITY QUALITY 
KNIVES KNIVES 

FOR OVER FOR OVER 
20 YEARS!20 YEARS!
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YOUR CHOICE $7.99 ea.

Great for Great for 
scrimshaw!scrimshaw!

SMOOTH BONE POCKETKNIVES by ROUGH RYDER
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Smooth bone handles •Brass pins (except where noted) and liners •Nickel silver bolsters.

Bone is a natural handle 
material prone to 

cracking. Therefore, some 
knives may have cracks 

near the pins or bolsters.

Red Mini Canoe 
Nickel silver pins 
•2-3/4" closed. 
RR2225RR2225

White Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
RR22034WRR22034W

White Canoe
3-5/8" closed. 
RR045RR045

YOUR CHOICE 

$8.99 ea.

White 
Sowbelly 

3-3/4" closed.
RR130RR130

White Stockman
3-1/2" closed. 

RR003RR003 $11.99 ea.

White Baby 
Toothpick
3" closed.
RR060RR060

White Stockman/
Squared Bolsters 
4" closed. RR211RR211

Red Trapper
Nickel silver shield 

•4-1/8" closed.
RR431RR431

Green Trapper
Nickel silver shield 

•4-1/8" closed. 
RR432RR432

YOUR CHOICE $12.99 ea.

White 
Elephant Toenail

4" closed. 

RR139RR139  $16.99 ea. 

White Small Lockback
3" closed. RR137RR137  

Green Peanut 
Nickel silver pins 

•2-3/4" closed. 
RR2230RR2230

Red Peanut 
Nickel silver pins 

•2-3/4" closed.
 RR2226RR2226

White Peanut
2-7/8" closed. 
RR112RR112

Red Small 
Toothpick 

Nickel silver pins 
•3" closed. 
RR2228RR2228

Green Small 
Toothpick 

Nickel silver pins 
•3" closed. RR2232RR2232 

White Small Barlow
Stamped front bolster 

•2-7/8" closed.
RR1273RR1273

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2225
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MINI FOLDER COLLECTOR SET 
Features: Set of six with handles of abalone and 
mother of pearl •440A stainless steel blades 
•Nickel silver liners and bolsters •Lanyard 
rings •1-1/8" closed •Gift box.
RR1710RR1710 

$34.99 per set

Shown in gift box.

Shown Shown 
actual size!actual size!

EXOTIC TRAPPERS
Features (except where noted): 440A stainless steel 

blades •Brass liners •Nickel silver spacers and bolsters 
•Fileworked backsprings •4-1/8" closed.

Pearl and abalone are natural handle materials 
prone to cracking. Therefore, some knives may 

have cracks near the bolsters.

RR1698 and RR1699 each have 
fileworked backsprings.

Mother Of Pearl 
and Abalone 
RR1699RR1699 

$29.99 ea.

Black Pearl 
RR1698RR1698 

$24.99 ea.

Black and White Pearl
No spacers or fileworked backsprings. 

RR757RR757 $24.99 ea.

Black Pearl
No fileworked 
backsprings.
RR228RR228

$26.99 ea.

RARE!RARE!

STONEWORX 
MALACHITE & PEARL 
by ROUGH RYDER
Features: 440A stainless steel 
blades •Handles of genuine 
mother of pearl and malachite 
synthastone •Brass liners •Nickel 
silver spacers and ringed, 
pinched, stamped bolsters 
•Collector packaging.

Collector 
packaging.

Small Moose
3-3/8" closed. 
RR2035RR2035 

$16.99 ea.

Small 
Toothpick
3" closed. 
RR2034RR2034 

$12.99 ea.

Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

RR2032RR2032 $16.99 ea.

Stockman- 3-1/2" closed. 

RR2031RR2031 $16.99 ea.

Doctor's Knife
3-5/8" closed. 

RR2030RR2030 $14.99 ea.

Small Leg 
Knife

3-1/4" closed. 
RR2033RR2033 

$9.99 ea.

Stainless Steel Handles
RR221RR221  

GENTLEMAN'S SMALL LOCKBACKS by ROUGH RYDER
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Perfect for engraving •Lanyard holes •3" closed.

Brass Handles 
RR2004RR2004

EXTRA LONG EXTRA LONG 
NAIL PULLS!NAIL PULLS! RAZOR KNIFE 

Features: 440A stainless steel blades 
•Stainless steel handles •Brass liners 
•3-1/4" closed.
RR1923RR1923 

$7.99 ea.
YOUR CHOICE $5.99 ea.
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"I LOVE MY DOG" PET 
GROOMER'S TOOL
Features: 440A stainless steel utility tool 
(blade, can opener) •Metal grooming comb 
•Black wood handles •Black nylon pouch 
with liner and spring steel pocket 
clip •4" closed. 
RR1729RR1729
$PECIAL$PECIAL 

$9.99 ea.

Dog whistle. Pouch.

Collector packaging.

RAM'S HORN BONE BIG DADDY BARLOW by ROUGH RYDER
Features: 440A stainless steel blade with reverse frosted master embellishment 
•Ram's horn bone handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, ringed bolsters 
and shield •5" closed. 

RR1595RR1595 $16.99 ea.

RED PICK BONE SMALL TOOTHPICK 
Features: 440A stainless steel blade with reverse frosted 
master etch •Red pick bone handles •Brass liners 
•Nickel silver pins, shield and ringed, pinched, 
stamped bolsters •3" closed. 

RR1680RR1680 $8.99 ea.
Bone is a natural handle material prone to cracking. Therefore, some 
knives may have cracks near the pins or bolsters. This bone has been 
dyed to its rich color, so slight bleeding of  the color may occur.

CUB LOCKBACKS by ROUGH RYDER
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Smooth bone 
handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and ringed, 
embossed bolsters •2-1/2" closed. Green RR2231RR2231Red RR2227RR2227

YOUR CHOICE 

$9.99 ea.

BLACK WIDOW 
POCKETKNIVES 
Features: 440A stainless 
steel blades with frosted 
blade etches •Synthetic black 
jet and red coral handles 
•Brass liners •Nickel silver 
spacers and ringed, pinched, 
stamped bolsters.

Wharncliffe
3-5/8" closed.
RR1675RR1675 

$11.99 ea.

Large Stockman
4-1/4" closed.
RR1671RR1671 

$14.99 ea.

Custom 
collector 
packaging.

RR1723RR1723 $14.99 ea.

PATRIOT POCKETKNIVES by ROUGH RYDER
Features: 440A stainless steel blades with reverse 
frosted etches •Dark blue synthetic handles with white 
and red inner layers •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and 
ringed, pinched bolsters. Trapper 

4-1/8" closed. 
RR2028RR2028 

Canoe
3-5/8" closed. 
RR2029RR2029 

Collector packaging.

Showing red and 
white inner layers.

YOUR CHOICE 

$14.99 ea.

BACK IN BACK IN 
STOCK!STOCK!

SELECT BARREL 
BARTENDER'S KNIFE 
by ROUGH RYDER 
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Barrel 
shaped dark wood handles lasered on 
front with "Select Barrel" 
•Brass pins, liners and spacers 
•Can opener/cap lifter 
•Corkscrew •3" closed.
RR1464RR1464 

$9.99 ea.

THE REAPER'S HAWKBILL
Will the Reaper reach for you? 
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Amber bone handles with 
skeleton hand jigging front and back •Nickel silver pins and 
stamped bolsters •4" closed •Collector packaging. 

RR20580RR20580 $14.99 ea.

BLACKBEARD'S LEGACY 
LARGE LOCKBACK
by ROUGH RYDER
Fear...intimidation...treasure. Features: 
Blackwash finish 440A stainless steel 
blade •Black smooth bone handles 
•Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and 
ringed, pinched, embossed 
bolsters •Resin 
skull shield 
•5" closed.

BACK IN STOCK!BACK IN STOCK!
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Stag Colorado Hunter 
Brass guard and pommel •Black, 

brass, grey and brown spacers 
•10-1/2" overall. 

RR1632RR1632 $24.99 ea.

Stag Mini Skinner- Thumb ridges 
•Aluminum guard and pommel •Brown and 
silver spacers •7-1/2" overall.

RR1635RR1635 $14.99 ea.

GENUINE STAG!GENUINE STAG!

Crosshatch Bowie
Crosshatch wood handle •Stainless 
steel guard and end cap •12" overall. 

RR2112RR2112 $24.99 ea.

COLLECTOR FIXED BLADES
Features: Stainless steel blades •Leather belt sheaths.

Clip Point Bowie- Stacked leather and 
white smooth bone handle •Brass spine 

cover, guard and pommel •Red, black, 
and brass spacers •13-1/4" overall.

RR2166RR2166 $24.99 ea.

Stacked Leather Goliath
Brass guard and end cap •Red, green, brown and 
brass spacers •16-3/8" overall.
RR1639RR1639 

$24.99 ea.

Stacked Leather Hunter- Thumb ridges •Aluminum guard 
and pommel •Brass end screw •10-1/4" overall.

RR2109RR2109 $16.99 ea.

Stacked Leather Bowie- Blood groove •Brass guard and 
pommel •Brown and black spacers •17" overall. 

RR2006RR2006 $29.99 ea.

Stag Bowie- Blood groove •Genuine stag handle •Brass guard 
and pommel •Black, brass, green and brown spacers 

•15-1/2" overall •Sheath has leg ties 
and stag accented cords.

RR2205RR2205 

$36.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! Stag Skinner
Thumb ridges •Genuine stag handle •Stainless steel guard 
•Brown, nickel silver, black and green spacers •Aluminum 
pommel •10" overall. 

RR2248RR2248 $19.99 ea. 
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LINERLOCK by ROUGH RYDER
Features: 440A stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb ridges 
•Black G-10 handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-5/8" closed.

RR2193RR2193 $14.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

FIXED BLADE by ROUGH RYDER
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Full tang •Black G-10 
handles •Double screw rivets •8" overall •Black nylon 
swing style sheath with leg tie. 

RR2194RR2194 $19.99 ea.

BIG GUY LINERLOCK by ROUGH RYDER
Features: 440A stainless steel blade with flipper •Black G-10 handles 
•Red liners •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •6-1/2" closed.
RR2104RR2104 

$19.99 ea. Pocket clip.
Red liners.

Pocket clip.

Folding Boot Knife- Blood groove •Black G-10 
handles •Red liners •Lanyard hole •4-7/8" closed.  

RR2084RR2084 $16.99 ea.

Giant Wharncliffe- Tan G-10 handles •Stainless steel 
and red liners •Lanyard hole •6-1/2" closed. 

RR2080RR2080 $24.99 ea.

Drop Point- Black G-10 
handles •Stainless steel and red 

liners •Lanyard hole •4-7/8" closed. 

RR2081RR2081 $16.99 ea.

Modified Clip Point- Ambidextrous thumb stud 
•Black and blue carbon fiber handles •Stainless 
steel liners •4-5/8" closed. 

RR2082RR2082 $16.99 ea.

Clip Point- Thumb hole •Tan G-10 handles 
with black carbon fiber overlays •4-5/8" closed.  

RR2083RR2083 $17.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.
Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

FRAMELOCK by ROUGH RYDER
Features: Titanium coated 440A stainless steel blade •Thumb hole •Titanium 
coated aluminum handle frame with black G-10 scale •Cap lifter •Pocket clip 
•Lanyard hole •3-5/8" closed. 

RR1823RR1823 $6.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

COPPER LINERLOCKS by ROUGH RYDER
Features: VG-10 stainless steel blades with flippers •Genuine copper handles •Screw rivets •Pocket clips •Polishing cloth included with each.

Cleaver
Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed. 

RR2165RR2165
Drop Point
Ambidextrous thumb stud 
•4-1/4" closed. RR2164RR2164

Pocket 
clip.

Pocket 
clip.YOUR CHOICE $29.99 ea.

TACTICAL LINERLOCKS by ROUGH RYDER
Features: T10 carbon steel blades with flippers •Screw rivets •Pocket clips. 

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2193
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TIE-DYE ASSISTED OPENING LINERLOCK
Features: 440A stainless steel blade with flipper and tie-dye onlay •Thumb stud 
•Assisted opening •Blue G-10 handles •Tie-dye design pocket clip •Lanyard hole 
•4-1/2" closed •Psychedelic packaging.

BLUE STONEWASH CLEAVER FRAMELOCK
Features: 440A stainless steel blade with combo satin and stonewash finish and 
flipper •Blood groove •Thumb hole and ridges •Blue stonewashed 
stainless steel handle frame •Stonewash finish pocket clip •4-3/4" closed.

RR2145RR2145 $14.99 ea. Pocket clip.

ACID ETCHED FRAMELOCK by ROUGH RYDER
The exquisite look of Damascus without the hefty price tag! Features: Skillful acid etching gives the appearance 
of Damascus to the 440A stainless steel blade as well as the stainless steel handle frame 
•Thumb stud •Single brass liner •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole with cord •3-1/8" closed.

RR1981RR1981 $7.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

THE AFFORDABLE LOOK OF DAMASCUS!THE AFFORDABLE LOOK OF DAMASCUS!

YOUR CHOICE $11.99 ea.
YOUR CHOICE $9.99 ea.

GALAXY LINERLOCKS
Features: Full color onlays cover blades, handles, and pocket clips •420 stainless steel blades with flippers 

•Thumb studs •Aluminum handles •Pocket clips. 

Void RR2131RR2131

Lightning RR2130RR2130

LARGE- 4-1/2" closed.

Space RR2129RR2129

Black Hole RR2128RR2128

SMALL- 3-1/4" closed.

Pocket clips 
on each.

Green RR2107RR2107

Blue RR2103RR2103
YOUR CHOICE $24.99 ea.

SLIP JOINT FOLDER by ROUGH RYDER
Features: Black coated 440A stainless steel blade •Thumb hole •Slip joint opening/
closing •Black and blue G-10 handles, grooved for a secure grip •Jimped 
backspring •Pocket clip •4-1/2" closed. 

RR1817RR1817 $7.99 ea. Pocket clip.

BRASS LINERLOCK by ROUGH RYDER
Features: 3/16" thick, D2 tool steel blade with flipper •Green anodized pivot 
•Finger grooved brass handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •5-1/8" closed 
•Polishing cloth included. 

RR2179RR2179 $34.99 ea.
Pocket 

clip.

NEW!NEW! BULLFROG LINERLOCK by ROUGH RYDER 
Features: Dual black coated and satin finish stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb hole 
•Assisted opening •Textured green and black layered G-10 handles •Stainless steel liners and 
tip-down carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole •3-1/2" closed. 

RR2258RR2258 $9.99 ea. Pocket clip.

Pocket clip. RR1911RR1911 $9.99 ea.

VG-10 SLIP JOINT FOLDERS by ROUGH RYDER
Features: VG-10 stainless steel blades •Textured aluminum handles 
•Lanyard holes •4" closed. 

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2145
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STAINLESS STEEL BLADE BLANKS
Features: Stainless steel construction with slightly sharpened edges •Brass guards (except where 

noted)-- may need securing •May or may not have pre-drilled holes.

4-1/2" Drop Point- Full tang. 

BL134BL134 $9.99 ea
4-1/4" Bushcrafter- Full tang. 

BL125BL125 $9.99 ea.

3-3/4" Karambit 
Full tang •No guard. 

BL127BL127 $11.99 ea.

3-3/4" Drop Point- Full tang. 

BL129BL129 $7.99 ea.

3-3/4" Drop Point 
Full tang.

BL145BL145 $9.99 ea. 

8" Medium Bowie- Full tang. BL008BL008  $10.99 ea.

4-1/2" Tanto Chopper 
Full tang •Integrated guard. 

BL137BL137 $10.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! 3-1/4" Drop Point 
Full tang •Thumb ridges. 

BL143KBBL143KB $8.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! 3-1/2" Skinner
Full tang •No guard.

BL148BL148 $9.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! 3-1/2" Drop Point
Full tang •No guard. 

BL149BL149 $9.99 ea.

5" Scoop Tip Skinner
Push tang.

BLOS17BLOS17  $8.99 ea.

Axe
Half tang •8-1/2" overall 
with 2-5/8" blade edge.

BL7787BL7787 $9.99 ea.

12" STEEL BARS
Damascus Steel/Prime Quality - Measures 12" x 2-3/8" x 3/16". 

BL024ABL024A $29.99 ea.

D2 Steel/Prime Quality - Measures 12" x 2-3/8" x 3/16". 

BL122ABL122A $24.99 ea.

D2 Steel/Standard Quality - Measures 12" x 2-1/4" x 3/16". 

BL122BBL122B $14.99 ea.

WE'RE WE'RE 
BRINGING BRINGING 

YOU YOU 
EVERYTHING EVERYTHING 

TO CRAFT TO CRAFT 
YOUR OWN YOUR OWN 

KNIFE!KNIFE!

2-1/2" Stubby Skinner- No guard. BL124BL124 $19.99 ea.

4-1/2" Clip Point- No guard. 

BL123BL123 $22.99 ea.

DAMASCUS STEEL BLADE BLANKS
Features: Damascus steel construction with slightly sharpened edges •Full tangs •Brass guards (except where noted)-- may need securing 

•May or may not have pre-drilled rivet holes.

*Measurements listed refer to blade *Measurements listed refer to blade 
length only, not overall length.length only, not overall length.

5-1/2" Upswept Skinner

 BL040BL040  $24.99 ea.
5" Trailing Point Skinner 

BL037BL037 $21.99 ea.

6-1/2" Ulu
No guard. 
BLDM2727BLDM2727 

$29.99 ea.

*Measurements listed refer to blade *Measurements listed refer to blade 
length only, not overall length.length only, not overall length.

5" Guthook- Push tang •No guard.

AH011AH011 $9.99 ea.
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NEW! MORAKNIV® CRAFTSMAN TOOLS BY MORA OF SWEDEN
Features: Cold rolled steel throats •Birchwood handles. 

Wood Splitter- Carbon steel blade •14-1/2" overall. 

FS11729 $37.99 ea. 

DELUXE 121 PIECE FIRST AID KIT
This extensively stocked first aid kit in a sturdy Realtree Camo 

hard-shell foam case will help provide peace of mind.

Case shown closed.

LIFELINE® 53 PIECE FIRST AID KIT
This well-stocked first aid kit in a sturdy hard-shell foam case 
will keep you prepared. Includes: (1) scissors •(1) tweezers •(10) 
alcohol prep pads •(3) sting relief pads •(6) antiseptic towelettes 
•(10) 3/8" x 1-1/2" bandages •(10) 3/4" x 3" bandages •(2) knuckle 
bandages •(2) knee/elbow bandages •(2) 2" x 2" sterile gauze 
pads •(2) 3" x 3" sterile gauze pads •(1) 1" adhesive tape roll •First 
aid guide •Hard-shell foam 
case with carabiner. 
LL4404LL4404
$9.99 ea.

Keep one Keep one 
in your car, in your car, 

boat, or boat, or 
locker!locker!  

OLD FORGE "CARBON STEEL" BUSHCRAFTER
Features: Black coated carbon steel blade •Hardwood handle •Double 
brass rivets •8-7/8" overall •Heavy duty nylon sheath with 
lashing holes and ring plus BONUSBONUS sharpening stone.

OF005OF005 $9.99 ea.

Great work knife!
Great work knife!

(also available 
separately--

no pouch) Chisel 
OF003OF003

$4.99 ea.

OLD FORGE WHITTLIN' FUN KNIFE SET
Features: Black coated high carbon steel blades •Wood handles •Double 
brass rivets •Overall lengths-- chisel 6-3/4", detailer 7", and whittler 8" 
•Heavy duty black nylon pouch holds all three.

OF004OF004 $12.99 
complete set of 3 
with pouch

12 PIECE CARVING SET 
by ROUGH RYDER
All the tools you need for woodcarving! 
Features: Carbon steel blades 
•4-1/4" smooth wood handles 
•(1) each v-tool, round chisel and awl 
•(2) straight chisels •(3) gouges 
•(4) slanted skews 
•Nylon carrying case.
RR641RR641 

$9.99 per set 
MSRP 
$19.99

Shown 
in case 

(included).

Carving Knife- Laminated carbon steel blade 
•Full tang •6-5/8" overall •Black polymer sheath. 

FS1061654 $28.99 ea. 

Includes: (1) pair scissors •(1) pair 
tweezers •(4) vinyl gloves •(10) cotton 
tipped applicators •(1) small instant cold 
pack •(20) alcohol prep pads •(3) sting 
relief pads •(9) antiseptic towelettes 
•(20) 3/8" x 1-1/2" bandages •(20) 3/4" x 3" 
bandages •(1) knuckle bandage 
•(2) knee/elbow bandages •(10) wound 
closure strips •(6) 2" x 2" sterile gauze 
pads •(3) 3" x 3" sterile gauze pads 
•(1) 4" x 4" sterile gauze pad •(1) 5" x 9" 
combine dressing •(1) 2" conforming 
gauze roll •(1) triangle bandage •(2) 1/2" 
adhesive tape rolls •(1) emergency whistle 
•(1) first aid guide •Realtree hard-shell 
foam carry case with carabiner.
TOTAL PIECES: 121

LL4453LL4453 $19.99 ea.
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SMKW.com - Fast and easy to use!Summer 202168

MINI 553-BK2- Black DLC finish CPM-S30V stainless steel 
blade •Thumb stud •Black CF-Elite™ handes •3-3/4" closed.

BM533BK2 $136.00 ea.

535BK-4- Black DLC finish M390 stainless steel blade 
•Red anodized thumb stud and barrel spacers •6061-T6 

anodized aluminum handles •4-1/4" closed.

BM535BK4 $233.75 ea.

535-3- Satin finish CPM-S90V stainless steel blade •Blue anodized 
thumb stud •Black carbon fiber handles •4-1/4" closed.

BM5353 $255.00 ea.

NEW! BUGOUT® FOLDERS
Features: AXIS® locking mechanisms •Lanyard 
holes •Reversible, tip-up carry pocket clips.

MINI OSBORNE 
Designed by Warren Osborne. 
Features: CPM-S30V stainless 
steel blades •Ambidextrous 
thumb studs •AXIS® locking 
mechanisms •Reversible tip-
up, mini split arrow pocket 

clips •3-7/8" closed.
YOUR CHOICE 

$174.25 ea.

Desert Warrior
Flat Earth Cerakote® Blade

BM535FE2101BM535FE2101

EXCLUSIVE! BUGOUT® FOLDERS
Features: CPM-M4 super steel blades •Thumb 
studs •AXIS® locking mechanisms •Textured OD 
green G-10 handles •Reversible, tip-up deep 
carry pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-1/4" closed. 

YOUR CHOICE $208.25 ea.

Gray Cerakote® Blade BM535GY2101BM535GY2101

Black Cerakote® Blade BM535BK2101BM535BK2101

NEW! MEATCRAFTER
Features: Satin finish CPM-154 stainless steel blade •Full tang •Blaze orange Santoprene™ thermoplastic 
handles •Lanyard hole •11" overall •Orange and black  Boltaron® sheath with clip.

BM15500 $136.00 ea.

Black Cerakote® Finish Blade
Black G-10 handles with blue base layers •Blue barrel spacers 

BM945BK1BM945BK1

NEW! Satin Finish Blade
Green anodized 6061-T6 

aluminum handles •Purple 
barrel spacers.

BM945
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NEW! SIBERT ADAMAS® 
FOLDERS

Designed by Shane Sibert. 
Features: CPM-CruWear® steel blades 

•Blood grooves •Thumb studs and ridges 
•Manual opening •AXIS® locking mechanisms 

•Textured G-10 handles •Reversible, tip-up 
carry stainless steel pocket clips

•Lanyard holes. 

MINI- 4-3/8" closed.
A.  OD Green- Flat Dark Earth Cerakote® blade finish. 
 BM273FE2
B.  Black- Tungsten Gray Cerakote® blade finish. 
 BM273GY1 

 YOUR CHOICE $212.50 ea.

LARGE- 5-1/8" closed •MOLLE compatible hard molded 
nylon belt sheaths.
OD Green- Flat Dark Earth Cerakote® blade finish •Tan sheaths.
C. Plain BM275FE2
D.  Partially Serrated BM275SFE2
Black- Tungsten Gray Cerakote® blade finish •Black sheaths.
E.  Plain BM275GY1
F.  Partially serrated Black BM275SGY1 

 YOUR CHOICE $238.00 ea.

NEW! SIBERT ADAMAS® FIXED BLADES
Designed by Shane Sibert. Features: One piece CPM-CruWear® steel 

construction •Skeletonized, paracord wrapped handles •9-3/16" overall 
•MOLLE compatible molded plastic sheaths with MALICE CLIPS®. 

YOUR CHOICE $212.50 ea. 

NEW! MINI SOCP®
Designed by Greg Thompson. Features: One 
piece 440C stainless steel construction with black 
finish •Finger/lanyard hole •6-1/4" overall •MOLLE 
compatible black injection molded sheath with clip.

BM177BK $93.50 ea.

Cobalt Black BM375BK1 

Flat Earth BM375FE1 

A

B

C

E

D

F

Showing wrapped handle.

Showing 
wrapped 
handle.

Showing Skeletonized handle.
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GENUINE DAMASCUS FIXED BLADES
Features: Damascus steel blades •Top grain 
leather sheaths.

BRASSWORK- Damascus steel blade •Wood handle with 
brass inlay •Brass guard and pommel •31" overall 
•Leather scabbard.
DM5018DM5018 

$109.99 ea.

Imperial- Blood groove •37" overall.

DM5016DM5016 $94.99 ea.

PERIOD SWORDS

Skinner- Full tang 
•Bone and synthetic turquoise 

handles •Brass pins •Spacers •8" overall. 

DM1186DM1186 $34.99 ea.

Slim Dagger
Full tang •Stag handles •Brass pins 
•Damascus bolsters •8-1/2" overall. 

DM1178DM1178 $44.99 ea.

SGIAN DUBH
Features: Damascus steel blade •Rosewood handle 
•Fileworked throat •Brass rivets •12-1/2" overall 
•Top grain leather sheath. 

DM1076DM1076 $39.99 ea.

GENUINE GENUINE 
DAMASCUS!DAMASCUS!

HAND CRAFTED 
HAND CRAFTED 

HANDLE DETAILS!
HANDLE DETAILS!

Intricate inlay 
Intricate inlay 

in handle.in handle.

Skinner
Stag handle •Brass guard and 

pommel •Spacers •7-1/4" overall. 

DM1188DM1188 $22.99 ea.

Beautifully detailed!Beautifully detailed!

Heavy/
Bulky Items: 
Additional 
shipping 

may apply.

Celtic Knot Skinner  
Filework on spine •Full tang •Celtic Knot 
pattern on wood handles •Brass guard 
and pins •Lanyard hole •9" overall.  

DM1208DM1208 $31.99 ea.

Grooved Red Skinner  
Full tang •Grooved red wood handles 

•Brass pins •8" overall.  

DM1219DM1219 $29.99 ea.

MEDIEVAL CRUSADER HELMET REPLICA
The cross adorning the face identifies this helmet with the time of the Crusades (Holy Wars). This type was probably in 
use during the mid-13th century. It was often layered with caps and smaller helmets for extra protection. Features: Full 
size exact replica •16/18 gauge steel construction •Handcrafted details.

910902910902 $56.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! VIKING
Stainless steel blade 

•Black imitation leather handle •Cast metal guard and 
pommel •39" overall •Black imitation leather covered wood scabbard.

910953910953 $49.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! Scimitar- 36-1/2" overall.

DM5007DM5007 $119.99 ea.

DAMASCUS- Damascus steel blades and pommels •Wood 
handles •Nailhead accents •Fileworked steel guards and 
spacers •Leather scabbards.

Perfect for reenactors!Perfect for reenactors!
Heavy/Bulky Item: Additional 

shipping may apply.
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NEW!NEW! DUKE CANNON SUPPLY CO.® GROOMING PRODUCTS 
Each product is sturdily packaged and totally portable for use at home or in the camp.

F. TRENCH WARFARE BERGAMOT & BLACK PEPPER 
ANTIPERSPIRANT + DEODORANT
Built for 12-hour workdays. Features: Clean, subtle scent of fresh air and bergamot 
with a masculine woodsy base •Formulated with the highest allowable level of 
odor and wetness protection •Enriched with activated charcoal to remove toxins 
and deodorize •2.75 ounce solid stick •Active ingredient aluminum zirconium 
tetrachlorohydrex GLY 20%.

APDEOBPAPDEOBP $11.99 ea.

C. BEST DAMN BEARD WASH
An unruly and disheveled beard has the potential to lead society into   
complete anarchy. Features: Citrus hefeweizen scent •Made from plant based 
ingredients including hops, citrus peel oils, grain proteins and soybean oil 
•6 ounce tube •Sulfate and paraben free.

BDWASHBDWASH $14.99 ea.

M. CANNON BALM TACTICAL LIP PROTECTANT
Repairs and defends. Features: SPF 15 •Fresh mint taste •Made of premium natural 
and organic ingredients •Tested by active duty military •Withstands conditions up to 
100º •Large .56 ounce tube, nearly 4x the size of the stuff you find in checkout lines.

CBALM10CBALM10 $7.99 ea.

SOLID COLOGNE CONCENTRATED BALM
Hard-working men don't have time for messy, flowery sprays. Here's how to 
smell good on the go. Features: Made with natural and organic ingredients 
•Apply with fingertips •Travel friendly 1.5 ounce hinged-lid tins. 
A. Oak Barrel Bourbon- Inspired by the woodsy scents of 
 Buffalo Trace Distillery. SCBOURBON1SCBOURBON1 
B. Naval Supremacy- Light freshwater fragrance with citrus notes. SCSEA1SCSEA1 

YOUR CHOICE $24.99 ea.

L. GOLD RUSH FEVER SHAMPOO PUCK 
Built to outlast bottled shampoos, and it smells better too! 
Features: Super-concentrated mix of essential oils and natural fragrances to 
produce big, bold lather •Sulfate free •4.5 ounce solid puck in tin.

SHPUCKGORUSHSHPUCKGORUSH $11.99 ea.

SOAPS 
Hefty 10 ounce great smelling soap bricks made to wash away the day's work 
and leave skin smooth and fresh. 
G. Heavy Duty Hand Soap with Pumice- Light citrus. HEAVYDUTY1HEAVYDUTY1 
H. Buffalo Trace- Rich oak barrel. 02BOURBON102BOURBON1 
I. Productivity- Fresh mint •Limited edition WWII era 
 propaganda packaging. 02WHITE2402WHITE24 
J. Campfire- Smokey fresh cut hickory. 03CAMPFIRE103CAMPFIRE1 

YOUR CHOICE $9.99 ea.

K. Tactical Scrubber with Big Ass Beer Soap- Military-grade soap pouch 
is also a dual textured scrubber for maximum clean •550 paracord keeps your 
soap off the ground or the floor •Sandalwood scent soap.

03TACTBUN03TACTBUN $24.99 ea.

D. NAVAL DIPLOMACY THICK BODY WASH 
Hard working men require a shower of substance. Features: Freshwater, open 
air scent with bergamot •Formulated with noticeably higher viscosity to work 
effectively and not disappear down the shower drain •Cleanses, exfoliates and 
hydrates •17.5 ounce squeeze bottle •Paraben, phthalate and cruelty-free.

17OZTHICKSUP17OZTHICKSUP $11.99 ea.

E. COLD SHOWER ICE-COLD BODY SCRUB 
Take a hot shower without losing your cool. Features: Menthol, caffeine, 
aloe vera, and glycerin to cool, hydrate and refresh •Deep cleans and 
exfoliates •8 ounce tube •Alcohol free.

8OZCOLDSHOW8OZCOLDSHOW $13.99 ea.
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ESEE KNIVES® 3-D
Features: 1095 carbon steel blades with textured powder coat •Thumb ridges •Full tangs •3-D G-10 handles (except where noted) 

•Screw rivets •Lanyard holes •Serial number on pommels •Impact resistant molded sheaths •Made in USA.

ESEE®-6
11-3/4" overall.

Black Blade/Natural Canvas 
Micarta® 3-D Handles 

ESEE6PB011ESEE6PB011

Dark Earth Blade/Coyote 
& Black Handles 
ESEE5PDE005ESEE5PDE005

Black Blade/Grey & Black Handles 
ESEE5PB002ESEE5PB002

ESEE®-5
11" overall.

Desert Tan Blade/Coyote & 
Black Handles
ESEE6PDT005ESEE6PDT005

ESEE®-4
9" overall.

Black Blade/Green Canvas 
Micarta® 3-D Handles 

ESEE4PB017ESEE4PB017
OD Green Blade/Natural Canvas 

Micarta® 3-D Handles 
ESEE4POD011ESEE4POD011

NEW! Orange G-10 
ESEEAGKOR ESEEAGKOR 

ESEE® ASHLEY GAME KNIVES
Designed by Ashley Emerson. Features: Black oxide coated, stonewash finish 1095 carbon 

steel blades •Full tangs •Screw rivets •Lanyard holes •Serial numbered •8-1/4" overall 
•Leather belt sheaths •Include moisture resistant survival tip cards •Lifetime guarantee.

Tan Micarta® 
ESEEAGK ESEEAGK 

YOUR CHOICE $181.54 ea.

YOUR CHOICE $145.37 ea.

YOUR CHOICE $99.85 ea.

YOUR CHOICE $126.66 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ESEE6PB011
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ESEE5PDE005
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ESEEAGK
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UNLIMITED.
UNCONDITIONAL.
LIFETIME 
WARRANTY.

VORTEX® OPTICS

Scope not included.

A

B

E

F

G

H

RED DOTS
Features: Fully multi-coated lenses •1x magnification •Bright red dots •Unlimited eye 
relief •1 MOA adjustment graduation •Shock proof •Waterproof •Parallax free.
F. Venom® 3 MOA 
Large viewing window for wide field of view and sight picture with next-to-no obstruction for rapid shooting 
transitions and target acquisition •Low profile, rugged anodized aluminum housing •Weaver/picatinny mount 
type •130 MOA max elevation adjustment •100 MOA max windage adjustment •1-15/16" overall •Includes T-15 
Torx wrench, screwdriver, mounting screws, rain cover and lens cloth •Uses (1) CR 1632 battery (included).

RIFVTVMD3103RIFVTVMD3103 $249.99 ea.

G. SPARC® 2 MOA 
22mm diameter objective lens •Rubber cover with flip caps •Unique integrated base is hassle-free on any 
AR or similar platform •Multi-height mount •90 MOA max elevation adjustment •90 MOA max windage 
adjustment •Night vision compatibibility •2-15/16" overall •Includes T-10 Torx wrench •Uses (1) AAA battery 
(included) •If you forget to turn it off, automatically shuts down in approximately 12 hours.

SPCAR2SPCAR2 $199.99 ea.

H. SPORT CANTILEVER 1" MOUNT 
Features: Aluminum construction •Use this cantilever mount for mounting 1-inch telescopic sights onto flattop style 
AR-15 rifles with picatinny mount •The offset of this cantilever mount positions the scope in a 
forward location, allowing the correct eye relief and head placement •1.59" center scope height. 

VTCM102VTCM102 $99.99 ea.

D. Sonora 4-12x44- Locking diopter eyepiece •44mm objective lens diameter 
•4-12x magnification •60 MOA max elevation adjustment •60 MOA max windage 
adjustment •100 yards parallax setting •1" diameter tube •13-1/2" overall. 

VTSON412VTSON412 $149.99 ea.

A. Viper® 6.5-20x50- 6.5-20x magnification •3" eye relief •12 MOA 
travel per rotation •50 yards to infinity parallax setting •Precision 
Force Spring System •Precision Glide Erector System 
•14-3/8" overall •Includes removable lens covers. 

VTVPRM06MDVTVPRM06MD $499.99 ea.

C. Crossfire® II 6-24x50 AO- 6-24x magnification •4" sunshade •40 MOA 
max elevation adjustment •40 MOA max windage adjustment •10 yards 
to infinity parallax setting •14-1/2" overall.

VTCF231045VTCF231045 $299.99 ea.

B. Diamondback® Tactical 6-24x50 FFP- Tall exposed tactical 
turrets bring tracking performance previously unheard of •Optical 
system delivers sharp image quality even at extended range 
•EBR-2C (MOA) Reticle •6-24x magnification •10 yards to infinity parallax 
setting •Precision Force Spring System •Precision Glide Erector System 
•14-1/4" overall •Includes lens covers, sunshade, and lens cloth. 

VTDBK10028VTDBK10028 $399.99 ea.

E. DIAMONDBACK® HD 10x42 BINOCULARS 
Features: Fully multi-coated lenses •HD Optical System •4.2mm exit pupil •330 feet/1000 
yards linear field of view •6.3 degrees angular field of view •5' close focus •55-73mm 
inter-pupillary distance •Rubber armor •Shockproof •Waterproof and fog proof •42mm 
diameter objective lens •Adjustable eye cups •Center focus wheel •Diopter on right 
eyepiece •10x magnification •15mm eye relief •5-3/4" overall •Includes GlassPak case, 
GlassPak harness, comfort neck strap, tethered objective lens covers, Rainguard eyepiece 
cover, and lens cloth •Tripod adaptable (tripod not included). 

VTDB215VTDB215 $229.99 ea.

RIFLE SCOPES
Features (except where noted): 50mm diameter objective lenses •30mm 
diameter tubes •Dead-Hold BDC (MOA) reticles •Hard anodized single-piece 
aircraft-grade aluminum tubes are gas purged and o-ring sealed for waterproof/
fogproof performance •4" eye relief •Fast-focus eye pieces •Removable lens covers 
•Fully multi-coated lenses •65 MOA max elevation adjustment •65 MOA max windage 
adjustment •1/4 MOA adjustment graduation •15 MOA travel per 
rotation •Shockproof •Capped turrets •Lens cloths included.

C

D
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MAGAZINES- Ammo not included.
P320 Magazines- 2-pack of .177 caliber 20-round magazines. AMPC17720AMPC17720 $19.99 ea.

1911- 2-pack of .177 caliber 16-round magazines. AMPCBB16AMPCBB16 $12.99 ea.

P226 X5- 2-pack of .177 caliber 20-round magazines. AMPC17720XAMPC17720X $19.99 ea.

MPX/MCX- Single .177 caliber 30-round magazine •(3) extra belts. AMRC17730AMRC17730 $24.99 ea.

AIR GUNS
CO2 operating systems •CO2 and pellets sold separately •FedEx Ground shipping only.

P226 X5
Fires .177 caliber pellets •Picatinny 
accessory rail •Adjustable sights 
•8.7" overall •Includes (1) 20-round magazine. 

AIRX5177BLKAIRX5177BLK $119.99 ea. 
MSRP $139.99

P320
Fires .177 caliber pellets 
•Full blowback metal slide 
•Rifled steel barrel •Manual safety 
•M1913 accessory rail •9.6" overall •Includes 
(1) 30-round rotary magazine. 

AIRP3230RBAIRP3230RB $99.95 ea. 
MSRP $119.99

1911 Spartan
Fires .177 caliber BBs 
•Fixed sights •M1913 accessory 
rail •Metal stock •MOLON LABE 
engraving on grips and slide 
•Custom Spartan grips 
•Skeletonized trigger •8.7" overall 
•Includes (1) 16-round magazine. 

AIR1911BBSPAIR1911BBSP $95.95 ea. MSRP $109.99

MCX ASP- Fires .177 caliber pellets •4x24 scope and mounts •Rifled steel 
barrel •Tactical front grip •Synthetic stock •M1913 accessory rail •34.75" overall 
•Includes (1) 30-round magazine. 

AIRMCXSCOPE1AIRMCXSCOPE1 $229.95 ea. 
MSRP $269.99

Don't forget the Ammo! 
MATCH LEAD PELLETS
.177 caliber •500 count. 

AIRMATCHPB17AIRMATCHPB17 $9.99 ea.

CO2- FedEx Ground shipping only.

90g- 2-pack. AC902AC902 $14.99 ea.

12g- 5-pack. AC125CO2AC125CO2 $4.99 ea.

SIG SAUER® AIR GUNS - SHOOTS LIKE A SIG BECAUSE IT IS ONE

ORIGINAL ORIGINAL 
MODEL SPECS!MODEL SPECS!

From magazines to CO2, if it says SIG, it's the best, most From magazines to CO2, if it says SIG, it's the best, most 
functionally engineered product available.functionally engineered product available.

9" SAFETY PACK 
NYLON GUN CASE
Features: Camo nylon construction 
•Zip closure •Soft padded interior.
AC126CAC126C 

$4.99 ea.

  Shown 
open.

TACTICAL 
STOCKING
Features: OD green ballistic 
nylon construction •MOLLE 
compatible •Side zipper 
closure •Utility pocket •Velcro 
square for morale patch •(2) 
carabiner clips (non load 
bearing) •Webbing strap with 
grippable handle •17" overall.

AC201AC201 $7.99 ea.

OUTFIT OUTFIT 
THE WHOLE THE WHOLE 
PLATOON!PLATOON!

MI177MI177 

$4.99 ea.

Find 
Slingshot 
Ammo @

CANNOT BE SOLD 
IN MA, NJ, RI or NY

HIGH VELOCITY 
FOLDING SLINGSHOT

Features: Metal 
frame •Folding 

wrist brace 
•(2) surgical latex 

power bands •Black 
impact resistant 

grip with finger grooves. 

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AMPC17720
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MARBLE'S® G.I. HAWKBILL
Features: 440A stainless steel blade 
•Stainless steel 
handles (front 
embossed 
with "US") 
•Lanyard bail 
•4" closed •Imported.

MR409MR409 $6.99 ea.

KA-BAR® HOBO TOOL
Features: Three-in-one set •100% surgical steel construction 
•3-3/4" closed •Heavy nylon belt pouch. 

KA1300KA1300 $19.99 ea.

Easily 
comes 
apart 

for use!

MILITARY 
SURPLUS 
30 ROUND 
AK47 MAGAZINE
Features: New 
condition 
•Black finish, 
heavy duty 
welded and 
stamped steel 
construction. 
AK47MAGAK47MAG 

$12.99 ea.

ONTARIO® MILITARY ISSUED AIR FORCE SURVIVAL COMBAT KNIFE
Features: 1095 carbon steel blade with black zinc phosphate finish •Sawback spine 
•Steel guard and end cap •Stacked leather handle •9-1/2" overall •Leather sheath.

Q499Q499 $59.90 ea.

OFFICIAL MILITARY ISSUE!OFFICIAL MILITARY ISSUE!

GUNS NOT INCLUDED.

CONCEALED 
CARRY 
ACCESSORIES 
Affordable concealed carry 
options for most standard 
pistols. All adjust to 
fit most sizes.

Universal Hip Holster
Features: Ballistic nylon 
construction •Metal and 
composite hardware 
•(1) magazine pouch. 

AC206AC206 $9.99 ea.

Shown 
closed.

Double Pistol Range Case
Features: Ballistic nylon and padded 
felt construction •Zipper closure 
•(2) interior pistol pockets •(6) interior 
magazine pockets •(1) large exterior 
pocket •Web handles •Measures 
15" x 12" x 1-3/4" closed.

AC203AC203 $14.99 ea.

FOR RUGER MODELS LCR, LCRX WITH 1.87" BARREL
A. Size 00 RIght Hand 2710027100
B. Size 00 Left Hand 2711027110
C. Size 11 Left Hand 2711127111
FOR RUGER MODELS EC9, LC9, LC9 WITH LIGHTING 
ACCESSORIES, LC380, SR22
D. Size 06 Left Hand 2711627116
FOR RUGER MODELS SR9, SR40, SR45, AMERICAN, 
AMERICAN 45C, SR1911
E. Size 07 Left Hand 2711727117
FOR RUGER MODELS SR9C, SR40C, AMERICAN 9C
F. Size 08 Left Hand 2711827118

A C

E

B

FD

CLOSEOUTS!CLOSEOUTS! ALLEN® RUGER® 
FIREBIRD MQR HOLSTERS
Features: Durable ballistic nylon construction with contrast stitching •FidLock® 
SNAP magnetic quick release (MQR) for secure carry and quick deployment 
•Snag free liner •Adjustble strap for custom fit •Loop fits belt up to 2" wide.

YOUR CHOICE $15.99 NOW $9.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR409
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KA1300
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COLLECTOR KNIFE STORAGE PACKS
Features: Hardshell vinyl construction •Snap closures 
•Plush interior with elastics.
Extra Large- Holds (48) •13" x 26" open.

AC96AC96 $14.99 ea.
Large- Holds (24) •10-1/2" x 22" open.

AC95AC95 $12.99 ea.

Knives not 
included.

VINYL KNIFE STORAGE POUCHES 
Features: Vinyl construction •Plush linings •Zipper closures.

X-Large- 17" x 5" x 1". AC100AC100 $4.99 ea. 

Large- 14" x 5" x 1". AC99AC99 $3.99 ea. 

Medium- 11" x 3-1/2" x 1". AC98AC98 $2.99 ea. 

Small- 7-1/2" x 3" x 1". AC97AC97 $2.99 ea. 

Mini- 5-1/2" x 2-1/4" x 1". AC147AC147 $1.99 ea.

Shown 
open.

DELUXE
ZIPPER POUCH

Features: Nylon construction 
•Fleece lining •Zipper closure

•17-1/2" x 5-1/2" x 1-1/2".

AC0112AC0112 $6.99 ea.

Shown 
closed.

BOOKSHELF 
KNIFE PACK
Features: Nylon construction •Velvet 
lining •Stitched elastics hold knives in 
place •Snap closure •Holds (24) 
•10-1/2" x 9-3/8" x 1-1/4" closed.

AC116AC116 $12.99 ea.

Shown 
closed. 

Knives 
not included.

TACTICAL CORDURA® KNIFE POUCHES
Features: Cordura® construction •Double-slider zippers with 

cord pulls •Fabric interiors •MOLLE compatible.
7"- (1) interior pocket.

AC181AC181 $3.99 ea.  
9"- (2) interior pockets.

AC180AC180 $4.99 ea.

Shown open.Back.

X-LARGE CARRY-ALL STORAGE ROLL
Features: Soft vinyl construction •Plush lining •Stitched elastics 
hold (54) knives or other products in place •Closed size depends 
on contents •Plastic handle •Buckle and adjustable strap closure 
•11-3/4" x 39" open.

AC90AC90 $14.99 ea.

Shown closed. Knives not included.

LIGHTER SHEATHS
Features: Nylon construction 

•Snap closures •Fit belts 
to 1-3/4" wide.

Denim SH283SH283

Black SH281SH281

YOUR CHOICE 

$1.99 ea.   

3 OR MORE 

$1.49 ea.

NYLON FOLDER SHEATHS 
Features: High quality nylon construction 
•Velcro closures •Fit belts to 3" wide. 

4" 
Camo 
SH270SH270 
Black 
SH1075SH1075 
YOUR 
CHOICE  

$1.99 ea.

3" 
Camo 
SH269SH269
Black 
SH1070SH1070 
YOUR 
CHOICE 

99¢ ea.

5" 
Camo 
SH271SH271
Black 
SH1080SH1080 
YOUR 
CHOICE 

$2.99 ea.

Fixed Blade
For knife with up 
to 7-1/4" blade 
•Multiple carry 
options •Liner 
•Leg tie.
SH1016SH1016 

MOLLE COMPATIBLE TACTICAL KNIFE SHEATHS 

Features: Heavy duty nylon construction •Velcro closures.  

Utility 
Fits knife or tool to 4" closed •Flap 

doubles as zipper pouch •Drain hole •Fits 
belt to 3" vertically or 2-1/2" horizontally.  

SH1074SH1074 

Carry-All 
Multiple carry options 

•Fits knife or tool to 
3-1/2" closed •Utility 

pocket and belt 
loop adjustments 

•Fits belt to 2-1/2".  
SH435SH435 

HORIZONTAL

V
E
R
T
I
C
A
L

YOUR 
CHOICE 

$4.99 ea. 

STRAIGHT KNIFE SHEATHS
Features: Riveted and stitched brown leather 

construction •Snap closures.

6" SH1135SH1135 

$5.99 ea.

4" SH1133SH1133  

$4.99 ea.

5" SH1134SH1134 

$5.99 ea.

CARRY-ALL ROLL
Features: Black vinyl construction 
•Holds (52) knives •Strap and buckle 
closure •Plastic handle •Measures 
13-3/4" x 9" x 2" closed. 

AC146AC146 $12.99 ea.
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Features: Black coated stainless steel 
construction •Removable, reusable 
3-1/4" overall push dagger is magnetically 
retained in card •Tools include can opener, 
cap lifter, saw, screwdriver, hex wrench 
and a ruler •Measures 
3-3/4" x 2-3/8" x 1/8".

EXP63EXP63 $7.99 ea.

NEW! DOUG RITTER'S RSK® (RITTER SURVIVAL KNIFE) Mk5 
Designed by survival expert Doug Ritter. Use this tough but lightweight knife for 
a variety of survival needs. Features: One piece 3Cr13 stainless steel 
construction •High flat blade grind •Thumb ridges •Nylon cord lanyards 
•3-3/4" overall •Black GRN sheaths •Bright orange tins •Includes tips for 
building out your own survival kit utilizing the tin (components for 
this not included). 

YOUR CHOICE $11.99 ea.

77

NEW! RAPID-ROPE®
A convenient and compact way to store and 
access rope when you need it now, with no 

cutting tools necessary. Features: (1) weather 
resistant shatterproof canister with cut 

insert •(1) rope cartridge consisting of 120' of 
extreme multi-use utility rope, rated at 1100 
lbs. tensile strength •Pull the desired length 

of rope to tackle any job, wrap the rope 
around cut insert and pull, cutting the rope. 

OD Green RRCODG6027 
Orange RRCO6010 

YOUR CHOICE $24.95 ea. 
As seen on a popular TV show that discovers and 

supports innovative entrepreneurs!

NEW! TEXSPORT 
WATERPROOF 

MATCHES
Features: (4) boxes of 50 each 
for a total of 200 •Waterproof 

heads and wooden splints 
•Each box has a waterproof 

striker on one side. 

15069 $3.99 per set

CARSON OPTICAL 
MICROMINI™ POCKET 

MICROSCOPE
Compact, portable, and easy to use. 

Features: 20X magnification 
•Built-in UV light •Keychain 

•Uses (3) LR43 button 
cell batteries (included). 

MM280O $8.99 ea.

NEW! NITE-IZE® CINCH-A-LOT 
STRETCH STRAP
Adjustable key strap goes where you go. Features: 
Soft silicone strap is fully adjustable to fit around 
your wrist, water bottle or phone •Slider •.75" 
stainless steel split ring •Polycarbonate S-biner 
microlock with stainless steel gates. 

NI42155 $4.39 ea.

NEW! SHEFFIELD® MOAB RESCUE LINERLOCK
Features: Black oxide coated 420 stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb stud and ridges 
•Textured aluminum handles •Pocket clip •Recessed belt cutter •Glass breaker tip 
•4-3/4" closed. 

SM12870 $13.99 ea.

NEW! UCO GEAR TITAN FIRE STARTER
Paracord lanyard keeps both implements togther for camping, mountaineering, survival, and for your emergency kit. 
Ferro Rod features: Ferrocerium fire steel construction •Works in all conditions •Lasts up to 20,000 strikes •4" overall. 
Multi-Function Striker/Multitool features: Stainless steel construction •6.5mm bit driver •Wrench slot for 12mm, 
10mm, 8mm and 6mm •Bottle opener •Scraper •Box opener •Rapid release carabiner •2-7/8" overall. 

MTFSTITAN $9.99 ea.

PUSH DAGGER SURVIVAL CARD

Shown 
apart.

WILD BOAR RAZORBACK SURVIVAL KNIFE
Features: Black coated stainless steel blade with notched spine and 
cutout •Black hard plastic handle with molded knuckle guard 
•13" overall •Black hard plastic sheath with molded clip, 
lashing holes, and built-in compass •Ferrocerium rod/
safety whistle and mini sharpening rod store in specially 
designed slots on the sheath.

WB1033 $14.99 ea.
Ferrocerium rod/

safety whistle. Mini sharpening rod.
Sheath with 

compass.

Black DRMK5KDRMK5KStonewashed DRMK5DRMK5

Accessories not 
included.

NEW! 
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MANUAL MODELS

POWERED MODELS

Can be used for flat & 
curved blades, fish hooks and 
punches, all in one sharpener!

PIVOT SHARPENERS- A pocket-sized solution to sharpening 
straight edge and serrated blades. Features: Convex carbide and 
fine grit ceramic sharpening slots •Pivot technology follows the 
curve of the blade for an easier, more consistent edge.

Angle guides

3-Position ceramic rod 
(Fine, coarse, fish hook)Leather strop

Fine grit serration 
sharpener

SHARPENS SHARPENS 
ANYTHING!ANYTHING!

Adjustable angle 
guide

Variable 
speed 
motor

Sharpens 
outdoor, pocket 

and kitchen 
knives, serrated 
blades, scissors, 

and many 
other common 

edge tools. 

Uses flexible 
belts to put a 
razor sharp 

edge on your 
blade just like 

a professional! 

KNIFE & TOOL SHARPENER MK.2 
New and improved features make sharpening even faster 
and easier. Sharpen every knife you own using Flexible 
Abrasive Belts and redesigned Sharpening Guide, increasing 
precision and consistency to get the proper edge angle 
every time, while the new Edge Guide supports the knife 
all the way to the tip. This sharpener is designed, calibrated 
and quality checked in Ashland, Oregon and covered 
by a 3 year warranty. 
Features: Work Sharp® power platform •6 piece Abrasive Belt Kit 
includes (2) P80 coarse, (2) P220 medium, and (2) 6000 fine 
•Adjustable knife sharpening guide (20° kitchen and 25° 
outdoor) with scissor and serrated knife guides •Includes 
detailed Quick Start and User's Guides. 

WSKTS2WSKTS2 $79.95 ea.

(also available) REPLACEMENT BELTS- Sets of (6).
P80 Coarse Grit Kit WSSA2703WSSA2703

P220 Medium Grit Kit WSSA2704WSSA2704
6000 Fine Grit Kit WSSA2705WSSA2705

Assortment Kit- Includes: (2) P80 coarse grit belts •(2) 
P220 medium grit belts •(2) 6000 fine grit belts. WSSA2012WSSA2012

YOUR CHOICE $9.95 per kit

KEN ONION EDITION KNIFE & TOOL SHARPENER
Work Sharp teamed up with renowned knifemaker Ken Onion to deliver the ultimate 

sharpening solution. Features: (5) premium flexible abrasive belts-- (1) each P120 extra 
coarse, X65 coarse, X22 medium, X4 fine, 6000 extra fine •Adjustable guide produces 

precise bevels from 15º to 30º •Variable speed motor.

WSKTSKOWSKTSKO $129.95 ea. 
(also available) Replacement Belt Kit for Ken Onion Edition

Includes (1) each: P120 extra coarse tool grinding and blade repair belt •X65 
coarse knife shaping belt •X22 medium knife sharpening belt •X4 fine knife 
honing/scissors belt •6000 extra fine serrated blade and guthook belt •For 

use only with the Ken Onion Edition. 

WSSAKO81113WSSAKO81113 $14.95 per kit

COMBO KNIFE SHARPENER- Made for the beginner. Features: (2) 3M P120 grit 
abrasive belts (one pre-installed plus an extra) •25º angle guides •Ceramic rod for 
deburring •Measures 7-1/2" x 4-3/4" x 4-3/8" •Operates on 110v/120v power.

WSCMBWSCMB $49.95 ea.

(also available) Replacement Belt Kit for Combo Sharpener
Includes (3) 3M P120 grit abrasive belts. 

WSSA000CMBWSSA000CMB $8.95 per kit

GUIDED FIELD SHARPENER
Legendary knifemaker Ken Onion said of the Guided Field Sharpener,
"I am impressed with the clever details... It is by far the best manual, 
portable sharpener I have ever used... I especially like the versatility 
of it." Features: Magnetic plate holders •Angle guides •Round ceramics 
•Strop •All in a small easy to carry unit. 

WSGFS221WSGFS221 $29.95 ea.

MICRO SHARPENER/KNIFE TOOL
Ultra light and compact for knife care 
anywhere. Features: Angle guided medium 
grit diamond and fine ceramic sharpening
surfaces •1/4" bit driver •T6, T8, and T10 
Torx bits for quick maintenance of folding knives.

WSEDCMCRWSEDCMCR $9.95 ea.

Pivot Plus- Tapered diamond rod. 

WSEDCPVPWSEDCPVP $7.95 ea.

Pivot- Medium grit 
diamond sharpening 

surface with fish hook groove. 

WSEDCPVTWSEDCPVT $3.95 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSKTS2
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSSA2703
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSSA2704
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSSA2705
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSSA2012
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSKTSKO
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSSAK081113
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSCMB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSSA000CMB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSGFS221
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSEDCMCR
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSEDCPVP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSEDCPVT
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 THE EDGE EXPERTS

10-Second Knife & Scissors Sharpener- Features: Reversible, 
replaceable, coarse carbide blades with V-shaped pre-set angle 
for sharpening all types of straight-edge knives •Extra fine 1500 
grit ceramic rod designed to 
"float", conforming to the 
exact angle of scissor 
blades and capable of 
sharpening left- or 
right-handed scissors 
•6" overall.

SAJIFFSSAJIFFS $7.99 ea.

Edge Pro Pull-Thru Sharpener- Features: Fixed angle 
components provide consistent results •Premium, 
replaceable abrasives for sharper, longer lasting edge 
•Precision ground coarse carbide blades •Specially 
shaped extra-fine 1500 grit ceramic rods sharpen 
standard or serrated edges •Ergonomically designed 
soft grip handle •Non-slip rubber base •7-3/4" overall.

SA50090SA50090 $17.99 ea.

Diamond Combination Sharpener- Features: Coarse and 
fine diamond stones in one compact sharpener •Groove for 
fish hooks and pointed tools •Micro tool sharpening pad 
•Soft grip rubber handle •Thumb guard •9-1/4" overall.

SADCS4SADCS4 $21.99 ea.

Adjustable Angle Pull-Thru Sharpener- Features: Turn the dial to adjust angle as 
needed •Quickly sharpens fillet knives, pocketknives, and various size fish hooks 
•Two-stage sharpening-- coarse carbide and extra fine 1500 grit ceramic •Synthetic 
hook grooves •Soft grip handle •Non-slip base •10-3/4" overall.

SA50264SA50264 $28.99 ea.

Retractable Diamond Sharpener
Features: For straight and serrated blades 
•Diamond coated rod retracts into handle 
for storage •Sharpening groove for fish 
hooks and pointed tools •Anodized 
aluminum handle •Pocket clip 
•4-3/4" closed.

SADRETSADRET $9.99 ea.

Experience the Experience the 
Smith's Difference!Smith's Difference!

Edge Pro Compact Electric Sharpener
Features: Synthetic wheel provides quick and easy 
electric sharpening •Crossed ceramic rods for manual 
honing •Blade guides •Soft grip ergonomic handle •On/
off switch •Power cord •Non-slip rubber base.
SA50005SA50005 

$29.99 ea.

Pocket Pal Sharpener- Features: Reversible, replaceable carbide 
blades quickly set an edge •Ceramic finishing slot •Pre-set 
sharpening angles •Tapered diamond rod folds out for sharpening 
serrations and guthooks •Lightweight plastic housing •Lanyard 
hole •3-1/4" overall.

SAPP1SAPP1 $9.99 ea. 
3 OR MORE 

$8.99 ea.

2-Step Pocket Sharpener- Features: Especially great for 
fillet knives •Carbide blades provide quick edge setting 
•Ceramic rods provide razor sharp finishing •Pre-set 
sharpening angles 
•Bright yellow 
plastic housing 
•Non-slip 
rubber feet 
•Lanyard hole.
SA19004SA19004 

$5.99 ea.

2-Stone Sharpening Kit- Features: 5" medium stone (mounted on a 
sturdy molded plastic base) to set the edge •4" fine Arkansas stone for 
edge finishing (stores in the bottom of the plastic base) •Premium honing 
solution cleans and protects the sharpening surface •Sharpening 
angle guide.

SASK2SASK2 $17.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SAJIFFS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SA50090
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SADCS4
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SA50264
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SADRET
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SA50005
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SAPP1
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SA19004
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SASK2
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OLD HICKORY® KITCHEN KNIVES
Ontario Knife Company has been manufacturing kitchen cutlery for over 130 years, and began branding them Old Hickory® during the mid-

1920s. The brand has stood the test of time, proving to be some of the best carbon steel kitchen cutlery sold today. Features: High carbon steel 
blades •Full tang construction •Hardwood handles stamped with "Old Hickory" •Brass compression rivets.

Five Piece Set
8" slicer •7" butcher knife •6" utility •4" and 3-1/4" parers.    

OH705OH705 $49.99 per set

A. 4" Parer
 OH7504 OH7504 

 $8.99 ea.
B. 3-1/4" Small Parer
 OH7533 OH7533 

 $8.99 ea.
C. 6" Household/
 Boning Knife 

 OH726 OH726 $9.99 ea.
D. 7" Butcher Knife 

  OH7025OH7025 $11.99 ea.
E. 7" Cleaver

  OH7060OH7060 $19.99 ea.
F. 8" Cook Knife

  OH7045OH7045 $19.99 ea.
G. 5-1/2" Hunting Knife

  OH7026OH7026 $21.95 ea.
H.   6-1/4" Fillet Knife 

   OH417OH417 $14.99 ea.
I.     10" Small Butcher Knife 

  OH7111OH7111 $22.99 ea. 
J. 14" Large Butcher Knife

 OH7113 OH7113 $18.99 ea.

A

B

C

J

D

E

F

G

NEW!NEW! OLD HICKORY® OUTDOOR KNIVES
Features: Satin finish 1075 high carbon steel blades •Hardwood handles 
•Double brass rivets •Leather belt sheaths. 

I

H

Bird & Trout- 6-7/8" overall. 

OH7027OH7027 $20.95 ea. 

Fish & Small Game 
Full tang •8-5/8" overall. 

OH7024OH7024 $30.50 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OH705
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OH7504
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OH7533
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OH726
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OH7025
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OH7060
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OH7045
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OH7026
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OH417
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OH7111
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OH7113
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OH7027
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OH7024
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YOUR CHOICE $7.99 ea. 

YOUR CHOICE 

$5.99 ea. 

LARGE

MEDIUM

VICTORINOX® FOLDING PARING KNIVES
With boundless versatility, the Swiss Classic Foldable Paring Knife is a multitasker. Whether at home, in the office 
or the outdoors, you're sure to take this one with you. Features: Linerlocks provide added safety for opening and 
closing •Wear-resistant stainless steel blades •Black polypropylene handles •Compact 4-1/2" closed. 

BEST SELLERS!BEST SELLERS!

81

VICTORINOX® PARERS
Features: Stainless steel blades •Polypropylene handles.

Red Plain V40601V40601 Red Serrated V40603V40603

White Serrated F42602F42602

Red F40502F40502

VICTORINOX® STEAK KNIFE 
One of our best sellers, this steak knife is a great addition to your 

table. Features: Stainless steel serrated blade •Full tang construction 
•Black POM handles with triple rivets •9" overall •Made in Portugal. 

F41799F41799 $7.99 ea. 

Blue F42605F42605

Black Serrated V40602 V40602 
(also available) Black Plain V40600V40600

YOUR CHOICE 

$16.80 ea.

Plain F02923

Serrated 
F02862

6" Semi-Stiff Curved Boning- 11-1/4" overall.
Red F40420F40420
(also available) Black F40515F40515
YOUR CHOICE $24.99 ea.

6" Stiff Boning- 11-3/8" overall. F40615F40615 $21.99 ea.

FOLDABLE FOLDABLE 
FOR EASY FOR EASY 

TRANSPORT!TRANSPORT!

5" Flex Curved Boning
10-1/4" overall. 

F40516F40516 $19.99 ea.

GREAT GIFT IDEA!GREAT GIFT IDEA!

VICTORINOX® 3-1/4" PARER
Features: High carbon stainless steel blade •Rosewood handles 

•Double rivets •7-1/4" overall. 

F40100F40100 $19.99 ea. 

PRO BUTCHER'S FAVORITE!PRO BUTCHER'S FAVORITE!

SLICE YOUR STEAK IN STYLE!SLICE YOUR STEAK IN STYLE!

VICTORINOX® FIBROX® BUTCHER'S ESSENTIALS
Features: Specially tempered high carbon stainless steel blades 
•Contoured Fibrox® handles. 

MEDIUM- 3-1/4" blades •7-1/8" overall.

LARGE- 4" blades •8-1/8" overall. 

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V40601
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V40603
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=f42602
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=f40502
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=F41799
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=f42605
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V40602
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=f40420
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=F40515
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=F40615
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=F40516
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OFFICIAL SWISS ARMY 
STANDARD ISSUE DUAL DENSITY 
SOLDIER KNIFE
Locking master blade •Wood 
saw •Bottle opener/large locking 
screwdriver/wire stripper •Can 
opener/small screwdriver 
•Phillips screwdriver •Reamer •Keyring 
•Dual density olive drab and black 
composition handles 
•4-3/8" closed.

V53945V53945 $55.99 ea.

GERMAN ARMY 
SOLDIER KNIFE
Locking master blade •Non-
locking wood saw •Bottle opener/
large locking screwdriver/
wire stripper •Can opener/
small screwdriver •Phillips screwdriver 
•Reamer •Keyring •Olive drab 
polyamide handles 
•4-3/8" closed.

V54876V54876 $52.99 ea. 

RANGERGRIP 78
Locking, one hand opening large 
blade •Can opener/small screwdriver 
•Bottle opener/locking large 
screwdriver/wire stripper 
•Double cut wood saw •Phillips 
screwdriver •Punch/reamer •Toothpick 
•Tweezers •Keyring •Red composition 
handles with black rubber 
inserts •5-1/8" closed. 

V04385V04385 $52.99 ea.

FIELDMASTER®
Large and small blades •Wood 
saw •Phillips screwdriver •Can 
opener/small screwdriver •Bottle 
opener/large screwdriver/wire 
stripper •Reamer •Scissors •Hook 
•Tweezers •Toothpick •Keyring 
•Red composition handles 
•3-1/2" closed.

V56931V56931 $37.99 ea.

COMBAT 
UTILITY KNIFE  
Perfect for any soldier and those keeping it going at home. Features: Black anodized 
implements •One hand opening, locking, partially serrated master blade •Awl/reamer •Phillips 
screwdriver/punch •Can opener/small screwdriver •Bottle opener/locking large screwdriver/
wire stripper/wire bender •Dual cut wood saw •Keyring •Textured dual density handles for a 
positive grip •4-3/8" closed. 

V56658V56658 $69.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! LANYARDS 
Customize your favorite Swiss Army knife with new colorful lanyards! 

Features: Swiss made lanyard •Rubber grip •2.5" overall. 

Green/Black V418244V418244 Blue/Black V418242V418242Red/Black V418241V418241 Black V41824V41824

YOUR CHOICE $2.99 ea.

COLORFUL TOOTHPICKS & TWEEZERS 
AVAILABLE AT SMKW.COM! 

VICTORINOX® EXCLUSIVES from SMOKY MOUNTAIN KNIFE WORKS 
Victorinox and SMKW love offering your favorite knife patterns with exclusive artwork that just might hit close to home for 

you. All feature: Stainless steel blades and tools •Toothpick •Tweezers •Keyring. Classic SDs also feature: Small blade •Nail file/screwdriver 
tip •Scissors •2-1/4" closed. Tinker also features: Large and small blades •Phillips screwdriver •Can opener/small screwdriver •Bottle opener/

large screwdriver/wire stripper •Reamer •3-1/2" closed.  

NEW!NEW! Succulent Classic SD 

V1050V1050 $16.99 ea.

Tool Box Classic SD

V1002V1002 $16.99 ea.

All exclusives feature designs All exclusives feature designs 
on both front and backon both front and back!!

Betsy Ross Flag Tinker 

V1028V1028 $24.99 ea.

Knife not included.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V53945
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YOUR CHOICE 

$20.99 ea. 

NEW!NEW! CLASSIC SD "PATTERNS OF THE WORLD" 
LIMITED EDITION 2021 

This annual limited edition collection showcases designs from Victorinox fans around the 
world. Fans designed, submitted and voted on this year’s theme, "Patterns of the World." 

Features: Small blade •Nail file/screwdriver tip •Scissors •Toothpick •Tweezers •Keyring 
•Composition handles •2-1/4" closed. 

Mexican Zarape 
V8418V8418 

Cubic Illusion 
V8456V8456 

Dynamic Floral 
V8470V8470 

Ocean Life 
V8487V8487 

Alpine Edelweiss 
V8494V8494 

Shown 
open.

NAIL CLIPPER 
HANDY. PRACTICAL. PRECISE. The ideal multi-tool for expert nailcare on the 
go. Features: Stainless steel construction •Super ergonomic grip for ultimate 
precision •Lanyard hole •2-3/8" overall. 

V08989V08989 $12.00 ea.

GREAT GIFT IDEA!GREAT GIFT IDEA!

Tie Dye 
V8425V8425 

Retro TV 
V8449V8449 

Lucky Cat 
V8463V8463 

Porcelain Elegance 
V8500V8500 

Eagle Flight 
V8432V8432 

Black V56103V56103

TINKERS
Large and small blades •Can opener/small 

screwdriver •Bottle opener/large screwdriver/
wire stripper •Reamer/sewing eye •Phillips 

screwdriver •Tweezers •Toothpick 
•Keyring •Composition handles 

•3-1/2" closed.

Red  V56101

YOUR CHOICE $23.99 ea.

Translucent 
Sapphire 
V56112

NEW!NEW! WOOD CLIMBER SWISS SPIRIT 
Scenes from the Alps are depicted in the intricate woodwork 
of this exquisite knife. Of course, nothing says Swiss like the 
versatility of a Swiss Army Knife. A world-wide limited edition 
of only 12,000 pieces will be crafted and each will include 
a presentation certificate. Features: Large and small blades 
•Corkscrew •Can opener/
screwdriver •Bottle opener/
screwdriver/wire stripper 
•Reamer/punch and sewing 
awl •Scissors •Multipurpose 
hook •Keyring •Walnut handle 
scales with laser cut design 
•3-3/8" closed.   

V0995V0995 $80.00 ea.
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Pointing the Way STBV924STBV924

The name and character of Smokey Bear are 
the property of the United States, as provided 

by 16 U.S.C. 580p-1, and are used with the 
permission of the Forest Service, 
U.S. Department of Agriculture.CLASSIC SDs  YOUR CHOICE $19.99 ea.

Pointing the Way 
STBV923STBV923

Salute 
STBV921STBV921

Welcome Campers 
STBV919STBV919

Safety is Key 
STBV918STBV918

Mail Call 
STBV917STBV917

(also 
available)
Mail Call 
STBV915STBV915

Safety 
is Key 

STBV916STBV916

© Smoky Mountain Knife Works, Inc. ("SMKW"). All Rights Reserved. No part of this catalog may be reproduced in 
any form without written permission from SMKW. Policies, items availability, manufacturer's specifications and prices 
subject to change without notification. RELEASE, ASSUMPTION OF RISK, AND WAIVER OF LIABILITY AND INDEMNITY 
AGREEMENT. Every buyer of SMKW merchandise warrants that he can legally purchase the merchandise in his place 
of residence and that he is in compliance with all Federal, State and Local Laws related to his purchase from SMKW.  
Prices in this catalog are superseded by the next SMKW catalog distributed.

Smoky Mountain Knife Works, Inc.
P.O. BOX 4430
SEVIERVILLE, TN 37864
1-800-251-9306

1-800-251-9306
or

(865)453-5871

NEW!NEW! SMOKEY BEAR SERIES 
Smokey Bear stands ready as always to make sure your summer adventures remain safe and fun. All feature: Stainless steel blades and tools 

•Toothpick •Tweezers •Keyring. Tinkers also feature: Large and small blades •Phillips screwdriver •Can opener/small screwdriver •Bottle opener/
large screwdriver/wire stripper •Reamer •3-1/2" closed. Classic SDs also feature: Small blade •Nail file/screwdriver tip •Scissors •2-1/4" closed.

TINKERS  YOUR CHOICE $24.99 ea.

Salute 
STBV922STBV922

Welcome 
Campers 
STBV920STBV920
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